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"For heaven's sake what has happened, Dewey ? creied Mark, springing to his feet .
("A Midnight Hazing," by Lieutenant Frederick Garrison, U.S. A. Complete In this number )

~;. •2~ } STREET &SMITH, Publishers, New York. {s~:~p~~~i~~$~.~~ !~~!~.
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THE CADET CHAPEL,
UNITED

STATES

NAVAL

ACADEMY .

Bv JOSEPH COBLENTZ GROFF.
DJOIN ING the library and in line with the 1ow of officers' residences in the older part of the grounds stands the
Cadet Chapel.
There is nothing about the outside of the building to attract one or to distinguish it from any ordinary
chapel, but the associations connected with it and the collectio11 of object> of naval interest in the interior mak~ it one
of the interesting features of the Academy.
There are to be seen various tablets erected in honor of certain officers and cadets, who in-many w ays made themselves heroes in the eyes of th e world by givi ng up their lives in the perform apce of brave and daring acts. There are
also several commemorative windows that speak st rongly of heroism and bravery, and th at inspi re the cadets with
feelin gs of em ulation and manliness.
There is at all times a naval chaplain attached to the Academy, detailed by the Secretary of th e Navy for duty
there three or four years at a time. Hi s duties to the cadets and officers stati oned at the Ac::idemy are simil ar to those
of any clergyman of his p::i1ish. Sunday morning is the only time on which the cadets assemble in the chapel, and
at that time there is a regular se rvice lasting for about· a n hour and a half.
Some member of the Academy band presides at th e pipe organ, and from th e battalion a volunteer cadet choir is
formed.
Every Sunday morning at ten o'clock, after a formal inspection of quarters by the Commandant and his assista:: ts,
the battalion is formed in front of quarters and then follows a iull dress in specti on oi the ranks. Alter inspection
several church parties fall out, and , by special permission, are allowed to attend church in the tow n of Annapolis.
The rest of the cadets are march ed in a body to the chapel and th ere attend the regular service.
During graduation week th e chapel comes into more general use , and on the morning of grad uation day the
cadets are assrmbled there to listen to an address delivered to the g radu::ites by some noted clergyman invited for the
occasion.
After the address, th e battalion is formed outside the chapel and marched to the front of th e band stand where th e
Secretary of th e Navy concludes the exercises of the week and the four years" course of the cadets by delivering to t he
tried and true the well-earned diplomas.
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CHRISTMAS GREETING.
wish the readers of Army and Navy the merriest ChristWE mas
ever experienced by them. We hope this grand old
holiday will bring to them joy and pleasure and an abundance of
loving gifts that will tax Father Santa Claus' pack to the utmost.
A Merry Christmas to you all!

I

F

I were F ather Christmas, ai:id
Christma'"s l:Je were me,
'I'he "gay and festive seasoi:i" should
still more festive be ;
I would not go where plenty wa5 reign#
ilJg over a 11
.IOl.nd where I 'm always welcome, but
give t.!:Je poor a call.
$

rr.Jight, as I was passii:ig, just. give
the ricl:J a IJOd,
'I'o l:Jow that rr.J behavior wa5 not so very odd;
llf3ut where tl:Je tilums were thickest and folks were iIJ
distress,
I 'd seHle doWIJ aIJd struggle to rr.iake their t.rouble5 less.
~

In every l:Jouse thatwaIJted a sign o!'e'l:Jri trr.ias cJ:leer.And goodness knows IJow maIJy are even worse tl:Jan
drear! would IJOt waste -a morr.iei:it, but give the rr.iagic cue
For" exit all.that's dreary, aIJd enter a ll tl:Jat's !Jew!"
$

In fad, the change in slum~laIJd sl:Jo uld be so all~com#
plete
That OIJe ol:Jould tl:JiIJ k a genie l:Jad wai:idered down tl:Je
street .
.AIJ! just for oi:ie day oi:ily, how jovial it would be
U' I were Father Christn;JaB, aIJd ChPistmas he wel'e llJ~d

A Midnight Hazing;
OR,

Mark Mallory's Revenge.
By Lie-..;a_t. F r e d e r i c k Garriso:r.i., u. s •

CHAPTER I.
THE SEVE

DEVILS SWEAR VENGEANCE.

"For Heaven's sake, man, what has
happened?"
The cause of this exclamation was a
strange looking figure. He was a lad of
about eighteen, with a handsome, merry
face and brown curly hair. He wore the
uniform of a fourth class cadet at West
Point, a "plebe." At the moment the
uniform was dirty and torn, and his face
was far from handsome. It was bruised
and blue in lumps, and there were ugly
places of a bright red, lending a startling
effect indeed.
The speaker was also a cadet, tall and
more heavily built. He had been sitting
at his tent door rubbing his gun dilige11tly, but he sprang up in alarm when he
espied the ot!1er.
"What on earth has happened to you,
Dewey?" he repeated.
The lad called "Dewey" laughed tu
himself, in spite of his sorry condition.
"I don't just exactly know," he said .
"B'gee, I've forgotten lots of things in
the last ten minutes. I'll come in and
think 'em over and tell you.''
He entered the tent, and after gazing
at himself ruefully in the looking-glass
that hung by the tent pole, wet a towel
and fell to washing things gently.
':B'gee!" he muttered. "Mark Mallory, there's going to be no end of
trouble on account of this."
"You haven't told me yet," said the
other. "Yi:rn don't mean that you've been
getting hazed some more?"
"Would you call it hazing," responded

.A..

Dewey, "if you'd been pummelled until
you looked like rare beef? You needn't
be getting angry about it. We'll have
plenty of time for that later. Meantime,
just you listen to my tale of woe, b'gee !
I was down on Flirtation Walk a while
ago, off in a lonely part. And all of a
;;udden I came across half a dozen yearlings. One of them was Bull Harris, that
confounded rascal that's been trying all
the dirty tricks on you . And when he
saw me he turned to the other cadets and
called: 'There's one of the gang now!
We might just as well start at what we
agreed on.' And then, b'gee, they
started. Do you think that eye'll shut
up entirely'?'
"What did they do?" demanded the
other, his blood boiling as he surveyed
his comrade's bruises.
"Well, b'gee, they sailed up in the first
place and began a lot of talking. 'You
belong to that Mallory gang, don't yon?'
said Bull Harris. 'Yes,' says I, 'I do, arid
I'm proud of it, too. What's the matter
with Mallory?' 'Matter?' roared one of
them, the fellow they call Gus Murray.
'B'gee, he's the confoundedest freshest
plebe that ever came to this Academy.
Hasn't he dared to refuse to let us hazt>
him? Hasn't he played all kinds of tricks
. upon us, made life miserable for us?
Hasn't he even dared to go to the hop,
something no plebe has ever dared to do in
th e history of West Point?' 'Seeing that
you 're asking the question, b'gee,' I said,
'I don't mind telling you by way of answer that he has, and also that he's outwitted you and licked you at every turn.
And that he'll do it again the first chance
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he gets, and b'gee, I'll be there to help
him, too! How's that?' "
Bere the reckless youngster paused
while he removed the cork of a vaseline
bottle; then he continued.
"That made old Rull wild; he hates
you like fury, Mark, since the last time
he tried to get you expelled, and he's
simply wild about the way we fooled him
with that treasure. He began to rear
around like a wild man. 'If you fool
plebes think we're going to stand your
impudence,' he yelled, 'you're mistaken!
I want you to understand that we've
found out about that confounded organization Mallory's gotten up among the
plebes to fight us- - ' "
"Did he say that?" cried Mark in surprise. ''How did they learn?''
"They didn't," said Dewey. "They
don't know we call it the Seven Devils
or anything else about it, but they've
seen us together so much when they've
tried to haze us that they've sort of
guessed it. Anyway, they've determined
to break it up, b'gee."
"They have! Howl '
"Simply by walloping every man in it,
b'gee. And they started on yours truly.
The whole crowd piled on at once,
Mark.''
"The cowards!" exclaimed l\Iark.
"Well, I gave 'em a good time, anyway," laughed Dewey, whose natural
light-heartedness had not been marred in
the least. "I made for Bull. B'gee, I was
bound one of them would be sorry and
I chose him. I lammed him two beauties
and tumbled him into a ditch. But by
that time they had me down. And--"
''Where are the rest of the Seven
Devils?" cried Mark, their leader, springing up impatiently. "By George, I'm
going to get square for this outrage if it's
the last thing I ever do in my life. I'll
fight them fair just as long as they want
it. I'm ready to meet any man they send,
as I did. But by jingo I won't stand the
tricks of that miserable coward Bull
Harris another day. He's done nothing
but try to get me into scrapes since the
day I came here and refnsed to let him
haze me. And now I'm going to stop it
or bust. Where are the rest of the
fellows?"
"I don't kpow," began· Dewey, but he

was interrupted by an answer from an unexpected quarter. Another cadet came
rushing down the company street and
bounded into Mark Mallory's teut.
He too was a plebe, a tall lad with
bright gray 'eyes that fairly blazed with
excitement. For he too was marred with
the scars of battle. His clothing was
soiled, and his bronzed features were
sadly awry. It was Texas, Mark's old
chum, Texas, the ex-cowboy fresh from
the plains, "Jeremiah Powers, sah, son
o' the Hon . Scrap Powers o' Hurricane
County." And Texas was wild.
"Durnation !" he roared, his words
fairl.y tripping each other np, in such
rapid succession did they come. "Whoop!
Say, you fellows, you dunno what you
it, I
Dog gone
a-missin' !
been
ain't had had so much fun since the
day I come hyar. Jes' had the rousin'est
ole scrap I ever see. There was a dozen
of 'em, them durnation ole vearlin's, and
they all piled on to once, dog gone their
boots. Whoop! Durnation, Mark, git up
tliar an' come ont an' help me finish it."
Texas was prancing aronncl the tent in
excite1ne11t, his fingers twitching furiously. He gasped for breath for a moment,
and then continued.
"It was that air dnrnation ole Bull
Harris and his gang. Bull had been afightin' somebody else, cuz one eye was
black.''
"Bully, b'gee P'· put in Dewey.
"An' he was mnd 's a hornet. 'Look a
yere,' says he, 'you rarin' ole hyena
of a cowboy, I want you to understand that you an' that air scoundrel
Mallory'-- an' dog gone it, l\lark, I
never gave him a chance for another
word, jes' piled right in. An' then all
the rest of 'em lit on to me an' there was
the dnrnationest mess I ever heerd tell
of.,'
Angry though Mark was he could not
help being amused at the hilarity of his
bloodthirsty friend and fellow warrior,
who was still dancing excitedly about the
tent.
"\i\Tho won?'' inquired Mark.
"I dunno,'' said Texas. "I never had
a chance to find out. Fust they jumped
on me and smothered me, an' then I got
out and jumped on them, only dog
gone it there was so durnation many I
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couldn't sit on 'em all to once, an' so I
The new arrival was Parson Stanard,
had to git up agin. Oh, say, 'twas great. the geological genius from Boston. A
I wish some o' the boys could a' been learned and solemn scholar was the bony
thar to see that air rumpus. An' I ain't Parson, but he did not look as if he had
through yit, either. I'm a-goin' to lam- been studying then. His face was not
bast them air yearlin's-what d'ye say, scarred at all, but it was red with anger,
Mark?"
and his collar was wilted by excitement
Texas gazed at his friend inquiringly; which betrayed itself even iii his hasty
stride as he walke<i.
and Mark gripped him by the hand.
"I'll help you,'' he said. "I'm guing
"Yea, by Zeus!" he cried as soon as he
to settle that crowd for once and for all reached his friends. "Gentlemen, I have
if I have to put them in hospital. And tidings. The enellly is risen! Even now
now let's go out and hunt for the rest. of he is hot upon our trail. My spirit burns
the seven and see what's happened to within me like that of Paul Revere, the
them.''
messenger of liberty, riding forth from
The time when all this happened was good old Boston town. Boston, cradle of
during one of the brief periods of "recrea- liberty, father of--"
tion" allowed to the West Point plebe.
The Parson's news was exciting, but
The corps was in the summer camp (it even then he could not withstand the
was now about the first of August). temptation to deliver a discourse upon
"Camp" marks a holiday for the rest of the merits of his native town. J\Iark had
the battalion, but for the plebe company to set him straight again.
it means hard work. Three drills a day,
"Has Bull been after you, too?" he
two pol icings and inspections galore. And asked.
even during the periods of rest, Mark
"Yea!" .said the Parson. "He has,
Mallory and J1is friends the B. J. plebes and that too with exceeding great
got but little time to themselves. They vehemence. Trnly the persiste11cy of the
were busy with the yearlings then.
yearling is surprising; like the giant
The contest at present raging was a Antaeus of yore he springeth np afresh
bitter one. For the first time in West for the battle, when one thinks he is subPoint's history the humble and much dued at last. Gentlemen, they attacked
hazed plebes 1rnd rebelled against their me absolutely without proyocation. I
"third class" tormentors. Sou1e of them, swear it by the undying flame of Vesta. I
the Seven Devils, had even gone so far as was peregrinating peacefully when I 111et
to haze the tormentors, and successfully. them. And without even a word, forThe desperate straights to which the sooth, they sprang at me. And mighty
yearlings had been reclnced by tiJat may was the anger that blazed up in my
be judged from the comse which some of breast, yea, by Zeus! As Homer, bard
their nu1nber, the lowet element with immortal of the.Hellenic Janel, sallg of the
Bull Harris as their leader, had taken by great Achilles, 'his black heart'-er, let
way of revenge.
rne see. By Zens, how dbes that Jine go?
J\Iark Mallory's patience was about ex- 1t is 111 the first book, I know, and about
hausted by this time; lie had stood much the two hundred and seventy-fifth line,
from Bull Harris, but as he left that tent but really I - - "
and strode out of camp with the other
"Never mind Homer," laughed J\lark.
two at his side, there was a set look about "What about Harris? What did you do?"
his mouth and a gleam in his eyes that
''I replied to their onslaughts in the
meant business.
words of FitzJames: 'This rock shall fly
He had scarcely crossed the color lin-e from its firm base as soon as I!' The two
that marked the western edge of the · who reached me first I did prostrate with
camp before he caught sight of one more two concussions that have paralyzed my
of the seven. And Mark had seen him prehensile apparatus--"
but an instant before the thought flashed
"Bully for the Parson!" roared Texas.
over him that this one had been through
"And then," continued the other
just the same experience as Texas and. sheepishly, "observing, by Zeus, that
"B'gee" Dewey.
there were at least a dozen of them, I
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concludea to think better of my resolution and effect a retreat, remembering
the saying that he who runs away may
live to renew his efforts upon some more
auspicious occ.asion. ''
The Parson looked very humble indeed
at thi s last confession; Mark cheered him
somewhat by saying it was the most sensible thing he could have done. And
Dewey still further warmed his scholarly
heart by a distinction that would have
done credit to even Lindlay Murray, the
grammarian.
"You didn't break your resolution,"
said Dewey.
"Why not?" inquired Stanard.
"Because, b'gee, you vowed you
wouldn't fly. And you haven't flown
since, that I see. What you did was to
flee, b'gee. If you flyed you wouldn't
have fleed, but since yon fleed you didn't
fly. Some day, b'gee, when you've been
bitten, you'll understand the difference
between a fl y and a flea. You'll find that
a flea can fly a great deal faster than a
fly can flee, b'gee, and that--"
Somebody jumped on Dewey and
smothered him again just then, but it
wasn't a yearling. He ,hobbed up serenely a minute later, to find that the Parson's grammatical old ribs had been
tickled by the distinction so carefully
mad e.
"People are very grammatical in Boston, aren't they Parson?" inquired
Dewey. "Reminds me of a story I once
heard, b'gee-you fellows needn't groan
so, because this is the first story I've told
to-da y. Fellow popped. the question to
his best girl. She said 'No, b'gee.' 'Say
it again,' says he.
'No!' says she.
'Thanks,' says he. 'Two negatives make
an affirmative. You've promised. Where
shall we go for our honeymoon?' B'gee,
Parson, th ere's a way for you to fool
your best girl. She's sure to say no, and
I don't blame her either."
The lively Dewey subsided fer a r\10m ent after that. But he couldn't keep
quiet very long, especially since no one
took up the conversation.
"Speaking of oranges," said he, "reminds me of a story I once heard,
b'gee--"
"Who the dettce was speaking of
oranges?'' cried Texas.

''I was,'' said Dewey solemnly, and
then fled for his life.
The other three members of the Se\·en
Devils arrived upon the scene just then
and put an end to hostilities. Chauncey,
"the dude," Sleepy, "the farmer," and
Indian, the fat boy from Indianapolis,
had not had the luck to meet with the
yearlings yet, and they listened in amazement and indignation while 1\1ark told
the story of Bull Harris and his latest
tactics.
"Bless my soul," gasped ·Ind ian in
horror. "I-I '111 going home th is very
day!"
"I'll go home myself," vowed Mark,
''if I don't sncceed in stopping this sort
of business. I honestly think I 'd report it
to the authorities only Bull knows I've
been out of bounds and he'd tell. As it
is, I'm going to settle him some other
way, and a way he'll remember, too."
"When?" cried the others.
"This very night."
"And how?"
"The cave!" responded Mark; and it
was evident fron, the ~ay the others
jumped at the word that the suggestion
took their fancy.
And in half a minute more the Seven
Devils had sworn by all th e solemn oaths
the classic Parson could invent that they
would haze Bull Harris and his cronies in
"the cave" th at night.
CHAPTER II.
THE CAPTURE OF MARK MALLORY.

The afternoon of that mom entous clay
passed without incident. l\Iark noticed
Bull Harris glowering at him as he passed
his tent, but beyond that the "subduing" programme got no farther. The
Seven Devils kept carefully near to camp
so as to prevent it.
That is, ail of them but one; "Sleepy"
was that one. The lanky farmer was a
member of the guard that day, getting
his first lessons in the terrible daugers of
sentry duty at Camp McPherson. Now it
was .necessary for some one to go up and
fix that cave for the night's work, and
si nee Sleepy succeeded in getting excused
during his four hours off duty that afternoon, he was nnanimously elected to be
the one to attend to the task.
The cave·, rece ntly dubbed the Se,·c11
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Devil's Den, lay about two miles from
the camp, way up in the mountains north
of the post. The Parson had made this
important discovery while "geo1ogizin',"
and the many and various were the adventures that resulted therefrom.
In the first place, the seven, upon entering had found a well furnished cavern,
to their unbounded amazement. They
had found at last tbat the cave belonged
to some counterfeiters who made it their
hiding place. These men, for a reason
unknown, had divided the den by an iron
door which had slammed upon them accidentally, locked them in, and left their
skeletons to be found by the ]Jorrified
cadets.
They had found a treasure in there,
too, a chest of gold that had caused no
end of adventure. Bull had stolen it. The
seven in trying to get it back had walked
iuto a trap out of which they had been
forced to purchase their r~lease with the
money. They were quite ready to do this,
for they had learned from the Parson,
meantime, that it was counterfeit. The
chagrin of Bull Harris when he learned
that, found out how he had been duped,
may be imagined. His rage, so caused,
was what had prompted him to his last
attack upon the plebes.
It was to clear away the effects of that
treasnre hunt that Sleepy went. He
remoyed all traces of the Parson's energetic digging. Also he fixed quite a
number of other things, according to
Mark's well-planned directions.
"Jt's evident to me," said Mark,
"from the fact that Bull didn't bother
me this morning, hating me most as he
does, that he's putting up a plan for
to-night."
"He's afraid to tackle you in the day,"
growled Texas.
·
"I should say so," chirruped Indian's
fat, round voice. "Didn't you lick him
once, and the whole crowd besides. Bless
my soul!"
(Indian never boasted of his own
achievements, but al ways of Marks.)
"I think," continued Mark, "that we
may take it for granted that Bull will try
to kidnap me to-night. Yon know they
did that once, took me off into the woods
and beat me. They'll beat harder this
time. If a big crowd of them tries it you
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fellows '11 just have to make a noise and
wake everybody so that they'll have to
drop me and run for their tents. But if
there's only a few you can follow and
overpower them. It all depends."
Texas rubbed his hands gleefully at
this attractive programme.
"What are we a-goin' to do when we
ketch 'em?" he demanded.
"You leave that to me," laughed
Mark, rising from his seat to end the
"conference." "I've got a scheme fixed
up to frighten them to death. Just wait."
Just wait seemed to represent about all
there was to do, though the Seven Devils
did not like it a bit. They watched dress
parade that evening with far less interest
than usual, and sighed with relief wben
the sunset gun finally sounded. It may
be interesting to note tl1at there were
some other cadets in just exactly t11e
same impatient state of mind.
They were yearlings. There was Bull
Harris, Mark's self-elected but deadly
enemy. There was Gus Murray, his able
first lieutenant.
There was Corporal
Vance, the sallow and sarcastic youth,
with perhaps a disordered liver that
bad soured his disposition. Last (and
least, too), was "Baby" Edwards, the
"kid," a mild youth who worshipped
Bull, the bully, and swore by him as a
paragon of perfection whose very words
were to be echoed.
It was just as Mark bad suspectedBull Harris had a plot.
The plots that Bull had had since
Mark had come to West Point a month
and a half ago would take a book larger
than this to tell of. He had tried to
"skin the plebe on demerits," and get
him dismissed. He had tried to get him
beyond bounds and have him found out
and courtmartialed. He had tried to beat
him (when helpless). In fact, he tried so
much that he was at his wit's end what
to try next. And in all the aforementioned three had been his willing
and malicious aids.
The sunset gun was welcomed with
relief. They spent the evening strolling
about the grounds and discussing the
effort they were going to make that
night, also occasionally chuckling over
the "success" of their attacks during the
morning. And then tattoo :;ounded, and
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they knew that the time was nearer still.
Tattoo is the signal to fall in for the
evening roll-call; it sounds at ninethirty, and after it the cadets have half
an hour to get to bed before taps, the
signal for lights out, closes the day.
Then comes the inspection by a "tac,"
or tactical officer, and when finally he
goes to his tent there is no one awake but
the sentries and the officers of the guard .
At any rate this is supposed to be the
case. When the cadets are giving suppers

cloudy that 11ight, and black, a circumstance which Bull considered particularly
fortunate.
There was no hesitation, no delay to
discuss what should be done. The four
made straight for a certain A company
tent; cadets sleep with theii: tent walls
rolled up in hot weather, and so tlie
yearlings could easily see what was inside. They made out three figures
stre1ched out upon the blankets, all
so1111<l asleev; the fourth. occupant-the

"FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE WHAT HAS HAPPENED, DEWEY?" CRIED MARK, SPRINGING TO BIS FEET (JJ~ge

or small card parties in the tents, or when
they are conducting a hazing sorie-as
was the case to-night-there are plenty
of people awake.
Bull Harris and his three cronies
waited until the sentry had called the
hour of eleven . They thought the plebes
had had time· enough to get to sleep
then, so they got up and dressed and
sallied forth in the darkness. It was
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farmer-was now . diligently marching
post.
The four crept up with stealthiness
that would ha\'e done credit to .Indians.
A great deal depended on their not awakening Mallory. Bull, who was the biggest and strongest of the crowd, stole into
the tent and placed himself at Mallory's
feet; l\Ierry Vance and Murray calculated
each upon managing one stalwart arm,
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while to Baby as smallest was intrusterl
the task of preventing outcry from the
victim. Having placed themselves, the
four precious rascals paused just one moment to gloat over their hated and unsuspecting enemy. Aml then Bull gave the
signal and as one man they pounced
down.
l\lallory, awakened out of a sound
sleep, found· hirnself as helpless as if he
had been buried alive. null 's sinewy
arms were wrapped about his limbs; his
hands were crushed to the earth; and
Baby was smothering him in a huge
towel. They lifted him an instant later
and bore him swiftly from the tent.
A whistle was the signal to the sentry,
who faced about a11d let them cross his
beat; the four clambered up the embankment and sprang down into Fort Clinton,
chuckling to themselves for joy, having
secured the hated plebe with perfect success and secrecv. And now he was theirs,
theirs to do ~ith as they saw fit. And
how they did m ean to "soak" him!
All this of course was Bull's view of
the matter. But there were some things,
just a few, that that cunni11g young gentlei1ian did not know of. The reader
will remember that tlie yearli11gs had
tried th1t trick on l\lark just 011ce before;
ever since then Mark's tent was protected
by a \'ery simple but effective burglar
alarm. There was a thread tied about his
foot. That thread the yearlings had not
noticed. It broke when they carried off
their victim, but it broke because it had
tighte11ed about the wrist of Texas, who
sat up in alarm an instant later, just in
time to observe the fom disappearing in
the darkness. By the time they iiad
crossed the sentry beat the Seven Devils
were up and dressing gleefully.
After that the result was never in
doubt for a moment. The five all crossed
the seutry's past without trouble, because
they had heard the signal the yearlings
gave. Anri a moment later the triumphant kid11appers, who were off in a lonely
corner of the deserted fort bi11ding up
their prisoner as if he were- a m111n111y,
were horrified to · find themselves confronted by five stalwart plebes. The five
were in a position to give orders too, for
Texas had bro11ght along a few of his
ubiquitous seventeen revolvers.

l lU;)

CHAPTER III.
A MIDNIGHT JOURNEY.

Bull and his gang were helpless. They
did not dare make a11y ontcry, in the first
place, becanse they were more to blame
than the plebes in case of discovery, and
in the second because they were "scared
to death" of that wild cowboy, who had
already made his name dreaded by riding
out and holding up the whole artillery
squadron. But oh, how they did fairly
grit their teeth ·in rage!
The imperturbable Texas stood and
faced _them, twirling his revolvers carelessly while they had the unspeakable
humiliation of watching the others ungaging and unbi11ding the delighted Mallory, who rose to his feet a moment
later, stretched his arllls and then merrily
took command.
Bull Harris was selected as leader and
head conspirator to undergo the first torture. · l\1ark placed hiniself in front of
him and with a light smile upon his face.
"Lie down!" said he.
Bull found himself staring into the
muzzle of one of the menacing Texan's
revolvers. That took all of Bull's nerve
and he very prornptly "lay."
"Now then, Dewey," said i\Iark, "tie
11i111 up."
Dewey was the youngster Bull had
walloped that morning, which made it all
the more infuriating to Bull. Still worse,
Dewey used the very ropes that had been
meant for Mark. He tied l\laster Harris's
unresisting feet together. Then rolled
him unceremoniously over on his back
and tied his hands. After which Bull
was kicked to one side and Dewey was
ready for the next frightened yet furious
victirn.
Pretty soon there were four helpless
bodies lying side by side within the fort.
They were bound hand and foot; there
were gags tied in their months and heavy
towels wrapped about their ·eyes. And
then the Seven Devils were ready.
"Come aheacl," said Mark.
He :oet the example by tossing Bull's
carcass upon his shoulders and setting
ont. The rest followed close behind him.
' It was quite a job carrying the four
bodies where our friends wanted to take
them, especially v.ithout being seen by
any one.
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Th ey made for the Hudson. In Mark's
..day cadets were allowed to 11ire row boats, that is, all except plebes. But
it was easy enough for a plebe to get one,
as indeed to get anything else, tobacco
or eatables. The small drum orderly is
always bribable, and that accounts for the
fact that two big row boats lay tied in a
quiet place, ready for the expedition.
Since the den was near the shore oars
furnished an easier way to carry the
prisoners to the place.
They found the boats without trouble,
and deposited the yearlings in the bottom. They weren't very gentle about it,
either. Th en the rest scrambled in, and
a long row began, during which those
who were not working at the oars made
it pleasant for the unfortunate yearlings
by muttering sundry prophesies about
tortures to come and in general the disadvantages of being wicked. The Parson
recited some dozen texts from Scripture
to prove that obvious fact.
We sha11 not here stop to picture the
infuriated Bull Harris' state of mind
un der this mild torture. Enough of that
later. Suffice it to say the row came to
an end an hour or so later, and the party
stepped ashore. And also that lJefore they
started into the woods a brilliant id ea occured to the ingeniously cruel Texas.
They n;ieant to make those ca<leJ.s shiver
and shake ; what was the matter with
letti ng th em start now, where there was
plenty of nice cold water handy?
A whispered consultation was held by
the six; it was agreed that in view of all
the brutality of Bull and his gang, there
was no call to temper justice with mercy.
As a result of th at decision each one of
the yearlings was neld tight by the heels,
and, spluttering and gasping, dipped well
und er water and then hauled up again.
That did not cool their anger, but it
made them shiver, you may well believe.
Dming this baptismal ceremony the
classic Parson was interesting, as usual.
He sat on a rock near by and told the
story embellished with many allusions,
how the "silver-footed T:1etis, daughter
of the old man of the sea,'' as Homer
ca11s her, took her son, "the swHtfooted" Achilles, and dipped him into a
magic fountain to give him immortality.
All got wet but the heel she held him by,

and so it was a blow in the heel that
killed the Grecian hero .
"Therefore, gentlemen," said the Parson, "since you don't want Bull Harris
to die from the treatment be gets tonight, I suggest with all sincerity that
you stick him in again and wet his feet."
While this was being done the learned
Boston scholar switched off onto the
subject of Baptists and their . views on
total immersion; which promptly reminded Dewey of a story of a "darky"
camp meeting.
"Brudder Jones was very fat," said he,
"and b'gee, when he got religion and
wanted to be baptized there was only a
little brook to put him in. They found
the deepest place they could, but b'gee,
Brudder Jones stomach was still out of
water. Now the deacon said his 'wussest'
sin was gluttony, and that if he didn't
get all the way under water the devil
would still have his stomach and Brudder
Jon es would be a glutton all his life,
b'gee. So all the brothers and sisters had
to wade out into the water and sit on
Brudder Jon es stomach so that all his sins
would get washed away.,,
Those who were doing the immersing
in this case were so much overcome by
Dewey's way of telling that story that
they almost let Baby Edwards, the last
victim, slip out of their hands. But they
pulled him in safely in the end, and after
that the merry party set out for th e
''Seven Devil's Den.''
They knew the contou r of the mountains so well by this time th at even in
the darkness .they had no difficulty in
finding the place. They had relapsed into
a grave and solemn silence by that time,
so as to get the shivering victims into a
proper mood for what was next to come.
Some of the crowd climbed in, and then
like so many logs of wood the yearlings
were poked through the opening in the
rocks and laid on the floor inside. The
rest of the plebes followed. The time for
i\Iark Mallory's revenge had come at last.
Mark lit one of the lamps which hung
from the oeiling of the cave and then
went forward to make sure that everything was ready for the proposed hazing.
The little room in which the bones of
the trapped counterfeiters lay was tip at
the far end of the place. There wc.s a
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heavy wall of masonry to shut it off, with
only one entrance, that afforded by the
heavy iron door, which was built like
that of a safe. Mark entered the room
and after fumbling about some came out
and nodded to his companions
He did
not say a word; none of them had since
they had came in; but there was still that
firm set look about his mouth rt hat boded
ill for those four cowardly yearlings.
It is difficult for one to imagine the
state of mind of these latter. Their rage
and vexation at the failure of their
scheme, at the way they had been trapped,
had long ~ince given place to one of
constantly increasing dread as they
felt themselves carried further and
further away, evidently to the lonely
mountain cave from which Bnll had
stolen the treasure a couple of days ago.
They were in the hands of their deadliest
enemies; Bull knew that they had earned
· no mercy from Mark and he knew also
that the wild Texan was along, the
Texan to whom, as they thought, murder
was an e\·ery day affair. That dousing,
too, had done its work, for it had chilled
them to the bone and made them shiver
in mind as well as in body. The yearlings
felt themselves carried a short way on;
they felt some one test the ropes that
bound them, tighten every knot, and then
finally bind them to what seemed to be a
series of rings in a rough stone wall.
They heard a low voice whisper:
"They're safe there. They can't get
near each other."
And then one by one the bandages
were taken from their eyes and the gags
out of their tortured months.
. They saw nothing but the blackest of
darkness. Absolutely the place was so
utterly without a trace of light that the
figure w]1ich stood in front to untie the
gag was as invisible asjf it were a spirit.
Bull heard a step across the floor. But
even that ceased a few moments later,
and the place grew silent as the grave.
The yearlings, though their tongues
were free, did not dare to whisper a word.
They were too much awed in the darkness. They knew that something was
corning and they waited in suspense and
dread.
It came. Suddenly the air was split
by a sound that was perfectly deafening
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in the stillness. It was the clang of a
heavy iron door, close at hand. The
ye<1rlings started in alarm, and then
stood waiting and trembling. They knew
then where they were and what door that
was. There was an instant's silence and
then a horrified shout.
"Good Lord! The door has slammed!"
The cadets recognized that voice; it
was the mighty one of Texas, but it
sounded faint and dull as if it had passed
through a heavy wall. It was succeeded
by a perfect babel of voices, all of which
sounded likewise. And the meaningo f
the voices, when 011ce the cadets realized
it, chilled the very marrow of their
bones.
"Open it! Open it, quick!"
"Can't! Oh, horrors, it locks on the
inside.,,
''Merciful Heavens! They are prisoners!''
"They'll suffocate!"
"Quick, quick, man, get a crowbar !
Anything! Here, give me that!"
And then came a series of poundings
upon the same iron door, accompanied by
shouts and exclamations of horror am]
despair.
"I can't budge it. It's a regular safe,
Oh, my soul, we're murderers!"
CHAPTER IV.
THE TORTURE OF THE YEARLINGS.

Imagine if yon can the state of mi ml
of the agonized four when the import of
those terrible words burst upon them.
They were locked in! And tied, each on e
of them, so that they could not mov(} a
hand to help themselves! The darkness
made the whole thing yet more awful.
They were entombed alive! And suffocating! Already the air seemed to grow
hot, their breath to come in choking
gasps.
They screamed aloud, fairly
shrieked in agony. They tore at their
bonds, beat upon the wall with their
helpless hands and feet. And all the
while outside fheir cries were answered
by the equally terr.ified shouts of the
plebes.
"Let us out! Let us out!" shrieked
Bull.
"Can't you get loose?" they heard a
voice reply; they recognized it as Mallory's. "Oh, Heavens, man, you must get
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loose! Try! Try! We can't help you!
There's a knob inside there! Turn it,
turn it, and the door'll open."
"How can I turn it?" screamed Bull.
"I can't get near it! I'm tied! I-oh
merciful Heaven help me! We're suffocating."
The cries from the yearlings increased
in terror; outside they heard the blows of
a pickaxe beating against the wall. Their
hearts bounded in hope; they gasped in
suspense; but then suddenly the sound
ceased.
"I can't do a thing!" It was Texas
who spoke. ''The walls are tco hard.
We can't help them, they're gone."
"And we!" cried Mark. "Fellows, before Heaven, we're murderers!"
''Who knows of this yere place?'' demanded Texas. "Nobody'll ever find
'em. Fellers, let's go back to camp and
swear we never saw 'em.''
"Oh, don't leave us! Don't leave us!"
wailed Bull. "Oh! Oh!"
The others joined in with their horrified shrieks, but they might as well have
cried to the stones. They heard rapidly
receding footstops, and even a heartless,
triumphant laugh. And a moment later
there was nothing left but stone for the
agonized yearlings to cry to.
The six conspirators outside, having
retreated to a far corner of the caye, to
talk over the success of their ruse, were
considering that last mentioned point
then. Indian, ever tender-hearted and
nervous, wanted to let them out now, he
was sure they 'cl dropped dead of fright;
all their vociferons yells from the distance
could not persuade him otherwise.
"Bless my soul!" he whispered, in an
awe-stricken voice. "They'll suffocate."
"Not for an hour in that spacious compartment,'' said the scientific Parson.
"Anyhow, I say we let 'em out,"
pleaded Indian.
"An' I say we don't!" growled Texas.
"That air feller Bull Harris jes' deserves
to be left thar fo' good! <:>An' durnation !
I wouldn't mind <loin' of it, either.''
Texas was usually a very mild an<l
kind hearted youth, but he 'vas wont to
get wroth over the very name of Harris.
"That durnation ole yearlin's been the
cause o' all our trouble an' hazin' since
we come hyar !" he cried. "Ever since

the day Mark caught him trying to bully
a young girl an' knocked him down fo'
it, he's tried every thing but murder.
He's too durnation much a cuward to
fight fair, but he's laid fo' us and pitched
in to lick us with his gang every time
he's seen us alone. He's sent Dewey and
you, Mark, to the hospital! He got t!Je
yearlin 's-dog gone 'em-to take ~lark
out in the woods ~n' beat him.
"An' he got up that air dirty scheme
to skin Mark on demerits; he did all the
demeritin', besides the beatin'. An' he
put up a plot to git Mark out o' bounds
and dismissed. An' now I say let him
stay there till he's too durnation scared
to walk!"
This sent1ment was the sentiment of
the rest; but Mark smiled when he heard
it.
"I think," he said, "it's punishment
enough to stay in there a minute. vVe ' ll
have to let them out pretty soon.''
"An' ain't you gain' to work the
ot:1er sc:heme ?'' cried Texas.
"vVe'll work that now," responded
Mark, whispering. "See there's the light,
anyway.''
This last remark was c::iused by a glance
he had taken in the direction of tlie
dungeon. A foint glimmer of light appeared in a crack at the top of the old
fast-falling door. And Mark arose and
crept swiftly across the room.
We must go insi<le now aud see what
was going on in there, for that light was
destined to bring a new and startliug
development for the yearlings; it was
what Texas had called "the other
scheme.''
To picture the horror of the abandoned four dnring the few moments that
had elapsed is beyond our effort. Suffice it
to say, that they were ::;till shrieking, still
despairing and yet daring to hope. And
then came the new scheme.
The silence an<l blackness had both
been unbroken except by them; but suddenly came a faint spluttering, crackling
sonnd. And an instant later a faint wl1ite
light shone about the narrow cell. It
came from right in front of the horrified
four, seeming_ to start in some ghostly
way of its own to issue from a shining
ball of no one could say what. Bnt it
was not the light, it was what it showed
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that terrified the cadets and made them familiar and even welcome figure of Malgiye vent to ·one last despairing shriek.
lory came in.
In the first place let it be said that the
He stepped up to each and qnickly cut
light came from an inverted basket hiding the ropes that bound them. And when
a candle set off by a time fuse the in;,,e11i- all fonr were free he stepped back and
ous Parson had made. As for the rest, gazed at them. As for them, th ey never
well, there were six gleaming skeletons moved a muscle, but stared at him in
stretched about on the floor of that hor- consternation and confusion.
rible place, the skulls grinning fright"Come ont, gentlemen," said Mark.
fully, seeming to leer at the helpless vic- "Come out and make yourselves at
home."
tims.
The four were it;tcapable of the least
That voice was real, anyway, thank
sound; their tongues were paralyzet., and Heaven for that! The four h ad not yet
their bodies too. Their eyes fairly started succeeded in recovering their wits enough
from their heads as they stared. They to realize the state of affairs. They folwere beyond the possibility of further lowed Mark mechanically, though they
fri g ht, and what came next seemed were s~arcely able to stand. They found
natnral.
themselves in the weli lit and furnish ed
Th ose skeletons began to move!
apartment, the rest of their enemies
First one round white head with its bowing cordiall~· .
Then indeed they
shining black holes of eyes and rows of began to realize the hoax, its success, the
glistening teeth began to roll slowly way they had been fooled! And they
across the floor. Tl1en it sailed up into staggered back al!ainst the wall.
the air; then it dropped slowly clown
The silence lasted a minnte at least,
again, and finally settled in one corner and then Mark stepped forward.
and grinned out at the gasping cadets.
"Gentlemen,'' he said, "I hope you
"\Vasn't that smart of me?" it seemed understand why we did this. It may seem
to say. "I'll do it again. Watch me now. cruel, but we could think of no other
Watch!"
way of bringing-yo u to your senses. We
And it sailed ltp into the air once more, could have done much more if we had
and swnng about in the blackness and wanted to; but, we trust this will be a
went over toward the prisoners and then lesson that--"
star ted back. Finally it tumbled down to
"Confound you!" snarled Bull.
the ground, 11itti11g its own criginal
"Steady," said Mark, smiling, "or in
bones with a hollow crack. And then it there you go again.''
was still.
That suggestion alone made Bnll
That head was not the only moving shiver, aud he ventured not another
thing in the cell. One skeleton raised its sound.
long, trembling arm and pointed at them;
"And now," said Mark, "if you will
another's legs rattled across the floor. let ns, we will conduct yon back to camp.
And a fourth- one seemed to spring up all And all I want to say besides is the next
at once, as though it had dozens of loose time you want to haze, try fair open tacbones, and hurl itself with a clatter into tics. If you try any more s11eaki11g plots
one corner. It lay there a scattered heap, I shall not show the mercy I did this
with only one lone white rib to mark the time. Come on."
place where it had been .
Some ten minutes later the four were
That was the way it seemed t o the poked through the crevice in the rocks
yearlings; of course they did not see the again and led blind-folded to the boats
black threads that ran through cracks in ard to camp. Which was the end of
the door where the six could stand and "Mark Mallory's Revenge."
jerk them at their pleasure.
[THE END. J
It was all over a moment later. The
In the next number (29) of Army and
four heard a knob turn and then to their Navy, will be published as the complete
amazement saw the iron door, which they Military Academy story "Mark Mallory's
had thought would never open on them Arrest; or, A West Point Cadet's Advenalive, swing back and let in a flood of ture in New York," by Lieutenant Fredglorious light. And an instant later the erick Garrison, U. S. A.

F aradayt s Triumph ;
or,

A HARD-EARNED VICTORY.

CHAPTER I.
A PERILOUS SITUATION.

To crash upon a rock while sailing in
a small ·boat is about as exciting an adventure as one would care to meet with
in hot weather. Add to this a few of the
circumstances that follow and you have
quite an unpleasant state of affairs indeed.
In the first place let it be in the middle
of a lonely bay. Add the fact that you
are quite lost and haven't the remotest
idea where your port lies. -Also that there
are two helpless girls on board, girls
who do not know how to swim. Then to
cap the climax, have the wicked-lookin g
fin of a hungry shark cutting the water
like the keel of a steamer close to the
boat.
That was the precise condition of the
party with whom this story has to deal
at the moment when we first glance in
upon them. The circumstances were as
follows:
Two naval cadets aboard the U. S.
training ship Monongahela, at present
returning from her practice cruise, and
stopping in' tl1e Bermudas on the way, had
bee n wandering through the town of St.
George's dming the previous day. They
were our friends, Clif Faraday and his
comrade Joy, whose adventures form
the subject of this story.
Clif, the elder of the two, was a handsome, sturdy lad, brave and fearless.
Quite by accident during the previous
evening he had overheard a conversation
between two English army lieutenants.
The two rascals were concocting a plot
to kidnap two young ladies whose acquaintance Clif had previously made.

That accounted for the position that
the two American lads were in. They had
sailed out in the boat they now occupied, and rescued the girls, who were at
present in the bow of the fleeing craft,
along with an old servant, Peter, who
had been their escort.
During the trip back toward home the
accident above mentioned had occurred.
The frail craft had crashed up against
one of the numerous hidden rocks which
make the entrance to St. George's bay so
dangerous.
As if the presence of the darting shark
were not sufficient to terrify the unfortunate party, another discovery was made
at the same instant. A naptha launch
had swung into view around one of the
islands. It contained no less dreaded a
pair than the Englishmen, the two lieutenants from whom they were striving to
escape. Clif would not have been in the
least afraid of them, nor his friend Joy
either, for both were fairly bristling for
fight; the one disturbing fact, howeve.r,
was that the one firearm among the
crowd was in the pcssession of the
enemy.*
Such was the state of affairs; the more
pressing danger was fortunately however
quite speedi ly rem,1ved.
The boat upon striking the rock had
lurched violently and literally flung its
occupants into the water. Their first instinct was to strive to k_eep afloat, a process which to their infinite joy they
found was rendered easy by a solid bottom beneath their feet. They were standing upon one of the shallow half sub*Clif Faraday's Galantry.
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merged reefs which line most of the Ber- revolver; he could not see but that it
muda Islands. If there is anything was the key to the situation. FitzJames,
which a shark dreads, and that no matter from a safe place in the launch, might
how hungry a shark it may be, it is shal- do what he chose. He was probably in
low water. To run up onto a sand bank a vengeful mood, his head aching from
is the fate which every voracio"usly-pur- the terrific blow that the cadet had dealt
suing fish must watch out for. Couse- him.
qnently, after thrashing the water with
Nobody realized the state of affairs
his tail in anger, the creature suddenly more than Fitz]ames himself; the helpdarted off across the bay, an<l his escaped less fugitives heard him shout while the
victims gasped with relief.
boat was still far distant over the water.
They realized very shortly, however,
"Take it easy!" he laughed. "Ha!
that they had, as the phrase had it, only ha! We'll be there soon.''
escaped from the frying-pan. A more
Those who heard him gazed at each
accurate description would perhaps be other in dismay. Clif Faraday shut his
"the devil and the deep sea. " The sea teeth together with a determined snap
was there, and as for the . devils, there and turned away. He strolled slowly up
were two of them. The ruffianly lieuten- and down the slippery reef, striving to
ants were swiftly bearing down upon the think of some possible escape from this
spot, chuckling with triumph.
terrible dilemma.
"Abduction," such as this, is a strange
Meanwhile the boat glided steadily
crime for one to read of in this nineteenth ' nearer. The two figures grew plainly visicentury of ours. But this was no ordinary ble. Even the hateful, brutal look on
plot that the two men had concocted.
Romayne's face could be made out. And
FitzJarnes and Romayne were the a minute or two later they heard him
names of the two. Of the two girls, Rene reverse the lever of the boat's machinery.
Claire and Lorna Day, the latter was very
The little .craft glided gently up, and
wealthy, and FitzJames had fallen via- finally came to a stop not ten yards from
lently in love with her. Her father was shore.
Judge Day, a man who occupied a posiFitzJames was still in the bow; he was
tion of great prominence in Bermuda.
whistling now and twirling his revolver
The two villains had shrwedly calcu- jauntily in his hand.
lated that such a scandal as this would
"I suppose everybody is ready to surruin him politically.
render," he smiled. "None of us are foes,
In short, the hope of the desperate Fitz I guess. What do you say, my Yankee
James was that to avoid this disgrace the ban tams?''
father would accept hi.s offer of marriage.
The plot such as it was had almost
CHAPTER II.
been frustrated by Clif and Joy. They
CLIF'S BOLD DEFIANCE.
had rescued the girls and sailed off in
triumph, leaving the two upon a deserted
It was quite natural that the two
island. They had escaped, unfortunately, scoundrels should feel elated. Every cirand so the affair stood as now.
cumstance was in their favor, and they
FitzJames was in the bow of the naph- had snatched victory from defeat with a
tha launch, revolver in hand, and gazing suddenness that overwhelmed them. Rein delight and triumph at his prey. The venge they were to have, and whatever
five, having escaped the shark, were hud- else they wanted.
dled upon the long reef, standing up to
In fact a much greater triumph they
their knees in the water. Clif glanced could not have desired. They could read
about him in despair; he saw several un- consternation in the faces of all their victenanted i.slands without a possible tims, which only served to increase their
chance of rescue. Evidently this battle delight. Romayne was leering as he
was to be fought out among the seven, handled the machinery, apd as for the
and the possession of the two beautiful other, his merry salutation has already
girls was the prize at stake. Tl1e one been given.
fact that made Clif's heart sink was that
"Hold up your hands," he added, care-
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lessly. "And you can bet we'll tie you
fast this time."
The helpless listeners made no answer
to his taunts. They merely shrank back
to the farthest edge of the shallow reef.
Fi tzJ a mes' face clouded as he noticed
that move.
"Now there's no \1Se beginning any
nonseuse," he snarled. "We've got you
and you might as well give up. And
as for you two Yankee kids, there's
no use of your doubling up · your fists,
because I've cartridges enough for the
whole crowd of you."
That informaton, however, had little
effect on the "kios ;" they kept their
fists doubled and glared defiance.
"If you hadn't been such fools," continued the Englishmen.
"If you'd
minded your own bu<>iness and let us
take the girls, you wouldn't hav~ gotten
into this trouble."
Clif Faraday smiled at that, though
there was no mirth in his smile.
"I thank yon for your advice," ·h e
remarked. ''It is very kind of yon, Lieutenant FitzJames. But I am none the
less glad I did as I did."
"A brave word and well spoken.,'' pnt
in the melancholy Joy, who had good
canse to be melancholy at last. ''By
Jake, I'm proud of you, Clif ! I'd rather
have had peace myself; but still, I'm not
sorry--''
"You'll be sorry before long!" sneered
Fitz] a mes. "By thunder, I' 11 see to
that if I have to smash your head in.''
"A good inducement to surrender,"
growled Joy. "Are those the best term.s
you can offer?"
The Englishman glared him furiously
for a moment, saying nothing. Then
suddenly he shook his head angrily and
raised his revolver.
"Enough of thi~ nonse11se !" he cried.
"Enough, I say! I don't want to listen
to your infernal chatter! I mean business, and I mean it in a hurry, too. Do
you hear me?''
"You spoke loud enough," observed
Joy, recklessly.
The lieutenant's brow clouded with
passion, and he cocked his revolver ominouslv.
"You'll wish you'd shut up!" he

snarled. "Ry Heaven, I'll put a bullet
through you before long.''
A mome11t later he turned toward the
two young ladies and aimed his weapon
straight at them.
"Miss Lorna," he said, with ::i leering
politeness. "You will oplige me by coming aboard this boat at once."
The girl thus addressed was standing
up to her waist in the water, half supporting her fainting and nearly hysterical friend. Old Peter, their boatman, was
cowering at her side, but Lorna herself
was calm and haughty.
She faced the insulting fellow boldly
and answered him.
"Lieutenant FitzJames," she said,
"yon have me in your power again. But
I mean, sir, that yon shall understand
the scorn I feel for you. You are a coward and a brute! And I wish I had that
reYol ver."
"\Veil, yon haven't it," sneered the
officer. "So vou needn't make any fuss.
The best thi1{g for yon to do is
come
aboard this boat and end the nonsense at
once."
"I have about made up my mind, sir,"
the girl answered, "to refuse."
"To refuse!"
"I have! There are some things more
precious than life--"
"Oh, bosh!" sneered the other. "Vou
know me, I think, and yon know I am
desperate. I mean to have you. I'd probably be hung for this business any wayif I were caught-so I've nothing to lose.
I'd as leave shoot the other four to get
you . So don't be foolish.''
A moment after having said this the
brutal fellow turned his revolver once
more, aiming it this time straight at the
trembling old man.
''I'll give yon just h~Alf a minute,
Lorna!" he snarled. "If you aren't iu
this boat by t11e11 I'll blow one of that old
fool's arms off. Get out your watch there,
Romayne. ''
The look of fiendish determination on
the mau 's face as he gave this desperate
order made the girl give in . She hesitated. A moment later she starte<l to step
forward.
"I suppose I'll have to-- " she began.
But just then came an unexpected interru.ption.

to
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"Stop! You shall not!"
It was Clif Faraday who spoke. Clif
sprang forward and put himself directly
in front of the girl. He had been silent
before this, but now he took command.
"Lieutenant FitzJames," he said,
calmly, "this party will not give up just
yet. If you have to shoot somebody, shoot
me, please.''
The lieutenant gazed at him in amazement.

sneered. '"Watch me, then. Romayne,
draw the boat back a yard or two."
In response to the order, the machinery started and the launch glided slowly
back from the reef. The party stared anxiously at it; Cl if never flinched, though
he had not the least idea what his enemy
intended to do.
FiztJames was not long in showing
him. He lowered the trigger of his
weapon and removed the chambers. Then

•

FITZJAMES RAISED HIS WEAPON; AN INSTANT LATER HE BROUGHT IT DOWN ON CLIF'S HEAD

"Shoot you!" he echoed.
Clif smiled sarcastically.
"I'll take the risk," he said. "You
may try one shot. You have forgotten
that your revolver got soaking wet once
or twice last night?"
The Englishman flushed angrily at
that.
"So that's your game, is it!" he
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slowly and deliberately he took out every
cartridge and droppecl it into the water.
He wiped the rest of the revolver dry.
Then he turned to Romayne.
"Pass me a few cartridges, old man,''
he said. "I trust everybody will remember that you didn't fall overboard."
Romayne did as he was asked, and
then his comrade calmly loaded the
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weapon. Then he smiled upon his vic- just what to do. Clif was right in what
he said; they did not want to shoot him.
titns.
"Stove up the boat," he said. "Now And a moment later FitzJames virtually
then, my Yankee warrior, hov; does that surrendered hi s position. He slipped the
revolver into his belt.
suit your taste? Give up now l"
"Shove up the boat, Roma yne," he
Clif smiled at him sarcastically.
"Not quite yet," said he. "I thought cried. "I waut to take that cub alive.
you heard me say that I meant to give And by Heaven, when I do, I'll cut hi s
eyes out!"
you one shot. Fire away."
The real battle b egan with startling
Clif's friends were staring at him in
consternation; the two Englishmen were swiftness after that.
scarcely less puzzled at his reckless deRomayn shot the launch forward until
fiance.
it almost grounded on the reef. Fitz
"You evidently don't see what I James sprang to the bow, and Clif turn ed
mean," the lad said, calmly. "You see, to the women.
Lieutenant FitzJames, you have forgot"Back! back!" he cried. "Out of the
ten the fact that you are dealing with an way! Ready there, Joy!"
American. It is not the fashion for
Joy was ready for a fact; he sprang
Americans to stay alive while crimes boldly to his comrade's side, clinching his
such as this are being committed. We fists. Joy's usually melancholy face was
would rather die than see them. I mean flushed with excitement; its owner, like
to defc:nd these young ladies, as I set out most men of peace, was thirstin g for
to do."
blood. The two, side by side, awaited the
"Much good it'll do them," snarled onslaught of the men.
Rom ay ne. "It will do lots, I think. You
FitzJames' burly fignre, as it towered
see, I know your plot. You do not want in the boat, was formidable, and calculated
to kill me if you can help it, because, as to awe the boldest. He clutched a lon g
you know, murder js a serious crime. pole in his hand, brandishing it as if it
You want to marry Miss Day and get her had been a mere stick. A moment later,
monev-l'm glad to see you blush! If with an oath of rage, he aimed a savage
yon killed me you would have to flee blow at the two.
and your plot would fail. Fire away!"
There was no way for the lads to dodge
And Clif folded his arms and faced the it for the reef was very narrow and sliprag ing villain, not twenty yards distant.
pery. The terrified girls had been driven
The latter's response was prompt and out into deep water.
'
terrible.
Clif and Joy saw their peril ju st in time.
He raised his revolver with a furious The attack had come so sudd enly that
oath, took deliberate aim, and fired point on the slippery reef they had no chance
blank!
to run. There was but one other resort,
a no\'el one.
"Duck!" roared Clif.
And duck they did, both together, and
CHAPTER III.
with the swiftness of a frightened muskCAPTURED AT LAST.
rat. The huge stick lan ded upon the
Lorna Day gave a shriek of horror; water with a resoun<ling spl ash, but the
her fri end fainted dead awa y ; Joy sprang heads it was aimed at were beneath the
forward, but Clif Farada y never turned a surface.
A moment later both r eappeared aga in.
hair.
The bullet had whistl ed past his head, FitzJames was rai sing his weapo n fo r
another blow.
Qui ck as a fl as h, Clif
almost t ouching an ear.
seized
the stick and made a savag e sprin g
The lad still smiled as he stared at the
at the boat.
Englishman.
"That was a bluff," he said. "Try
Had it been FitzJames alone, the lads
again, Liec.tenant FitzJames."
must infallibly have conquered. But
The two t1pon th e launch were really they forgot the wa tchfnl and cunning
amazed at his coolness, and neither knew Romayne in the rear. No sooner did he
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perceive Faraclay's move than he reversed
the lever with all his might.
In an instant the launch seemed fairly
to leap back. Clif was springing for the
bow as it did so; he found himself struggling helplessly in the deep water.
With a quick cry of delight, Romayne
once more changed the machinery. The
boat darted forward, and FitzJames
raised his weapon. He saw his rival's
upturned face gazing up at him in despair; an instant later he struck.
There was a dull thud and the swimming lad sank beneath the surface, leaving nothing but a stain of blood to mark
where he had been. Lorna staggered
back with a shriek of horror; and Joy,
blinded and confused, sprang forward
only to be bowled helplessly over by a
terrific swing of FitzJames' fonniclable
weapon.
A moment later Clif Faraclay's body
reappeared upon the surface. , Romayne
seized it, all white and bloody, and
jerked it roughly aboard. FitzJames
sprang into the water and passed up the
unconsciou s Joy in the same way. And
then the victory was won.
FitzJa111es turned upon the two girls
then. All his former semblance of politeness was gone now, for he was still wild
with fury.
"I suppose you fools are ready to give
up now," he snarled. "Come on!"
They were ready, for a fact; they were
so horror-stric ken that they could not
The two ruffianly lieutenants
speak.
helped them both aboard, the old man
with them. They huddled together in
the bow.
"We ' ll have no funny business this
time," said Romayne, rudely. "Give me
your wrists."
The three dared not offer a word of
protest to anything he did. He tied their
hands, Clif ~nd Joy's also, though both
were ti 11consc10us.
"I 'g uess that settles it at last," said
FitzJames. "Start the machinery, and
back we go to Shark Isl~rnd."
The launch gave a throb and sprang
through the water once more. The two
lieutenants , gazing about them, saw that
the hay was still silent an<l deserted;
their dav's work was over, over happily
and without danger of discovery. They
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settled b:..a comfortably , devoting t11emselves to the task of steering their way
through the island reefs.
It was not a very long trip, lasting not
more than half an honr, but it was a terrible one for the two terror-strick en
young ladies. They trembled not only
for the1melves, but for their brave
defenders lying gasping and helpFitz
less in the bottom of the boat
James and Romayne did not even notice
them.
The trip was made in silence. When
Shark Island was reached and the boat
grated upon the sand, the two E11glishUJen set to work in a business-lik e way.
"I suppose you'll obey now," Fitz
James said to the prisoners. "Step out."
The three did so; tile Englishmen
picked up the two lads in their arms and
set out down the shore, the rest following. Perhaps a hundred yards beyond
that they halted for a brief consultation .
"There's the cave," whispered Fitz
James.
"Yes, and it's low tide, too," added
the other. "Let's take them in right
away."
FiztJames turned to the two girls.
"March out into the water, please,"
he said.
They stared at him in consternatio n and
alarm, but he soon showed them what he
meant. Taking Clif •npon his shoulder,
he waded out almost up to his neck.
There was a projecting ledge of rock in
front of him, and he suddenly disappeared beneath it.
The terrified party followed at a little
distance. The girls halted in alarm before
the black hole in front of them, but Romayne mged them roughly on.
Stooping beneath the dripping arch of
a sort of half-submer ged tunnel, they
crept on, slipping and stumbling. The
roof above them sloped down to the
water's edge until there was scarcely
room for their heads. But there was no
hesitating with Romayne behind them;
and pushing on a step farther the rock
sloped up again and the girls sttued about
them in amazement .
A large cave was before them, . with
floors high above the level of the water.
There was a dim light burning in one
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corner, and all sorts of boxes scattered two unusual events had taken place during the night. Two parties had mysteriabout.
"You are welcome tu our cave," said oHsly disappeared.
FitzJames, with a leer. "I trust that its
In the first place almost before sunrise
efficiency as a prison will be eviqent to there had hurried in a sail boat, hailing
you. At high tide the water rises and you from Orient Island, Judge Day's home.
cannot get out, you see. At low tide we The judge, a tall, gray-haired and aristowill always be here to guard you. Alto- cratic-looking Englishman, was himself
gether it is an excellent arrangement."
on board, half wild with alarm. His
The exhausted and terrified girls sank daughter had not returned.
<iown on the ground, scarcely caring to
He soon found out that she had left
look at anything. The two Englishmen the previous night and immediately
also droppep their burdens and after loos- there was the wildest kind of a time.
ening their bonds started laughing to- Judge Day's daughter and her friend
ward the entrance.
were lost !-drowned !-kidnapped !-who
"Miss Lorna," said FitzJames, by could say what?
way of explanation. "The tide will rise
About the same time also came the
in an hour or so, and then you will be news that Faraday and Joy, of the Mo.quite safe in this underground cavern. nongahela, were likewise missing. (Fitz
You will find a few eatables about and James and Rornayne were absent on leave,
you may attend to those Yankees if you and so no one thought of them).
care to. It is necessary now that we
The rumor which spread apout town
return to barracks to report after our soon connected the two partie5. An innight's leave of absence. Also we will vestigation on board the ship brought
find out for you what measures your forth two lads, Nanny and Trolley, as
father is taking to find you. We will re- they are known to us, who told a story
turn by the time the exit ctf the cave is of how Faraday and Miss Day had beopen again, which will be toward night. come acquainted . Also a druggist in the
Then probably you will be willing to town described how Clif had inquired of
come to terms with us. And now I bid him where the girl lived, and a night
yon farewell. I congratulate you upon watchman how Clif had gotten a boat
our success. Good-by."
from him to follow the party.
AnJ with that the two turned and
The idea of every one, even of the respringing down into the water, waded
Judge Day, was that a sudden
luctant
out under the long tunnel, and were lost
impulse had seized the pair
foolish
and
to sight and hearirlg.
plotted an elopement. That
had
they
and
The prisoners were safely hidden at
be very far away was evinot
could
they
last.
dent, for the Bermudas is but a small
group of islands, and the main land is
hundreds of miles away. Even a lad like
CHAPTER IV.
Clif Faraday woul<l know too much to
attempt that in a little napbtha launch.
AN UNEXPECTED DEVELOPMENT.
And so a searching party was instantly
The reader must have suspected before organized, the iudignant judge at its
this that considerable excitement would head. Its purpose was to discover the
have yrevailed in the town of St. whereabouts of that reckless pair and
George's, from which had come the seven their three companions. As we shall see
personages whose adventures we have very important results were destined to
been following. It is necessary to the take place as a result of that exped'ition.
A tug in the harbor was called into
future understanding of the story that
we go back for a few moments and see requisition and it was soon flying out of
what this excitement was and what were St. George's harbor. As to its general
direction it had a clue, for the watchman
its results.
Berhad notice<l which way Clif went. Before
the
in
George's
The town of St.
mudas woke up on the morning of the they got very much farther they were
battle previously descri9ed to find that · destined to get still more accurate inform-
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ation, which brough t them very close
indeed to the scene of action.
The two lieuten ants left the cave, as
we have learned , just before the rapidly
rising tide shtit the entranc e from view.
They made for the naphth a launch as
soon as they had waited long enough to
make sure that their victims were helplessly fastene d in their living tomb, unable to escape until the tide should fall
again.
FitzJam es and Romay ne intende d returning at once to town, iu order to remove all possibi lity of their being suspected. The found the launch where
they had left it fastened , and they stepped
aboard. "Shove her off," said Romay ne,
who attende d to the machin ery.
"Wait till I get in the stern."
His compan ion had stooped to obey
this order when he cha:1ced to cast his
eye across the bay. As he did so he staggered back with an exclam ation of consternati on.
"Good Lord!" he gasped. "Look
there!' '
Romay ne whirled about.
"It's a tng!" cried FitzJam es. "What
would it be coming out this way for? It
must be looking for the girls."
"And, good Heaven s, they've seen us!"
gasped Romayn.e. "It's coming this
way!"
This last was true. Sweepi ng out from
behind an island the boat had sudden ly
change d its course and was now making
straigh t for Shark Island.
"What shall we do?" cried FitzJam es,
turning white with terror.
"Say we don't know anythin g about
them, and- -"
'For Heaven 's sake, man, we can't!
We're in the girls' launch 1"
The two rascals gazed at each other
in blank conster nation. That deadly convicting fact was evident ·to all; indeed,
it was probabl y by the sight of that familiar boat that the attentio n of those on
the tug l;iad been attracte d.
"They may lynch us!" gasped Ro"Let's run!
mayne, turning white.
off!"
boat
the
Shove
Quick!
"What good will it do?" groaned Fitz
James. "They can go two miles to our
one in that t11g. Confo1111<l that Farada y!
It was he that ca11se d--"
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"Yes, yes!" cried the other. "But
shall we do? They'r e getting nearer!
And good Lord, there's old man Day
himself ! We're lost! Listen, he's shouting to us.''
It was a terrible hour for those t!wo
rascals; they were almost too paralyz ed
with sudden fright to move.
But Romay ne, the more cunnin g of the
two, proved eqnal to the emerge ncy in
the end. As the dreaded tug swept up
nearer still he sudden ly gave vent to a
cry.
"By Heaven s!" he shouted , "I have
it! Help! Help!"
Th is last he yelled at the top of his
lungs, waving his hands toward the boat.
"What do you mean?" gasped Fitz
James, in amazem ent. "Wha t--"
"Shut up, you fool!" hoarsel y cried
the other. "Yell at 'em! Yell at 'em!
Do you hear me? Yell! Help! Help!"
His move was a puzzlin g one; his next
was still more so. He leaped to the machinery of the launch. Seizing the lever,
he fairly tore it out of its place. With
his heavy heel he leaped upon the delicate
mechani.;;m and crushed if uut of shape.
"Why -what !" panted the terrified
Fitz.Tames.
"Not a word!" cried the other. "I'll
see to this. Help! Help!"
By this time the tug was within hailing distance . Judge Day was prancm g
up and down in the boat.
"Wher e's my daught er?'' he fairly
"Wher e did you get that
shrieke d.
launch ?"
"Help! Help!" roared Romay ne.
"Come in here! Qtiick ! Hurry! "
The tug neared the shore a minute
later. The anxious old man leaped into
the water and floundered ashore, such
was his haste.
"Whe re-wh at--" he began.
And then Romay ne's plot came out.
"Those two Americ ans!" he cr1ed.
"They' ve kidnapp ed your daught er!"
"\Vhat !"
"Yes. The girls were struggl ing to
get away and we had a fight here on
shore. See the bioo<l ! See my head,
where they hit me. They had a revolve r
and beat us back. Th~y went off in the
sail boat-b ack toward town! They --"
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"In Heaven's name> why didn't you inquiry was as to the length of time since
the two men left. He learned that it was
follow?"
"They smashed the launch! Look at over an hour ago. After which he fell to
it. We couldn't. They left us here, the pacing the cavern back and forth in
ruffians, anrl--''
silence.
Old Judge Day was fairly wild. He
He was nerving himself for a despermad~ oue leap for the tug again.
ate, a terrible act. He said not a word to
"Back to town!" he yelled. "Back! a soul of his thoughts until he was ready.
By thunder, if I catch those cadets I'll Then with sudden swiftuess lie flung off
kill 'em! Quick, come aboard here!"
his coat and dashed across the ttoor. An
FitzJames and his companion who instant later he \'anished in the water
were tl: us invited cla111 bered
hastily with a splash, and was lost to sight aud
aboard. They found an augry and ex- sound.
cited crowd of men on the deck. An
It was an awful experie~1ce, in the
instant later the tug swung about and highest sense of that abused word "awleaped away down the shore of Shark ful.,, Those who have ever tiied a long
Island.
swim under water know the choking,
The two lieutenants gasped with relief. gasping sensation that comes after the
They felt almost as if delivered from a first half minute. Then imagine yonrself
grave. They were safe! They were safe! in a deep dark tunnel with a wall of rock
They had turned the pursuers uff the above your head, strnggling on second
track!
after second, panting, choking, almost
And a moment later something hap- turning black in the face, and yet dreadpened, that, if it had been an appearance ing with a horrible sickening <head to
from anotl1er world, a judgment from on take the risk of rising, of striking the rock
high could not h::ive overwhelmed the of the tunnel, of perishing miserably in
two conspirators more.
the trap.
There suddenly came a cry, seemingly
Such was Clif Faraday's heartrending
from underneath the boat itself.
experience. At last he felt he could stand
"Help! Helµ ! Come back here!"
it no longer; he was not equal to anIt was Clif Faraday's voice!
other single stroke. He must rise or he
would faint. And then up, up! On and
011, gasping-wo11ld the top never come?
Woulrl it never-CHAPTER V.
And then suddenly like a flash he shot
out
iuto the air, into the sunlight, the
"THE SEA GIVES UP IT'S DEAD. 1t
blessed sunlight, far 011t fxom the shore,
In order to nnderstand that most ex- a waste of waters was abont him-and a
traordinary development, it is necessary swiftly moving tug gliding past almost
to make a diversion to the party in the at his side!
subterranean ca\'e. It will be a very brid
· The first thing the dazed lad saw was
diversion, however, for the sncceeding the nniform of his dreaded foes. Bu.t an
events upon the tug require our attention. instant later he made out other figures,
We left the five inmates helpless, Clif and knew that he was saved.
and Joy still nnconscio11s.
The first
His c1y was the result. It's effect may
1 honght of the two girls had been of
be imagined The boat's engines we~e
them, and careful n11rsi11g had soon re- reversed; the passengers rnshed to the
stored them to conscionsness. They were stern to stare at the shouting swirnmertol<l of the nature of their prison and of the very person they were looking for!
the lie11tenant'·s intention.
A bout the same moment there were two
Clif Faraday inspected the hole where almost simultaneous splashes in the
the entrance was. His first question was water. FitzJames and Romayne Jiad
as to the length of that passage to the leaped from the tug!
open air, for his ready brain was soon at
The passengers thought it was to reswork upon a plan to save those two girls cue the American cadet, or rather to
from their impen<ling fate. His second capture him, anrl they cheered the act.
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But a momen t later, to their conster nation, they saw tlrnt the two were swimming with all their might to the shore.
It was a puzzlin g act and hard to understancl. 'f he people on the tug scarcely
knew what to think. The whole thing
had happen ed with such amazin g rapidity that it clazed them. The appeara nce
of that "villain ous" cadet, shootin g up
from the very depths of the sea! And
then the strange behavio r of his two accusers!
Old Jnclge Day himself was the first to
get an inkling of the trnth. He had seen
Faracla y rise; he · liacl seen the two officers stagge1· back, white and limp. Then
he saw them jump.
"By Heaven !" he gasped. "I believe
it was they stole my daughte r. Catch
'em, there! Follow 'em ! Quick! "
The tug captain was about to obey,
but someth ing compellecl him to do otherwise. Clif Faraday was weak and exhausted . His cncs grew faint, and he
seemed sinking . And so the first thing
to do was to back rapidly and pick him
up.
That action gave the two frenzied
swimm ers a start. Tbey were lialf way
to the s'.iore of Shark Island when the
tug finally stopped and started forward
once more, this time to pnrsne them.
For it was clear then that they were
fleeing; a few gasping sentenc es from
poor Clif quickly disclos d the reason
why they did so.
Judge Day was simply wild with rage.
He rushed to the bow of the brat.
"Villai ns!" he fairly shrieke d. "'\'.illains ! Forwar d, there! Put on more
steam! By thunder , if they escape I'll
-I'll-f aster, there!"
He could think of 11othi11g to fill that
"if." The tug fairly plunged through
the waves, shootin g in toward shore.
''If they land and reach the other
side," muttere d the captain , "they'r e
safe for a time."
"What !" gasped the judge.
"Yes, the shoals'l l keep us away."
"Anybo dy got a gun?" cried the frenzied old man. "Shoot them! By Heaven ,
they've reached the shore! The fiends!
They'l l get away!"
Nobody had a firearm , and so they
were helpless . The tug shot into the
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sandy shore just as the two men scrambled out of the wate1 and dashed across
the island.
A dozen men were running on their
trail a minute later, Judge Day, old as
he was, in the lead. The lieuten ants
bounde d across the hundre d yards or two
of sand and sprang into the water again,
striking out boldly for the next island.
The pursuer s did not hesitate . Fully
half of them waded out into the water
to follow.
One hung back, howeve r, the captain
of the tug, an old salt who knew the
islands.
"Come back!" he called to the rest,
at the same time eyeing the two swimmers with a dubious slrnke of his head.
"Come back, there. This here's Shark
Island, an' it ain't safe to-- Good
·
Lord!"
His last exclam ation was e.choed by a
louc1 shriek from one of the lieutena1{ts.
He flung up his arms into the air· and a
momen t afterwa rd disappe ared from view!
It was Romay ne !
His compan ion, yelling with terror,
tnrned and started back to shore, the
watche rs gazing at him in horror. There
was perhaps half minute of terrible suspense, and then come another scream.
FitzJnm es, the abducto r, was no more
to be seen.
The men stood gazing at the bloodsta i 11ecl spot where he had been, gazing
at it in silence and awe. Then the captain muttere d :
"Shark Island! It's the hand of tfe
Lord!''
The awful fate of the two recrean t
officers cast a gloom over the membe rs
of the party and they tt1rned away in
silence to proceed to the rescue of those
still remain ing in he cave.
It was found necessa ry for them to
wait several hours for the tide tu rececle.
Clif volunte ered to try the dive again su
that he could carry the joyful news to
the impriso ned quartet te, but Judge Day
strongl y objecte d.
"No, my boy," he added, clappin g
Faraday upon the shoulde r. "You shall
not risk your life again. You tell me
they are perfectl y safe, so it will not
harm them to wait a short while."
The ebbing of the tide was watche d as
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1t had never been watched before. When
the time at last arrived, Clif waded in
and presently emerged again, followed
by Lorna, Joy and the rest.
The meeting of father and daughter
was one long to be remembered. The old
judge in his exuberance of spirits almost
em braced old Peter.
When the girls were told of tl{e lieutenants' awful fate they turned white,
but it could not be doubted that they
believed in the justice of the terrible
retribution.
A return to St. George's was made at
once, the tug towing the disabled launch.
The arrival of the party was the occasion
of a scene of great excitement.
Their part in the thrilling adventure
made Clif and Joy the heroes of the hour,

and thev were received on board the
practice ;hip with cheers.
During the Monongahela's brief stay
in the Bermudas, Clif and Lorna were
much together, and when the old frigate
finally resumed the cruise it was evi<lent
both keenly felt the parting.
"Just like him," sighed Joy, whose
opinion of the fair sex was not very exalted. "Just like him. He's got a girl in
every port and goodness knows how
many at home. Humph! even the blooming mermaids ain't safe."
[THE END.]

The next Naval Academy novelette by
Ensign Clarke Fitch will be entitled
"Clif Faraday's Failure; or, Hazed
Within an Inch of His Life," Army and
Navy No. 29.

TA MING THE TART AR .
A CHRIS T MAS TA LE.
By B. ROTHER KNIGHT .
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HE DROPPED BACKWARD INTO THE STRONG ARJ\1 OF THE INSTRUCTOR

m

UN it, Trafford-stick to your lead I"
"Now then, nelV kid, spurt for all
you 're worth!"
"The Tartar's run down at last, and by
a new boy, too."
"Not yet, old man. Trafford's a beast,
but be is a plueky b9ast. and be may W('ar
down that new chap, Stranee. yet."
"Hi, keep it up. Strange-old Trafforrl's nearl:vrmmperl. Let yonrseif go a oit more and you'll have
bim; safe a~ ho11ses!' 1
Ro vellerl Bon barn anrl Massev nnrl the rest of the
crowft from Tunnton Schooi who had come out to witness the last half milP or so of the first cross-country
run that term. The boys hail reluctantly conclurled
that the fil'St man In woulrl be Reizgie 'J'raffor1l-mcknamed "the Tartar" hAcause of bis savage anrl ungovernable temper-hut to nearly everyhody's delight
libe great Tratfo1·d was being desperately pressed · by

(page 1323).

Dick Strange, wbo was fresh at the school that year.
The rest of the field was not in sight yet, !mt these
two boys were making a tling-dong race of it, with
scar<·ely a yard between them and another half mile to
the finish. The yelling crowd of onlooliers were nard
put to it to keep up with the determiii e1l pair.
"I say, Massey, stop a bit, there's a good fellow,"
pante1l Bonha111, who was short and plump. "I have
a horrible stitcll iu nw side."
"Too much dinner." sain Massey, unsympathetically, pulling up nevertheless to await his cnum. "Joliy
go'.>d fiuish for the first rnn. isn't it? They say Trafford
wouldn't look at a mince pie at tt:Je holidays, I.le was
so set on winning this scorch,"
"Poor chap!" siizhed BonhRm, who had a fRtal fondness for pa8try. "Come up this mound , old man, and
we can see them cross the foot-bridge and can watch
them right borne."
The chums sat down on a hillock which overlooked
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arms aki111bo, and said pertly, "I say, Tr11fforrl, J
the valley and from which the big g11tes of the school
don't mind running a rnce with you-and I'll give yon
ou the farther crest were plai uly v isi hie.
a good fair stan I"
The rest of tl1e partisaus swept on across the
meadows iu a howling, l.Jreatbless pack.
''Here come tile other starters,'' said M11ssey. presA week had elapsed sin<'e the run, and the Tartar's
ently, as a kuot of runners ca111e over the uearest slope,
dislike of the uew !toy who bad publicly ,·anquibhed
four or five buudred yards bebiud their lea<lers and gohim, had deepened into so111ethi11g like hatred. l-11>
iug with a very heavy gait.
was a vai11 lad, de11rly lovi11g applause und huti11g rle'!'hey chose tlleir owu paths, fur the race was a
feat, 011tl lie longed to get level, or rnore thun level,
poiut-to-poi1 1t e\'eut, the ruuuers cboos111g what course
with Strnuge again.
they li1>ed h•tween the poi11ts rledderl upon.
At uook\\ork the newcomer coul<l not approarh him,
''Ab, 'frafford a11d the other chap are off the turf
but as they were iu differe11t clusseR this g1He no eou ·
now, and they have th a t ploughed field to cross yet
solation to TruH'ord's brooding vuuitv. It is honllv
b efore they strike the footpatli to ti.le bridge. Those
sur)Jrisiug tl.terefure ti.tat bis sullen teil1per grew steaJfurrows are si111ply foarful to take when you are
ily worse during the week.
wiurle<l-<lou 't I just know it I" said Massey ruefully.
Dick 8trauge, 011 his part, showed no act1111l enmity
Next momeut be starte•I to l:is feet, dragging Buutowar<l the Tun11r, hut treate<l him col<lly an<l ratlter
ba:n with him. "Bunny, Buuny, look!" he shrieked.
avoi<letl 1Jin1 out of school,
'"l'raH'or:i is sLill lea<li11g, and he's keepiug away from
Christmas aftenwon fumul the students in the gymthe bridge-be means to juwp ti.le creek. Bravo, Trafnasi11111. Strnnge was disc11ssi11g with Massey tue vruh·
ford-Brav- vol''
ahle caurlidates to be selected fro111 the 'l'auuton boys
"Yes, anrl the new chap is following hi;:i," cried
for the sµri11g c·o111pAt.itions in feuci11g and boxi1.g proBonlian1, uo less excite<l. "Of course lte rlo<l8n't know
mott'd 11m<1J1g the boarding schools of the <listri<"t.
bow the laud lies. But I say, i•u't b111Jy 'l'ruffor<l an
"Perlu•ps yon would like to e11terY" put in 'J'iafforcl
artful beast, eh? He kuows he can take the ju111p, am\
with 11 snePr, seeing the new boy was carefulJy reaoli11g
be thinks it will shake off tbe otlter chap-~ee?"
an nn11ounc·eruent of the next co11test. "If you did, it
Little Bo11ha111 was right. Trafforrl, nearly exhansted
strikes 1ne we sho11ld have a very strnnge display!"
with I.tis ltard seveu-mile run, close-presse<l lty his un"Don't try to be sh11rp, Traffor<l,"su ug out l\Jassey.
expected rival, anu sltaken at e\·ery step Lty the rug~erl
"01.t, it's 011ly that lie is feeling a little ac·HI 0' er
furrows, bad surlde11ly tllought of this devicti to get
something,'' Strange suid, laugltiug. • ''Iartur-ic acid,
rid of tlte tireless fjyer at I.tis heels.
you k11ow."
The creek, ut the spot he was 11111king for deepened
fbe Ta1·tar was nettle<l; be could box a littl~, and
consi1lernltly aJl(l uarrowed down to a width of some
was taller and longer in the rearl1 than Strm1ge.
ten or eleveu l<:et-no 111ighty jump in itself, but a
"Look be10, new kHI," he said angrily, "µut on the
teaser when one's 11111scles !tad lost their spriug, and
gloves and I'll give you some tanaric acid, as you
were set with h<inl r111111i11g. The "take-off" \n1s ba<l,
call it I"
too, as the ha11k was slopiug aud wet. Still, be felt
"No tbanks," said Strange, "I don't want any, alpretty sura of C'lem·ing the ju111p.
though you eviflAntly ha ,.e too mucl1."
would
he
Was it quite fair? lf it balkerl Strange,
".Perhaps you're afraid?" the other retorte<l.
have to run aloug the uank to the bridge, and so lose
Strauge 111ade uo ans\\' er, hut at once pnt 011 the
a lot of grouud. Ol course any fellow who knew the
with Massey's aid, a11d the two hays faced each
gloves
land would have heade1I for the bridge direct, aud so
other aud bega11 sparrmg. Stra11ge bad the lllore
Jost only a few yards, but Strange could not know of
scieuce, anti "as the lighter boxer or the two; he J1ad
ti.tis.
co111e bo111e lightly ~everal ti111es on ti.ta Tartar's fllce,
So Trafford, rearly to do anything rather thnn be
when in a scrim11111ire the lat.ter g11ve a savage nppercut
beaten before all the other fellows, made for the bank,
tbat rattled l:;trnnge's teeth for hilll, altbouglt be partand with a quickening strLe for the leap, sprang out
· ly stopped it with Ids right.
with all his 111ight.
"That'• your ga111e, is it?" said the new boy to bimHe la11<led ueatly, with an inch or two to spare.
sclf. "\'ery well, tbe11, I shall hit hard too."
Without an insta11t's hesitation, bis rival took the
He feinted rapidly with Ins lt'ft at 'l'raffnrcl's hearl;
julllp, too. But he bail uot seen it in time to get much
the other guarded, lea dug !tis si<le expo•erl, an<l
extra pace <lll, and witlt 11 huge splash lie lan<led in the
Strange, steppiug in, brought his right in heavily on
water-if that Irishism is allowaule.
Trafforcl's rills. 'l'bere was a sl1arp rnlly a1ul some
'fhere were loud shouts of" Well jumped, Trafforrl !
bar.I iu-figbti11g. Stro11ge kept bis el hows well in unWell tried, new fellow I" But several boys protesteci
til he gut a chanre to break away, when be stepped
that it was "rather a mean trick" to serve on a novback, anrl avoirli11g a furious bead-hlow by d11 .. ki11g,
ice to the course.
ca111e in bard aud straight with bis left band in TmfMeanwhile, Strang•', breathless anrl b111f-bli11ded by
ford's face. There was a fierce scra111bli11g lnut, for
the splashing water, founcl bis feet, waded over, anti
both boys harl lost tbeit· beads, a11d were clutching
with splendid pluck set off again on the trail of the
wild ly, when-leacler-now thirty yards to the goo<l.
''Stop that! Break away there directly, you two,"
A grand r11ce followed. The watchers shouted themhroke i11 the voire of Sergeant Duke, thA i11structor.
broken
bis
up
picked
Str1rnge
seh•es deaf am! lt0ars" as
"Do you tbh:k this is a prize l'i11g? Put do" 11 those
stride, a11cl, while the water strea111erl from him and
gloves directly. I 11111 i11 charge here; do11't you know
squelched in his shoes, gradually regained yard after
that boxing is only allowecl under 11lY supervision? "
yard of his lost distance.
Pulling oft' the bot gloves, Rergie Tmfford stood
A quarter of a mile from home, and be was still a
tre111bli11g with rage a11d uusutisfied passi011. He could
score of paces behind. Will be do itP the boys franticfeel that the flesh 11n<le1· his right e.' e "a• pufti11g eud
ally asked each other.
stiffe11iug and saw oue of the boys J.!Oint to it wi1h a
Trafford he11rd a suoi<len roar of voices behind him.
laugh.
He glanced l1a<'k-a11<l then put bis last efforts into a
"You fence? Here, take one." he muttered to his
wild 11ud t1esperate sprint, for be saw that Strange was
opponeut, snatching up two foils an<l boldiug tl1e111
ruuning gmwlly, a1Ht overhanli11g him steadily.
out: be could uot trnst hi111self to say more .
Another look over the shoulder-he ha<l gained on
t:>trauge woulcl have been wiser to refuse, but bis
Strirnge in that last sprint. But next 111oment be felt
blno•I \\llS up now. "Why should this fellow try bis
that sickening, s11ffor:nti11g i111potence which means
bullying tri<'ks on lllP?" be thought; aurl still brPath·
"run right out," aud the school wns stilJ two hundred
Jess front his bou t wit.h the gloves, he took one of the
yards a way. Desperately he strngglecl 011, hut his pace
proffere<l han<lles, dflnned a mask, buttone<I a leatl.Jer
was gone; he rememhererl uow, when it was too late,
fenl·ing-pad arros. his lireHst, an<l stoo•t 011 gnar<l.
that about a hurnlred yRrds w11s bis utmost <listauce
Tniffor<l atta<'ke<l him stre1111011s.ly, mHkit1g up in
for an "all-in" Hnishing sprint; and he conld bave
deten11in11tion a11d pnssion what bP lacked in skill. His
kickerl himself with rage as Strange, with 11 stea<ly
greater rench, too, told lllore here than witb th~
anrl well-sustRine d, although not showily fast burst,
gloves., an.I 8t1·a11ge fouucl hi111self hard pressed. More
caught bim up and passed him fifty yar1ls from home.
thun oiwe bis opponent's hutt.n11 rea<·hPd him o•·er bis
The bo~·s were wild with exciten1ent. MR11y openly
guard: the lioys C'rnwdecl rou111l •' ith <luhious looks,
rejoiced i11 the Tartar's rlefeat. But the bitterest rlrop
and Strange was grol1" i11g uervous aud wild. 811dflenly
in .the boy ' s rnp of gRll w11s whPn little Tommy Bi r dr1wt'lr's maxim, "Steady
burst-a youngster whose arms he had often twisted to , he re<•alled bis old fencing-i11st
and cool is the golden l'Ule.'' At the cost of a I.tit to his
mako the boy call bim "Sir"-stood ltefore him with
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ad\'ersary he pulled bi1nself toi;:ether, abandoned his
fluniell luugiug aull kevt bis ,poiut iu rea<liuess for a
real oveuiug.
It soou can1e. Trafford lunged so furiously tbat the
other's parry 8ent bis buttou wide, ancl uext i11,taut
Strauge hall scorell a bit exactly where tbe stitchillg
of Trafl'ord 's pull iullica t ed the heart.
''Bra vu, Strauge I' ' criell .Boubam tbe plump, from
his seat on the borse.
Tue oti.Jers laugi.Jetl, aud Trafford grew more furious
still. He presse1l ti.Je other lad more and more closely,
till sutldeuly Strange gave a screw111g twist of i.Jis
wrist, the foil blades s!i,J along each otu er, a111! with a
sharp click tbe Tartar's weapon slipped from his
grasp.
Ju a whirl of passion be snatched up tbe foil agnin,
and as he straigl1te11ed its slender hlade be saw what
the chck meant-l11s weapou hat.I lost its buttn11.
He saw it, I.Jut he was furious aud reckless·-too reckless, perhaps, to wl101ly realize wliat be was doiug.
"l'll rnake hirn give iu to me!" he rnuttered to bimself as he ca11>e to the "eugage."
A few rapid passes, another hit to Strange, and tben
Tra!l'or.J's foil leaped out, tbe other parried, lint too
lute to wholly save llimself-aud t.be sbarp poiut , just
missing the pad, entered his sido I
With a shriek of pHi11 he droppe<I his weapon, flung
oil' his hel111et, ai1d stoo1! there swaying dizzily; then
he dropped backward i11to the strong arms of the instructor, who harJ run up at the startling cry.
Massey ran up to the Tnrtar, who had re1noved bis
helmet and stoorl gazing stupefied with bonor and remorse.
"You've killPd him, you brute!" cried Massey,
snatching the we11po11 fro111 his baud.
Trafford still seemed da-ze1l. At last be wbispererl,
"Look-blo0<ll" and pointe:I to the spreading stain on
his enemy's white flannel shirt.
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"So1ne of you fetch tLe doctor-like tbe wind,"
shouted Dukf', but tbe request was unn ecessary, for a
boy was alrl'a<ly at the door, and in ten 111iuutes tbe
physida11 was beu<ling over Strange as he lay propped
up ou the gy11111asium floor.
''A nasty jagged tE>ar alo11g tbe ribs,'' was his verdict at last. "l'aiuful, but happily not dangerous.
Har! it passed between thElm iustea<l of glancing oil',
it might ba\'e been fatal."
Bonham raiser! a fai1>t "hurrah I" but tbe others
were too awe-struck by tilat terrii.Jle word "fatal" to
echo it .
'·Three or four weeks and be will be well again,"
resmned the doctor. "Now carry bim very carefully
t-> bed."
What hnppenerl between Trafford and the principal
cnunot he told here tit le1.gth. The hoy 11i<l "hut little
he couhl tlo-11uule full cu11fession of his fault, aud
showe1l the deepest pe11ite11ce. But Jrir. lllelhuish "as
iuexornble-Traft'o rd 11mst be expelled . In vain tbe
unhappy Jail begge<I for so111e p1111ishment less r11i11011s.
Tbe 011ly coll cession the principal wo11l1I make was
that he might see Struuf!e awl ask bis forgiveness be
fore leavi11g the S<'hool for ever.
That iuterview was OVfll'. am! Trafford, too utterly
hopeless e,·en for tears, was puckiuf? Ids truuk n·itb a
servant 's aid, when he was su1111no11ell 01u·e n1ore to
learn that Strange hail beggell biw oil' I He could
bar•ily believe the glorious ue,,.s,
"I shoulil 11ot h1He allowed it," snirl Mr. Melbnish
sternly, "hut be frette1I so much tliat the 1loctor said
be would certainly make his wound iuflarned if I insi~ted."

Dick Strange won the Boarding Schools gold medal
for mid11le-weight l.Joxing after all; and it may be
added that his devoted second a111I atteudant during
the contest was one Reginald Trafford-who was now
no louger, either in narue or in temper, the Tartar.
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The story opens in Canada in the year 1H46. Denzil Carew, the assi•tant fa~tor (as•istant manairerl of t1111 Hnrlson
Bay Uumpauy's 11ost Fort Royal, is •eut hy his superior to Quebec to meet .the latter·s •1ute111led llrnle. !?Jura llathcrton,

who is <·omi11g- from Eugla.n<l. On the way to Q.11Phe<'. Cnrew saves an I1uha11 ~rn.rne1l Grey 1\Ioose from a sava,!!e hear.
'Vhilc awa.iLin~ the YesRel in Qnehec ho 11Htkee tlle a.<·q1rnintan('e or o.11e Ca.pta.111 R1ttlstone, :i s11pp11~c<.l Se<'ret otficei· or

the Hndso11 nay Compn11y. Ou the nrl'ival or till' Enµ-lish pack~t slnp Carew meets Flora Hathertou OU th"'. wharf. but
while i.:rcetinl( her is interrupted hy UaptH.in R1Hl•to11e. who iusistR th:it he hM a prlllr clm111 to the girl. A signal p.tsacs
between tbem wbicb is ol.Jserved l.Jy Carew. As tile latter starts to mterf<'re tl.Jere 1s au mterruptwn.
on, ignoring my demand. "It is for yonr own
good--"
"Not another word, sir," she interrupted, edging
nervously toward me a• she spoke.
''You shall hear me!'' be insi.ted; and with that
ROM a distance a man had been watching
be caught her brutally by one arm.
us steadily-I bad observed him beforeThe girl Etmggled iu bis vrasp and gazed at me with
and uow be came quickly and witb an air
such mute and earnest pleadino-, with such tear and dis- ·
of bravarlo to wbere we stood. He was
tress in her lovely eyes, that f must have bee11 more
about my own age, hut a little shorter and
than human to resist taking her part. I was iu a hot
slighter, clean-shaven, with dark eyes and
thick, blaC'k bail". Though handsome in a
rage, as it was, a11d I did not hesitate an instant. I
shot out with my right arm-a straight, bord blow
way, the stamp of an evil and unscrupulous nature \Vas
from the shoulder that took the ruffian between the
on his bronzed features. His dress was that of a geneyes. He reeled and fell like a Jog.
tleman.
The deed was no sooner do11e than I regretted-for
"Can I be of any service to you, Miss Hatherton '"
Miss Hatberton 's sake-that I had gone to such exthe fellow began, darting an impertinent glanco at the
tre111ities. But I made the best of it by quickly leading
captain and myself.
the girl away, and she clung tightly to my arm as we
The girl shrank from him with aversion in her
hurried through the curious group of people on the
eyes.
quay . To my relief, none stopped us, a11rl i11rlee<l the
"1 ne.. d no assistance," she replied. "And I thought
incident had attracted little attention. Looking back,
we had spoken the last woru ou the ship, Mr. Macken·
I saw that Mr. Mackenzie was on his feet, the centro
zie."
of a small crowd who were bent ou preventing him
"I was no party to that agreement, you will rememfrom following us.
ber " tbe man answerecl, looking at her with fierce
It was not Jong before we were off the quay, and in
adu'iiration, "I ba\'e been searching for you, and
I
ago,
moment
a
the shelter of the quiet streets of the town. By a few
but
you
of
wlien I caught sight
"ords Miss Hatbertou gave me to understand that she
judged that these gentlemen were paying you unwelwas aware of the arrangements marle for her, and that
come attentions. Certainly they were on the point of
the trunk was to be sent to the Silver Lily. Then she
an altercation."
up,
matter
into my face with a sarl and grateful smile that
the
take
looked
to
I looked to Captain Rudstone
set my heart to fluttering.
but to my amazement he bowed and walked away,
"I am glad to ba\'e found such a friend an<! protecwhispering at my ear as he passed me:
tor," sbe said. "You have done me a great serdce,
"Be prudent. I will join you at the Silver Lily."
only
the
was
one that I will not forget, Mr. Carew-I think
and
cowardice
to
down
To put his desertion
that is your name. But I fear you have not seen the
construction open.
last of Mr. Mackenzie."
I held my ground, wondering what strange thing
"He will be wise to let the affair drop," I replierl.
would happen next. The dark man eyed me insolently
I
that
hoping
and
"I count it an honor and A plensure, Miss Hatherton,
expecting
evidently
for a moment,
that I had the opportnmty of helping you. If the man
would follow my companion. Then be bent closer to
seeks satisfaction, he shall have it.''
Miss Hatherton.
Sbe glanced at me with some surprise, and with a
"Why will you persist in this folly?" he askerl.
tinge of amusement, ! fancied.
"You are alone ia a stran ge land-in a strange town.
"Are you a Canadian?" she asker!.
I urge you to accept tbe snelter of my sister's house.
"A native-born child of My Lady of tbe Snows,"
It is but a short distance from here."
said I.
"And I refuse!" tbe girl cried, indignantly. "I
am
I
Mackenzie.
Mr.
you,
''And you have never been in England?"
with
speech
further
no
wish
"No nearer than Quebec," I a11swered.
not as friendless, as you think .• I am going with this
"l. should not have believed it," she rerlied. Then,
gentleman."
after a pau~e: "I met Cuthbert Mackenzie on board
"It's a devilish bad choice!" the man exclaimed,
Good Hope. Be sailed with me from London, and
tbe
angrily.
from the first I disliked him. H9 constantly forced bis
"What do you mean by that?" I cried, ruftling up.
attentions upon me, though he saw lihat they were
"Miss Hatberon, I beg you to listen to me," be went
CHAPTER IV.
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hateful to mo; and when I refnsorl t o have anything to
<lo with bim, he eveu weut so fnr as to tbreaten. I
hope I have seen tile last of bim. ''
"He shal l uot anuoy you again," said I.
She was silent for a m0111e11t.
"Shall we find Captain Rudstone at the hotel?" she
asked.
''I believe so," I answered, hiding my annoyance
at the question. "He made an abrupt departure, Miss
Hathertou. ''
"Perhaps he had good reasons," she replied; and
with that the matter dropped.
The rest of the distance was all too short for me. It
was a novel thing that I. who bad s<'arce spoken ten
words to a woman before in my life, should be playing the gallaut to as pretty a girl as could be found
in Quebec. But she bad put me quite at 111y ease, and
mightily proud I felt when I gave her into tbe earn of
M&dame Ragoul, though the thought that she was the
promise•! bride of old Griffith Hawke seemed to IJJ'ing
a Jump to my throat. I bade her good bye for the present in the npper hall of the house, anrl going down
stairs, I sauntered into the room behind the bar. There
sat Captain Rudstone, a glass of wine before him.
"You have just come?" sairl I.
"But a moment ago," be answered coldly, and with
a sonr look. "What is the 111eaui11g of this strange
affair, Mr. Carew?"
"l haJ to kuock tbe impertinent rascal down," I
repli ed.
' ' I rlo not refer to that," said be, with a grim smile.
"I witnessed the whole trouble."
"From a distance," I ventured.
His eyes flashed.
"Have a care," he muttered. "I am not in a trifling
mooti. Tell me, what took you to tbe quay this morning to meet Miss Heatherton?"
"I might ask you tbe same question," I replied.
"Will you answer me, sir?"
"There is 110 reason why I should not," said I.
"Miss Hatberton was sent over to become tbe wife of
the factor of Fort Royal. I met ber in accordance with
my instructions, and we are to take the first ship that
sails for Hudson's Bay.''
Captain Rudstone's hard expression softened; he
looked astonished and relieved.
"I am glad the rnatter is cleared up," be said. "It
is plainly a case of killiug two birds with one stone.
I will be equally frank Mr. Carew. I was directed by
tbe Go,·ernor of tbe company to await the arrival of
the Good Hope. and to receive from Miss Hatberton a
packet of i111portant rlespatches secretly entrusted to
her in London by Lo1·d Selkirk.''
It was my turn to be amazed, I saw th9.t each of us
had suspected the other without cause.''
"I also sail on the first 1stip for the Bay," the captain went on . "I am charged with the duty of delivering Lord Selkirk's letters of ir:structions to the northern forts. This is a serious matter, Mr. Carew. There
is trouble brewing, and it may break ont at any time.
So tbe bead office is zealously preparing for it. By-tbeby do you know wbo this Mr. Mackenzie is?"
I shook my bead.
"He is an offical and a spy of the Northwest Company." said Captain Rudstone," aud be has been in
London working for the interests of his people. I was
aware of this when he approached us on the quay, and
I hurried away so that be might be tbe less suspicious
as to rny den lings with the young lady.''
"I did you an injustice,'' said I. What I had just
heard caused me much uneasiness, and I foresaw possible unrleasant complicatious.
"It was a natural mistake," replied Captain Rudsto11e. "I overlook it. But speaki11g of Mackenzie-tl.10
lette1·s would be of the utmost value to him if be could
get hold of them. I don't believe he suspected the girl
duriug the voyage, or be would have robbed her; but
I am afraid be saw her withdraw the packet from her
bnso111. I made her put it back at oncP."
"He was standing near us on the quay for some
time," sairt I. "rloes be know who you are?"
"It is quite likely! Hang it all, Mr. Carew. I don't
likt> the look of things! I'm going to do a little spying
about t.he town on my own acc01111t; but flrst it is importR11t that I should see Miss Ha\berton."
I dirl not relish the irlea of disturbing the girl so
soon after her arri~al, and I was ab0ut to say as much.
But ju•t then appeared Madame Ragoul, with a request that 111y coi"panin11 wn11lol accmd an interview
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to Miss Hatlierton. He departed with alacrity, and I
took it •lith an ill grace that I should be left out of the
matter. I waited for a loug ti111e, seeking cousolation
in the thought tbat Ialoue would lle the girl's protector
ir; future, and at leugth C11ptaiu Rudstone returned.
'· I bave tu e despatches," be anuouuceti, tapping his
breast.
"You were an hour about it," said I, petulantly.
"Ou, bo ! •; be laughed; ''so the wiud blows from that
quartt1r! But I 11111 uo lady's man, Mr. ·Carew. Aud
Miss Hatherton is not for eitlier of us, rnre beauty
though sbe is-ay, and a girl of pluck and spirit. Sbe
is bound by a sacred pro111is1>-a promise to tbe dearlto marry that old fossil, Griffith Hawke. I knew him
seven years ago. A fiue husband indeed for such a
maiu !"
The captain's foolish insinuation angered me, and I .
felt myself blushing furiously, but l said 11othi11g.
"It is a sau story," be went Oil. ' "l persuuued the
girl to ghe me her confidence. It seems that lier fatne.,
a gentle111an of good family, was a friend of Loni Selkirk. Some months ago be lost every shilling be had
in tbe world through unwise speculation, aud tl.Je shock
killed him. On his death-bed be sent for Selkirk, a11d
begged him to care for his daughter, wbo "ould be
left quite alone in the worlti. The olrl rascal persuaded
the father tbat the gir.!. could not do better than go
out to the Canad as and marry the factor of Fort Roy al
-be had received Hawke's application for a wife at
ahout this time. Tbe result was that Flora yielded and
consented-I daresay there was no way out of it-and
8elkirk took advantage of the opportunity to sen<l tllese
important letters with her; be knew she was the last
person that would he suspected of having them. Tbis
much may be put in Selkirk's favor: hevisited Canada
some ye11rs ago, and took a fancy to Hawke."
"The factor is a gentleman born,'' said I, "but he
is past fifty. And tbiuk of the life I It is a sad pity
for the girl.''
"Sl.Je knows what is lwfore her," replied the captain, "and she seems to be resigned. To tell tbe truth,
tbongb, I half belie\'0 there is something at the back
of it all-that some deeper cause drove her out here.
Nothing to her discrerlit, I mean."
"What makes you think so?" I asked.
"A chance remark that she let fall," he answered.
I would have questionerl Ca pta in Rndstone more
closely, but just then be drained bis glass and rose
rrith an air of sudden detern,ination.
" I have work to rlo," he said, gravely, as be put on
bis bat. "I must keep track of CuthbP.rt Mackenzie.
Miss Hatberton knew nothing of his real character,
and I am satisfied tliat be knew as little of ber while
they were at sea. But what be may havG learned since
la11din g is a different matter. I will come back here
this evening, and meanwhile I wonlrl advise you to
remain in the hotel. There is a sailing for the Bay io
a week, as you probably know, and I shall be heartily
glad when we are nt sea. Cuthbert Mackenzie is a serpent that stings in the dark."
He bade me good morning, and was gone.
CHAPTER V.
THE ALARM IN THE NIGHT.

It was about eleven o'clock of the forenoon when
Captain Rudstoue departed. I smoked a quiet pipe, and
tbeu sought out Baptiste; be bad a little box of a room
over the hotel kitchen. I found the rascal hut halfsobered, so bea¥ily bad be liquored on the' previous
nigbt, aud I angrily bade him stay in bed for tile rest
of the day. Miss Hatberton did not come down to dinner, and I bad for company in tbe coffee-room Mr.
Christopher Bnrley; tbere were no other guests in the
house at the time.
Neither of us was in a talkative mood, and very
brief speech passed between us. But shc:.rtly after the
meal I met bim again at the har, where he was vaying
bis account. He lookerl reacty for a journey, bavrng bis
bat on and a portmanteau in bis band.
"You are leaving, 8ir?" I asked, politely.
"I return to Montreal to-tiay," be replied, "and
later I go West. You, I believe, are bound shortly for
the Nor th'"
I nodderl assent.
"We may meet in the future," he went on; "and
meanwhile I trust you will remember that name-Osmund Malden.''
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"I will bear it in mind," I promised, "anu I wish
you every succe5'S in your erraml."
With tu at we partt><I, the law clerk thanking me
warllily and ghiug ltle his hand. Tbut I should eve1·
'ee him agai11, or run aci oss the 111an of wbo11l ha was
iu search, were t!Ji11gs so utterly improbable that I
gave them no seco11d thought. But I was to learu in
later da)'S how small a place the world rm1lly was.
I spent the afternoon in the hotel, fol' I wus satisfied
that Coptalll Rudstolle ' s cautio11 aguillst ve11turi11g iu
the streets wtts 11ot to he despised. He had golle up
several degrees iu my esti111atiou si11ce the little cloud
of mutual suspiciou had cleal'ed away. I di<l uot doulit
that be was as zealous fol' ihe i11tel'ests of the co111pa11y
us myself, auu, lllOl'eover, I fAJt that he would prove a
tl'usty frie11d shouhl Mr. Cuthbert Mackenzie try to
give m e ally troulile. That the captai11 was to sail .on
L11e sa.,1e suip to tue Bay w>1s a matter less to 111y 11kiug, tuough I hanlly kuew why. He was of a tyµe tuat
,, youngster like myself usually loo ks up to, anu he had
nattered me by gi\"ing n1e his full coufidence; but be
uo,·ar seemed qui1e at ease iu my presence, or illcliued
to stare me straigut iu the eyes, wuiC'b l could uot uccouut for.
The tillle passed listlessly. I chatted for a while with
~lo11sieur Ragoul, awl watched the customers who
ca111e iu to cfriuk. I could uot put Miss Hatherton out
of my lllin<I. As oftell >IS I re111embered tilat she "llS
to share the 1011g sea voyage with me, tl1e joy of it
was marred by til e pkture of old Griffith Hawke wRiti Ilg 11t Fort York for his bride . I was angry at myself
for taki11g the tbiug so much to heart-uneasy because
a wo111a11 cou lil thus iuterest rno.
I hurl hoped to see her that afternoon, hnt she did
not make her appearance uutil tue late supper time.
\\"e sat clown to table together, and 1t gave me a
strange thrill to see her sit. i11g opposite. i:lhe looked
JllOrA lovely thau ever without her loou11et 1111<1 iu a
black gowll relie,·o:I by some t ~ucbes of creamy lacP. I
fe.ar I stare<I at her stupidly, a11d was dnll of couvel'satiou; hut she chatt ed freely of the wouderful thi11gs
to be seen in Londou, Bild l was ;;orry when the meal
was over. Miss Hatherto11 tlrnn offe!'ed me a dai11ty
han•l am! h111J9 me gonrl 11ight, saying that she had not
been alile to sleep all day, and iute11ded to retire early .
I finished my bottle of wine, aud we11t up stairs to
my r oom on the tliird Rnd top floor of the hotel-a
rnea g l'e little hole where I, used to a blanket and firhonghs, had nl ways felt cramped and stifled. But now
I wishe•l to be alone, and for some hours I sat there
without 11 light, sn1oking an<! tuillking. A dist1111t clock
had just pealed eleven when I heard tbe unliolti11g of
a door dow11stafrs-the house had been closed for the
11ight. A little later, after the stir and sound of voices
had diet! a way, light footsteps fell on my ear, and
there was a rap at the door. I hurriedly lit a C'andle.
"Uome i11 !" I cried, thinking I k11ew what it mea11t.
Captain Rudstone ente!'ed, closing the door softly
behind him . With a noel he threw himself into a chair,
helpPd himself to a pipeful of my tobacC'o, and looked
iuscl'uta!Jly at me throngh a cloud of s111oke.
"So you are still up!" he began. "I expected to
find you in bed. Have you l1een away from the
hotel?"
"Not outside of tbe door," I replied.
"I have left my old lodging," ht! went on, "and
Monsieur l:tagoul has given 111e a room next to yonrs."
"I rejoice to uear it," I said, politely. "And have
yon learµed anytuiug to-day 1"
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"Mr . .Muckeuzie will demand satisfaction for that
blow,'' the eaptuiu a11swerc1l, coolly.
"He shall lia "'" it," s11i<1 I.
"He is a si,; 11led sworusman and a deadly shot, Mr.
Carew.''
''I will meet him witu either weapon,'' I declared,
hotly.
"There must be no fighting, if it can be avoided "
replied tile Ca)Jtaiu.
'
' "1 hut is a matter wbicb rests with me,'' said I.
"But liow do you kuow all this?"
"l put n 1111111 Oil the trnck," was the reply. "He
overueard M•1<·ke11zie talkillg with two boou compa11ions who are as deep iu tl1e plottillg of tbe N<,rtlmest
Con1p1111y as himself. U 11fol'tunately, lie learned 110
more thall I have t old you, aud he lost the trail at an
early hou r tbis eveuing i11 tile upper t o wu. • •
'•I shall depeud ou you to see me tllrougb the afl'air •'
said I.
'
"I fear there is misC'h ief brewing in another quarter "
the C'upta ill r eµ lied. "To be fra11 k , Mr. Carew y~u
aud I autl Miss Hatherto11 al'e iu a d ecid ed ly u11'1,1eusaut situation. Or, t o leave tile girl out of it , you alld
I mu•t dedde a very deli ca te question. Sha ll we •t.llld
by our bonor, or slrnll "e c!Joose the best iuter e•ts of
the COll1pa11y we Sel've?"
"Make you!' rneauiug plai11er," said I. "As yet I
am iu tb e dark."
"The point is til "s," the captain answered, gra,·eJy.
"If "e wn1t for th e co111pa11y's ship, which sa il s i11 a
week, sel'ious thill gs rnoy ilappe11-11ot to speuk of the
duel. I happeu to ·k11ow that a trading vesse l leaves
the river to-111orrow 111ornii1g for tl1e Bay. The captai11 is a fn e111I of n1iue, aud be will give the three of
us a passag.,."
"This is the la st proposition I should bave looked for
from you, Captain Rudstm1e, l• I r eplied, in dig11a11tly .
"\Yould you hav e n1e slink awAy like 11 tliief in the
nigl1t, giving Cutbhert .Ma ckenzie the pleasnl'e of
hrallding rne far and wide as a coward? It is not to be
tbougilt of, sir.''
The captain shrugged his shoulders, and meditatively
ble w a cloud of sn1ol;e ceilillgward.
"I adruire your spirit," he snid, "hnt not your discre tion. Alli I to trnd er staud, then, Mr. Cal'ew, thnt
you choose honor before rluty ?"
I looked llt hi1ll spe~<' hlessly. He bad a cutting wny
of puttillg tilings, and it dllwned 011 m e that there "as
ituieed t" o sides to tl1 e question. But he fore I could
fiiHI words to r eply, the silen<'e of the Juue nig ht \\llS
broken by a shrill screan1 direet ly below ns . It 1vas
followed by a cry for help, aud I was sure I recognized
Mi ss Hatherton's voice.
With 011 e Impulse , Captain Rmlstone and I drew onr
pistols and sprang to our feet. In a tri<-e we were on t
in the lrnll, and plungi11g r eck lessly do"·n the stair>.
We heart! d1sta11t calls ot alarm fro111 th e lower part of
the house, aud a "ornan's voice, rin giug loudly aud
close at hand, guided us to llliss Hetberton's room.
Captain Rud tone burst the door from its fnstenillgs hy
a single effort, all(\ I followed llim over the threshold.
The moon was sbiuiug tlil'Ough an open window. a11d
by its pale liµbt tbe girl darted toward us, her sno" y
nigbt1lres8 trailing beuint! h.,r, and her dishevelled
hair flowing ahout her shoulders.
"Sa,·e mel" sl1e cried, hysterically. "Sav~ me from
Cuthuert Mackenzie!"
(TO BE CONTINUED.]

JACK TAR'S LETTERS HOME.

m

POINT of difference between the enlisted
111eu of the army and navy is tuat while
the average sultlier is a persistent and
fairly capable letter writer, tile blue
j1wkat and the sea soltlier will travel
auy Jeugth to wriggle out of the nec•essity of huu,IJiug a µeu. This difl'erence is
of course almost entirely a 111atte1· of envirou111ent. The
sol•li<•r has his ample bunk, his gear chest, the tallies in
t.be day room or his quarters, and tl1e well-furuishecl
desks of the post lihrnry to pick f1·0111 for latter-writing purposes; the sailnr or the marine has only his
8xl~-inch ilitty liox, held perforce oetweeu the knees,
aud tliei·efore 110 very stable affair for the exercise of
pe11manship. Of conrse tlJere are so111e ~ailnrs and some
111arines who write letters home or elsewh~re, but tuese
are n1ostly the landsn1eu recently shipped, aud the
recruits, suffering from the lonesomeness a 11 d the isolatio11 of early u11ifo1·111 weariug. A seaman witlt a
rating badge 011 his arm, or a sea snldier with an e11li<t111ent stripe 01· two ou his sleeve, is uot often seen
011 a man-of-war with a peu in his fist .
Yet tbe oldt.imers, esr.ecially wufl11 they are on remote foreign
statbns, are exceedingly foud of receiving mail when
the mail steamers arrive at the ports in which their
ships lie; and, odctly euough, those among tuem who
are the rarest writers often receive the hea>iest
mail.
The ship's writer does the absolutely necessary writing for the bluejackets aud marihes, who despise the
111a11ip11laLion of the pen. SomBtimes, if be is a uewly
ratetl ship's writer. he does the work for nothing; but
the ship's writer who has been in tlie service long
enough to have '".-oru out se< era! eagles ou the sleeve
of his mustering shirt is not so amiable. He establishes a set of charges fo r his iuk-slingiug labors, and
thereby fatteus his income considerably in the course
of a cruise. Nor does it seem unreasonable that the
ship's writer should exact fees for this sort of work,
for he has to suatcb intervals between his really heavy
lauors of au official character to perform it, and it is
the merest indolence, after all, th11t prompts man-ofwar's n1eu to employ another man to write their letters for them. Th.i three yeomen of a warship-all of
them sixty-dollars-a-mouth chiaf petty ofl'ir.ers-orcasional ly write letters for particular chums a111oug their
shipmates who feel their incapacity for pen work, but
they are not appealed to by the crew in general for
favors of this sort, as is the shir's writer. There is
some excuse for the genuine old-timers among the bluejackets for not doing their own letter writing, for
tlieir hands, after many years of man-o'-war deck
labor, or•toil down below in engine anil fire roo111s,
becorne stiff!'ned and their fingers bent and rigiil, tbu8
mnking pen work out of the question for the111. But
for the old-time marine, who during his entire ser'<"ice
has ne<er been cnlled upon to do auy harder work
thnn pipe-claying his belt, and whose hands remain as
flexible as a woman's, there is no excuse sufficieut to
warrant his paying the ship's wnter for iloing his
letters for him 1 while be hiuiself puts in all his leisure
tione playing p111ochle on the spar deC'k .
A ship's writer often has queer johs on his hands in
the way of writing shipmates' letters. He writes lett ers to sweethearts. wives, mothers, sisters, brothers,
uucles arnl aunts, all sorts ancl eouditions of relatiYes,
and frie11ds of the man for whom he cloes the job. The
sweetheart letters preponderate. Letters to wives
come 11ext. Almost every return lettor that a manor-wars' man gets from wife or sweetheat·t contains a
reproach for his indifference or callo11s11ess in permitting nnother n1a11 to write his letters for hi111; reproaches which a1•e of course ignored when tbe ship's
writPr inrlites the next epistle to them.
The letters wbieh the ships' writers execute for the
mRrrieil rnen among their clients ahoard ship are
usually of a much more tepid character, beginning
ancl encling in commonplaces. "Ship got here last
week; start to-morrow night for Tangier; hope the
kids are all right; why don't you send me some more

papers?"-this is a sort of sketch of the style of document the writer gets up for ship111eut to the wives in
bon1e ports. Very often, however, these matrimonial
epistles relate chiefly to the mutter of money, aud
theu there is a whole lot of war1nth infuse<l into them.
The wife writes to her husba11d ou the China station
inquiring why be is not se11<.liug her regulal"ly through
the pay111astr, r her share of bfa pay, or, perhaps, <lemandii:g au increase iu the allowance. Here is where
the ship's writer ' s diplo111acy !nust exhibit itself. The
recipient of the letter, in giviug iustructious for the
reply, ofteu emplo) s language that might be all right
up fo1·ward uu<ler the to'gallaut fo'c'sle, for tbe instruction of the parrots l1a11ging in their cages to tlie
hammock hooks, but would 111ake the mau who expressed it on paper lialile to imprisonment for using
the mails for profa11e purµoses. Therefore, i11 these
\luaucial snarls, it is the writer's business to dump his
meutal oil of peace upon the troubled waters, and, to
their credit be it saicl ship's writers succeed in healing
rnu1-;y a brnach ope11ed wide hy the inopportune aud
very ofte11 unjust letters seut hy wives to their manof-war husba11ds.
As a geueral thing t.he man-of-war's man puts off
answering his absolutely necessary letters uutil the last
mo1nent. About two-fifths of the sailors aud marines
who get the writer to do their cor1·esponileuce for
them wait until the bu'sun's mate 011 deck passes the
word as to the ti111e of daparture of the mail orderly,
as "All hauds that's got auy mail for tha Umted
States get it iu by 3 o'clock; mail ship sails at 4:30."
Then t!Je lounyers and piuo<'hle players on deck go
through a thigh-slapping performauce aud bethink
them that it is i111pe:·ati vely 11ecessary that such and
such a leLtel' tuev receiveil in the last mail rnust have
a reply, whereu1iuu all hands among these rnake a
swoop upo11 the ship's writer. With the writer it is a
case of first come fil'st served, aud on mail-departing
day he is the busiest muu ou the ship. !'he lettel's he
writes on these clays are cbaracteri,ecl by that brevity
which is tue soul of wit; and, e111ploying the utmost
brevity, be is often unable to work off more th au half
the letters he is asked to write on these da.vs, to the
profound disgust of the procrastiuaturs who get left.
Mail-arriving day on the relllote for1>ign stations is
a pr13tty sizable o"casion ou nu Americau mau-of-war.
The meu eagerly await the word, generally brought
oft' by the cox'un of the steam cutter, that tbe stea1ner
carrying United States rnail has beau sighted "olf the
beads,'' and they scau t.110 horizon carefully for her
appearance. Mail for a man-of-war is carried in separate hags on the mail steame1 s, so that when the
steamer hauls into harbor the warship's cutter, carrying the hoanling officer and the mail orilerly, puts oft'
for her. In expectation of such boarding, all of the
man-of-war's n1ail bas been got up 011 the steamer's
deck, and is thrust over the rail i11to the cutter while
the boarding officer is in the steamer's cabin with the
skipper. Then th<1 warship's boarding officer hOJ.lS back
into the cutter bi11: and little boat being still Ill motion, and the buited States mail is on the way to the
man-of-war, the whole ship's company bl;anding
around the decks waiting for its distribution. Tbe
mail orderly carries all of the bags aft to the cabin,
sorts out the mail for the officers first, an<I sends that
for the enlisted men forwaril in armsful hy the marine
orderly. The master-at-arnos clears a space, tbe mail
is clumpeil in front of him, and he calls off the ad ·
dresses, taking letters first, papers second, and packages last . Several bags fnll of 111ail nre thus issue-I in a
short space of time. There is always an accumulation
of letters for me11 who have clesertllcl, died, or been
transf~rred, and these the master-at-arms puts asicl.,
am! takes cnre of afterwRr<I. Man-of-war's men's
friencls and relatives in the United States send them
enormous bunches of Sunilay papers, a11d saloons
largely patronizeil hy sailors in the big American maritime cities forward great packages of papers and
magazines aildrPsseci to the whole ship's company for
distribution by the master-at-arms.-New York Sun.

SAINT NICK UP-TO-DATE.

L
In days of long ago, St. Nick,
So fairy tales declare,
With a sleigh and fiery reindw.1
Went sailing through the air.

II.
But Santa, dear old boy, is quick
The world's advance to feel,
So now he goes his yearly round
On the latest make of wheel.

III.
And when a hundred years from now
He starts upon his cruise,
A brand-new dipper airship
Is doubtless what he'll use.
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CHAPTER XXX.
GEARY TAKES THE WARPATH.

D
:r

was about an hour after sunrise when, with
au achilig head, a dizzy braiu aud general
sense of physical discomfort, Dutch Geary,
roused from bis slumber of intoxication,
suddenly erected b1111self under the wagon
body.
All was silent about the camp. An occasional "hee-baw" from the long-eared mule, tetl.Jered
close to the river bani>, together with the stamping of
the ponies, reminded him that there were three additional aninials somewhere on the premises.
Th.is recalled to Mr. Geary's bewildered brain that
the afternoon-or was it the eYe11ing before?-he l.Jad
harl visitors who provided a substitute for thei "bitters'' of which be bad been deprived by-Tom I
Tom and Phil! Where were they? Geary groaned and
rubberl bis aching head with bis calloused palms.
"Acl.J Himmel! I am one fool-worser than ten fool I
They pump me dry while der rlrink wos in me I All
nbout der raft--"
Geary startert to bis feet. 'l'he raft! What if Montez and his companions had reached the summit of Flat
Top?
Hurrying to the river bank, Geary glanced at tho
tree trnnk. The liue .vas still there, but a pull at it
showed that nothing was attached to its further extremity, which was out of sight around the projection
of the cliff.
What did it mean? Had Tom aud Phil detached it
from the raft, to prevent auy possibility of the latter
being used by tbe unwelcome visitors I But-where
was Montez with bis two companions?
In vain Geary shouted-only the echoes replied, and
gradually a suspicion of the truth began to come to
hin1. And to bis credit be it sairl, the possible loss of
more or less of the gold of Flat Top Mountain was of
secondary importance as compared with auything that
111ight happen to tl.Je two manly, plucky young fellows
whose lot had been cast in with bis own.
"If they harm one hair of their head," muttered
Geary, with a mighty oath, "l kill ef'ry man so quick
as one dog I"
Remember, Geary spoke according to his light. "An
eye for au eye-a tooth for a tooth,'' was the grim
code which bis border experience had taught him. A
life for a life was only retributive justice in the eyes
of the unlearned borderman, who had never read that
''vengeance is mine, saith the Lord-I will repay.''
Taking a spare axe from the wagon, Geary felled
half a dozen young cotton woods-working with the
fierce energy of a man having some desperate purpose
in view. In an incredibly short time a raft was prepared and launched. Hauling in the slack line, Geary,
muttering to himself, made the end fast to the logs.
Tben, carefully examining his rifle, he slung it across
his shoulclers, and, stepping upon the raft, slacked it
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arouud the projection. That the raft used by Tom and
Phil was missing, a glance at the shelving ledge of
ro~k showed him.
Filled with a vague alarm, whose nature Geary did
not stop to define, he secured the logs and began bis
ascent.
Hardly stopping to take breath after arriving at the
top, the prospector started forward, with bis rifle unsluug. Bareheaded and with tightly compressed lips,
he crossed the intervening space between the top of the
ascent and the ruined pueblo with astonishing swift·
ness.
Beyond lay tbe quarry-his- destination. Voices in
loud altercation reached bis ear, speaking in the Spanisll tongue.
Gripping bis rifle a !Jttle tighter, Geary stole cautiously forward. Three men, stripped to their waists,
as if they had been toiling with fierce energy, stood
around a great heap of gravel near the sl1aft, gesticulating and raising their voices after the manner of the
excitable Mexican. Their guns and revolvers lay in a
careless pile a little way distant from the group. Evidently they had no fear of interruption from outsiders.
"And ter boys wos nowhere in sight," Geary muttered, with a face as black as a tnundercloud.
His limited knowledge of Spanish enabled him to
understand the drift of tbe men's heated argumeut,
whicb grew more and more violent. It would seem
that Montez was claiming an equal share with the two
others. one of whom opposed, while bis compani0n,
who evidently held the recf<less halfbreed in wholesome
awe, rather sided with Montez himself.
Suddenly, a11d without a word of warning, Montez
stepped back a couple of paces and drew his knife.
The Mexican with whom be was quarreling snatched
bis discarded hunting-shirt from the ground and,
twisting it dexterously about bis left arm, as a help to
parryi11g the expected cut or thrust, followed Montez's example.
"If dey kill one 'noder like ter Kilkenny cat, mebbe
dot saves me some troubles," grimly muttered the unseen spectator.
But wily Montez bad planned it otherwise. His muscular fingers shifted from the handle to the point of
the keen-pointed blade with ligbtniug-like rapidity.
One backward jerk of bis arm and the murderous
weapon went hurtling through the air.
The Mexican, clapping bis left band to bis breast,
staggered and fell. At the same moment the sbarp
rnpcrt of Geary's rifle rang out, and a ball went "hizzing past the ear of the would-be murderer, who, uttrring a cry of terror and surprise, turned and fled. The
prospector, uttering an imprecation upon bis nenes
unstrung by bis previous night's potations, sprang forward from bis biding-place, ejecting the discharged
shell from bis rifle and pushing another to place.
The remaining Mexican made a bolt in tbe opposite
direction, but Geary gave him uo heed.
Throwing forward bis rifle, be started in full pursuit of the flying halfbreed, who took bis way down
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the d~pression, incited to renewed exertion by Geary's
vengeful cri es.
Straight on toward the miniature crater Moutez
dash~d with blind, impetuous speed-for the avenger
was at his heels.
Twice Geary threw his rifle to his cbeek. But Monte•, glanci11g over his shoulder, swerved and twisted
bis lithe body in such a mau110r that Ge11ry, knowing
the uusteadiness of bis nerves, withheld his fire.
All at once Mo11tez saw the black mouth of the
crater yawning almost beneath bim. With a tremendous efl'ort be st0pped short, but as be did so his feet
struck a projection of lava on the outer rim. Uttering
a wild shriek, be pitched headlong down tile dark
abyss.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed Geary, pulling himself
up. A shudder sho0k bis iron frarne when an instant
later a little puff of vapor rose and mingled with tbe
morning mist~, as though it were the escaping soul of
the man who had met such a tenible fate.
"Ter teefel haf got his own," murmured Geary,
with uncharitable fervor. And a followillg mutter and
runt Ille from beneath seemed to him to suggest acquiescence.
But no time was to be lost. Geary felt sure that as
soon as the remaining Mexican recovered from his
su1.Jclen panic be would return 11nd secure a weapontheu, one or the other must fall. For the other Mexic11n would never relinquish his illeg11l claim to the gold
of Flat Top Mountain. And if be could put the prospector out of the way, it might all be his own.
Speedily retracing bis steps, Geary found that tbe
Mexican ltad been before him-the weapons were already gone. Probably even then his enemy was lying
iu ambush-perhaps in the ruiuerl pueblo.
.
A low moan from the ma11 stricken clown by Mon tez's knife called Geary's attentiou. That the Mexiran
was dying seellled but too evident-bleeding internally,
as Geary saw by a glance at the spot where the fatal
blade had penetrated.
A half emptied bottle of aguardiente stood uear the
wil!ch. Kueeling beside the prostrate form, the prospeetor poured 11 few drops of the fiery liquid down the
man's throat. This see111P<i to revive him momentarily.
.Muttering bis small stock 0f Spanish, Geary eagerly
asked regardiug tbe fate of Tom mrd Phil.
A groa11 escaperl his lips, as with some difficulty
Geary made out the broken reply. Montez's fiendish
ingenuity bad suggested a novel form of i·evenge. and
so that the two were put out of the way of interfering
with their possession of the gold, the brutal Mexicans
cared nothing how it was accomplished. Bomrd and
helpless, tbey bal'! been placed upon the raft, cast
ad rift, and pushed into the boiling current by the hand
of Montez himself.
The Mexican breathed his last soon after this terrihle revelation. And Geary, more vengeful than ever,
started of!' in desperate mood to hunt down the surviving murderer.
CHAPTER :X.XXI.
THE VOYAGE ON THE RA.FT.

It is not unlikely that Tom and Pbil's captors bad
reasoned that tbe loss of tbe raft itself was ofl'set by
the easy way of getting rid of the two troublesome
claimants to the gold of Flat Top Mountain.
For themselves they could easily cut timber on the
snmmit, and tumble it down to the lanriing place; or,
i11 an extreme emergency, lower themselves and their
11:old by a line of sufficient 1"11gth.
Ho1Vever this might be, the statement made by ti.le
dying Mexican was substantially true. With bis own
bar;d Moutez had pushed the raft fairly into the full
strength of the rushing tide, calling out some mocking
word of farewell .
Now when his wrists were hastily lashed together,
Pbil had taken advantage of a tricl: known to sleigbtof-band performers. He ''bulged out," if I may use
the el(pression, bis hands, 5o that when brought back
to their 11ormal position the lashings were comparatively slack .
No sooner, therefore, bad tbe raft got fairly into the
e111brace of the swift current, than Phil surceeded in
wriggling his bands free. To get at bis pocket-knife
and release his frien<i was the work of an instant.
True, doomed es they appeared to be to almost certain destruction, this would not seem to help their

case in any marked degree. To swim in such a seething, swirling torrent would almost be like tryiug to
swim in the rapids of Niagarn. St11J, 1t was better to
make a fight for life, even with every chance agaiust
them, thau to have to yield, bound and helpless, to
the inevitable.
No words were spoken by either as the frail raft was
swept on with ever i11creasing speed. Indeed, the noise
of the river wail already so g1·eat that a humau voice
could not be heard above its roar .
As the frail support to which they clung couvulsivcly was swept on ward, the rocky banks grew lligher
and steeper, with no sign of shore or foothold, even
had they been elsewhere than in the very middle of
the current. To all human appearance there was uot
a vestige of hope. Phil seemed to realize this as fully
as Tom himself. Clinging to thA raft lashings with oue
hand he silently extended the other to his companion
who met it with a long, lingering clasp.
Swifter anrl swifter sped the raft, and the frowning
walls of the beginning of the canyon further on seemerl
to sweep past with ligbtniug-like velocity. But not
faster than the sweep of Tom's b11ckward ranga of
thought, which pictured with photographic accuracy
the 111ost trivial-as also the most important-eveuts
of bis past life. And a prayer went up from his heart
that his Heavenly Father would forgive his sins of
thought, word, and deerl-tbings veuial in themselves
perhaps, yet sins nevei-theless.
With a deep and more ominous ro11r, the river
plunged dowuward between steep, nprisi11g walls of
stoue, so high that the narrow strip of sky fa1· overhead seernerl to shut directly down upou the top of the
awful cbasm.
On a11d on-and now the bla<'k river, rapi<lly widening, seemed to push back the lo~y baniers ou either
hand. Every moment (so Torn says) he expected to
hear the lonrler roar of some great cataract, over
"bich \\'Ould come one 'iual pluuge-and their doom
be sealed. But unlike tbe 1 iv er in the great canyon of
the Colorado, the Rio Salinas, though of tremendous
volume and swiftness, flows dowuward to its union
with the first named body of water comparatively free
from mid stream boulders, dangerous rapids, or su<lden falls .
And still the river widened, thongh there was an
apparent lessening in the height of the precipitous
cliffs rising a thousand feet above them on either side.
All at once, in the <listance, wbat seemed to be a
great islaml-verdure clad and partly wooded-rose in
the very middle of the current, splittiug it into two
great streams.
Nearer and nearer it drew, and when its northern
poiut, fringed with willows, came i11to full view, the
speed of the raft began per('eptihly to slackenchecked, as was immediately evident, by the reflex
actiou of an ed1ly formed by the sudden division of the
river.
"If we only bad an oar!" shouted Tom in bis
friar.d's ear-for the roar of the double tide was such
as to drown an ordina1·y voice.
But they hadu 't; yet with au upspringing of hope,
the two clrencherl voyagers saw that the raft, caught
in the gre11t eddy, was being drawn nearer and nearer
to tbe shelving point.
A su<l1len thought occurred to Tom, and signing Pbil
to follow bis exarnple, he slippe<l from the logs, a'lul
bonging to one eucl of the raft, began swimming, with
it before him, toward the desired shore.
Aide<l hy the efforts of Phil, who had at once
obeyed, tbe raft was slowly impelled in the required
direction. And after half an hour of exhausting labor,
the feet of both touched the hard bottom. A short interval of combined pushing and wading, and the raft
touched the shore.
Scarcely able to speak, the two managed to drag
their exhausted limbs up from the pebbly beach to a
grassy slope warmed by the rays of the midday sun,
where they stretched themselves till they should have
reco>ered breath.
I feel quite sure that jnst then each in his own way
sent up a silent tbauksgiving for their marvelous
escape. Indeed, Tom afterward acknowledged as much
to their biographer, tbe present writer.
A grove of low cottonwood hid the interior of tire
island from view. On either hand rolled the dark tide,
while beyond rose the insurmountable rock walls,
ridgeri and seamed by the tooth of time. To all intellts
and purposes, Tom and Phil were as much shut off
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from communication with the outer word as though
they ha d been sbipwrecked on some 1~and iu mid
ocean.
CHAPTER XXXII.
A

STRANGE MEETING.

As the sun disappeared over the western wall of the
canyou Tom anti l:'hil resu11Jed their partly dry clothing. And wet deerskiu, wet never so slightly, lias a
re111arkably uncomfortable fe~ling, to say notuing of
its inevitable tendency to shnukage.
Y et tliese minor rliseo1J1forts \\ere of s111all moment
to two bealthy young feMo"s, rnured by weeks and
montlis of hardship to all sorts of similar unpleasantue,s. Aud baving rested themselves sufficiently tbey
began their explorations .
''Cattle I How under tbe sun did they get here?"
Tom suddenly exclai1nerl.
For as tbey e111erged from the timber belt into a
"ilte g1·a.sv plain many acres in exteut, their astonished' eyes 'i•ere gre .. ted with the sight of scattered
"lmnches" of feeding cattle. Nor at a nearer approach did tlrny see111 to be alarme<.l at the sight of tbe
newcomers, as is tile case with the half wild cattle of
the plains.
"They are so unacquainted with men,
Their tf\meness is sliocking to me.''
Phil who was beginning to reco,.er bis n1ttnral
buoya1;cy to some extent, repeated the lines half laughingly. For two or three of tile feeding rows lifted their
1Jeac1s for a moment, to stare in mi11l-eyed surprise, and
then resun1ed their grazing .
•'Looks more as though their tameness might be due
to an acquain'tance with nian," was To111's response.
"And-by Jove it is!" ex-O!aimed Phil, excited ly.
Before them, under a wide spreading eucalyptus,
stood a small Jog cabin, such as are co1nmon to the
d\\'ellers on the plaius. And standing "'ith folded arms
near the door was the motionless figure of a man,
wllos~ eye were upturned to the dimly seen forest line
ou the erlge of tue towering cliffs a thousand feet overhead.
A ringing shout from impetuous Phil Amsted caused
the owner of tlie calnn to g1 ve a sudden start, as
thou g h a bullet had stl'Ucl~ bi.m. He turned quickly,
and his arms dropped to his sides, as with <It lated eyes
be stood seemingly spellbound at the sight of the two
young fellows bunying toward him.
After all these years! Thank God-ob, thank God I"
The words seemed to fall involuntarily from his lips,
as without moving fron1 the spot, he gazed at the
ne'wcomers, who on their own part hardly k11ew what
to sa 1· at first.
"I.don't wonder you're surpriser!, sir," said Tom,
frankly, "bnt we got set ad,rift on a raft miles and
miles above tho canyon-- '
"Ne1' er mind explaining now! I see you're both wet
and shivering,'' eagerly intenupte<.l the man. '' ( '0111e
in-come in-such as I hnve you are welcome to. Why,
this is like a dream I Yours are the first human faces
I !1a ve seen-the first <"Oices I have heard, exceptiug
my oll'n for ovPr twelve years!"
Tom e'xcbanged glanL'eS of dismay with his comprrnion . Twelve years! It lotJked very much as though
they were exiled for life.
.
But un conscious of tbis byplay, the speaker nsltered
the two into the cab in, 11'1.tere 111 a rude stone fireplace at one enri a cheerfnl blaze was burning.
"You nre hun gry as "'"11 as cold," eontinuecl their
host, b~fore eithur could speak; '' uow let me Sile--''
With eager haste he brought from rude sheh·es at
the opposite encl of the cal.tin two curiously shaperi
pipkins of a reddish clay, not unlik~ those they .I.tad
noticed among tne household utensils of the rurned
puehlo.
"Stewed <"eal, warmed over, isn't so bar!, ancl here's
sorne of the boileri eorn I harl left from rlinner," he
ran on, placing the two pipkins in the hottest of the
blaze.
While these hos pita hie preparations were in progress,
Tom and Phil hacl opportunity to obsen-e their entertainer more closely .
He was a man beyond middle age, with tanned features half hidrien in a wilderness of lleard, which, like
llin long unkempt hair, was thickly sprii,kled with
gray.
His hunting shirt and Jeggins were pat.c ited and pieced
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with some sort of dressed uide until tire original fabric
had al111ost disappeared. His head was baie, and his
feet s11od with rude buckskins evidently made by his
own baud.
The interior of the cabin was in itself almost as
much of a curiosity as its owner. The inte rstic e~ between the loirs were "c:hinked" with a mixture of clay
and moss or dry grass. There was a substlt1.1te for a
tu I.le-two rude stools, the shelves before rn ention ed ,
and a bunk filled with sl<ius-a pile of which "'"' ~
huddled ip one corner of the r oom.
"I woUld offer you a change of dry clothing,'' saic1
the strange host, whose tones were full of a r epressed
excitement, "only unforttiuately I carry my enti re
wardroue on my back. But the supper-such as it isis ready. 8atisfy your hunger and tben tell me what
has been goiJJg on ill the world sinee I left it.''
Well, both had raveno11s appetites, whose e<.lge bad
not been blunted in the least by pl'ivatiou, µeril am!
lm.s. Though tbe foocl "ns se rv~ .• on curiously fasbione•l metal pl.btes eddently of great antiquity, and
eaten from spoor;s not un sk ilfolly carved from born,
never harl a meal tasted so delicious.
'•Of course you wonder how I came here," began
their entertainer, before the two had fairly fini shed
eating: "and I can tell you in a very few words.
Twelve or thirtee n years ago, as nearly as 1 can figure
it, three of us started on a µrosµectillg trip bound for
what is called !<'lat Top Mountain in Arizoua--"
Here the narrator l:a used, anrl regarded his guests
with mild surprise. For Tom uttere<.l a smothered exclamation, while Phi l dropped his spoon and stared at
tbe speaker with a paling face.
"We've heard of Flat Top ]\fountain. ln fact we've
just come from ti.Jere," responded Tom, barrlly knowing what he was saying. "But go on, please."
"Ten miles north of onr d estiuation we camped on
the banks of the Rio Salinas, or Salt River, as it is
commonly callee!. That night we were attackerl by
Indians. '\\'hat became of my two companions, I don't
know. Be<'anse a rifle ball grazed my skull, and I fell
over tlrn bank into the river, which swept me away
like o straw--"
Phil, trembling with a strange excitement, sp1·ang
to his feet.
"Are you-is your name James Amsted?" he asked,
in a •trangely rnpressed voke.
Tom, who could hardly contain himself, held bis
breath.
"Why, yes. But !:.ow could you guess it?"
It is only on the stage that the long lost son throws
himself rapturously on the neck of his long lost father
with a cry of joy and a gush of tears. Phil swallower!
very hard for a moment, and then, stepping forw1nd
deliberately, laid a band on either shoulder of the
astonislrnd questiouer.
''I 'II tell you wby, '' be said, rather tremulously;
"because it is my fatber's story you have been tellrng,
and I -am Phil Amsted!"
What follower! must be left entirely to the imagination. 1'0111 silently stoic out of the cabin and left tl1 e
two t o their new found joy and following explanations.
Nol' did he experience any great sensation of aston
ishment at this startling •iiscovery. Why should lie,
after so many al111ost as startling ones, following in
strangely quick succession? ' '
He stood for a loug time, as the shadows dark ened
and deeoened, listening to the steady l'Usb and r oa r of
the twhi rivers whicb washeu tlte sirles of the islallfl.
Torn began faintly to realize what tweh-e yeai·s of sueh
isolation and solitnt!e might mean. Aud bad Phil a1id
himself been forced to share the same deploraul~
lot- The thought wns too unbearable. Torn re-entered,
and seated himself quietly on one of the stools . Phil.
with his hanrl on his father's shoulder, was eagerly
liswning to the hermit's strange tale:
"God's mercv suffered me to reach this island, cling ing to a log wliich I grasped in mid stream . Two days
later I founrl, cast upon the shore, two Jogs bound together by witbE>s-evideJJtly part of a raft. Ernbedrled
in the encl of one was Hn axe-an augur remained in
its hole iu the other-the tools wbicb probably were
useri in its manufacture. With these I contructe<I 1m·
cahin and its sumptuous fnl'llishmg. In a. stone tond;,
built by some bygone rnce, I found the pottery and
metal plates which yon have seen. I hacl a stout bunt ing hnife i11 111y belt, anrl two sail needles stt:ck in 111 \'
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sbirt. The flesh of cattle and their skins, whicb I have
managed to dress after a fashion, have supplied my
more pressing 11eeds. But oh, the loneliness-the sorrow
for those left behind, aggravated by the knowledge
that there was-aml io-no escape from this island.
More than once I thought I should go mad--"
"Don't speak of it, father , " said Phil, sootbingly.
''Let 111e tell you more about myself-and Tom here,
who has been a brothu to me.''
"God bl ess him," fervently exclaimed James Amsted, and Tom felt his eyes grow moist.
TlJPn Phil took up the thread of discourse, and gave
11 brief arconnt of tbe eveuts with which our readers
are familiar. Jam es Amsted 's astonishment was too
great for words.
They talked far into the night, and began again almost at clay dawu. Amsted 's theory regarding the
cattle, which afterward proved to be nearly correct,
was something like thi s:
That a stalllpeded bard had been driven over the
bluffs further up, where the pitch was not so steep, a
fow of them had been swept down by the current to
the lone islaud, ffhere, nnrlisturbed by man or wild
beast, they had bred and multiplied year after year,
till J a111es Amsted'" coming.
He had only killed one of their number occasionally,
to furnish the skins whic!J he dried and used in various ways, as well as to vary bis ·diet of fish from the
river, and wild fowl snared in tbe underbrush.
More
than once be had been tempted to try to construct a
boat or canoe with the skins, in which to intrust himself to the river. But from far below came the warning roar of a great fall, whose soray was sometimes
Yisible in the clear snulight.' And the swiftness of the
<'mTent could never be stemmed by parldling, should
he atten1pt to cross to eitl.Je1· side. Nor was there any

sign of shore-only tbe. towering walls of stone reachiug upwartl toward the sky.
All this, with much more which I have not space
to give in detail, Amsted told from time to ti1110
after his first extravagant joy at metiting his son had
somewhat subsided.
But there mnst al ways be a reaction, and before Jong
it came. For his own part, Amsted had become to a
certain degree reconciled to his fate, previous to tue
coming of the two, But soon the realization that
three instead of one were destined to this terrible isolation came not only to Amsted but to tbe others as
well.
P11rhaps Tom took it harder than Phil and his father.
He grew llloody and despondent after a few days of
what he called "solitary confinement." The thought
of stayi11g on this island till he died, even with the
companionship of Phil and his father to mitigate matters, was unbearable.
"I al111ost wish I had shot Montez clown in his
tracks, as any one else would have been justified in
doiug-then all this would not have happened," he
said gloomily. Yet Tom knew in his secret beart that
were all to happen over again, he would probably have
done precisely as before.
•
"But if you had taken his life, I should never have
found my father," was Phil's simple rejoinder. And,
indeed, it seemerl as though in the gain of a parent,
Phil bad forgotten to repine over the loss of a fortnne.
For that Montez and his rascally companions had
made away with Dutch Geary, that tboy might be the
sole claimants to the gold of Flat Top Mountain, was
the natural supposition, not only of Tom and Phil,
but James Amsted as well, after he bad beard tbe
story familiar to my rearlers.
(TO HE CONTINUED.)

A TRAGIC CHRISTMAS.
By VARNUM G. SMITH.
I was sitting iu my den one
Christmas Eve with my old
school fellow, Harry Faber.
He had returned from
South America for a tbree
mouths' holiday, which \'acation, by the way, he !Jad
well ean1ed. He went out
a lank, pale-faced boy of sevonteen, but he came back
a splendid fellow of twenty-three-broad, brown strong
of 1irnb, and measuring seventy-four inches from the
crown
his head to the soles of his feet.
"Ah!" said he, stretching out bis legs in front of
tbe blaze and heaving a deep sigh of ccmtent, "I
wasn't sitting before a fire this time last Christmas
Eve. Jove, but that was a wild night!"
"Come, out with it," I exclaimed; "I know you've
ba ppeued on some reminiscence. Go ahead, old mau I"
A 1<1 tbis is bow Pabe1· went ahead.
"I got leave from tbe owner of tbe estancia upon
which I was working," he said, "to spend Cbristmas
witb some friends at Buenos Ayres. My friends were a
ranche owner named Mnrray aud his wife, both hospitable and kindly souls.
"Well, I arrived at his house-which stood a little
way out of Buenos Ayres-in the afternoou of Christmas Eve.
"It was a steamingly bot day, anrl so, after the
meal, we withdrew to the balcony, and sat there smoking. Below, Ot;J tbe lawn, Mr. Murray's only child
Eva-a gold1111-haired little angel of ten years-was
playing with tbe dogs, an.I we amused ourselves by
watching her, and their antics.

The Revenge
of
Manuel Gonzalez.

"She was just making one of her canine pets stand
on bis bind legs when we suddenly beard the sharp
crack of a revolver, followed by a scream from the
child. We both jumped up, and were surprised to see
the dog fall dead to the ground, while Eva, qnite unharmed, stood gaziug at it in a stupefied, dazed manner.
"We had hardly risen from our seats when a man
rushed from a sbrnhhery wi:tich bordered the lawn,
snatched up Eva, nnd n.aile for the road as fast as his
legs could carry him. I drew my revolver from my
belt, but Mr. Murray &tayed my hand.
"'You will !Jit tlrn child,' h& exclaimed; 'we must
follow him on horseback!'
"He was on the point of rushing from the room to
see to the horses, when Jose, a faithful Spanish henchman of his, met him in tbe doorway.
" 'lt's Manuel!' almost howlarl the old servant
with whom little Eva was a great favorite, 'Manuei
Gonzalez, whom you turned a way last week for theft.
First he shot at tbe cb ild and kille<l the dog instead;
then he made sure of his revenge by carrying her oil'
with him. He must be well on the road to Buenos
Ayres by this time--'
"'Yes, yes!' interrupted Mr. Murray, half frantic
over bis loss, 'and we must follow him. Out of my
way, Jose!'
"'Stop, padrone,' said Jose, barring t.he way, 'the
town's in a terrible state, 'l.'he Reds (Radicals) have
brol<en out iu open rebellion, and there's fearful fighting going on between them and the Whites. You must
stay and look after the senorita, while I go after that
villain Gonzalez. Did you uotice his red shirt? He's
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leading a party of the Rerls, and is a powerful mau for
the preseut tweuty-fou1· hours!'
"'C..:ome, Jose,' I said, 'we ba,-e lost enough time
as it is. You and I will start at 011ce. l\Ir. ~l unay, I
i111plore you to stop and tuke charge of the h•mse.
Joso and I must uudertake this ' purwit. Come aloug,
Jose!"
" 'I am with you, senor,' said the old servant; and,
to make a loug story short, within two minutes we
bad 111ou11ted our nags and were g'llloping at full speed
townrrl the town.
"Gouzalez must have been very ill mounted, for jnst
as we r "aclrnd the houses we caught a gli1i1pse of him
turning the <'Orner of a street straight abead of us.
Old J <JS0 spraug fro111 his liorse and throwiug the reins
to me hastened off on foot, directiug 111e to wait for
him. Iu auout five miuute•' ti:ne bti r~appeareol.
" 'I tracked him seuor, he said, between his teeth,
'I tracked the foul villain. He took the child iuto a
big pluce full of Reds, just opposite the fonda (inn)
kept by my triond Padro Juan. He tlnnks he'll be
safe euough from our pnrsuit there. But l '11 lle even
with him. Come, seuor, let us seek the assistance of
Padro.'
"I dismounted, and leading my horse, followed the
old hench111au, feeling perfectly sure tliat he was acti11g for the best. After windiug in anrl out of sevHal
narrow streets, Jose stoppecl at the back of the hostelry
kept by bis friend Padro. Without Joss of time my
compauiou t o ld the inn-keeper our errand, and asked
hi111 to l eud us a couple of red shirts. Luckily Padro
had these articles of clotliing by hin1, and so be was
able to acco111modate us.
"'Now, senor,' saict Jose, 'we are Reds. Our first
object is to avoid corning in contact with any prowling Whites, and our second is to get iuto that house
in whi h Gonzalez bas taken refuge. Your pistols
are loaded , I presume?"
"'They are,' l !Y'id. 'Lead on, Jose, and I will follow.'
Jose marched boldly out of the inn, anrl then, having evil!eutly made up bis 111ind as to the comse of
action to be adopted, hastenecl across the street and
rapped lrnniedly on tl.ie door. lt was immediately
opeuec:.
"'We have bad a close shave of it with the Whites!'
exclairnecl Jose, as I followed him iusiue. 'Where is
Gouzalez?'
" 'Eating and dl'inking like a pig,' sairl the Relf wbo
opeued the door in sullen tones,' and leaving us to
'He's brought a brat of a child in, to make
wat ~ b.
matters worse.'
'! 'Ltiok here, Gringo,' said Jose, who evidently
knew tbe man, 'these will keep you in wine and tobacco for a wbole year. We have come aner that
cbilrl. Sba is the daughter of Senor Murray, who
lately <11slllissed Gonzalez for theft. Come, will you
help us?'
"Re pulled out several gold pie<'es from his pocket
Gs be spoke and placed them in the gru111bling Gringo's
Lrnad palm. Gringo hesitated for a moment and then
pocketed the coins.
"'All right, Jose. I didn't recognize you at first.
I'll he out of the way. I owe that brute Gonzalez a
grudge: Be tlireateued to shoot me only an hour ago.'
"Jose and I crept upstairs and peered i 11 to the first
room we came to. Fortune svidently favored us. Gonzalez was there all alone, with the exception of little
E,·a, who was sitting beside bio1 while be ate and
drnnk, crying softly to be1self. The sight of her enrageci Jose beyond measure. He sprang fon,-ard, seized
the child, tossed rather than banded ber to rue, and
telling me to ru11, dealt Gonzalez a heavy blow on the
temple with bis pistol, and bolted downstairs after me.
"Gonzalez must ha,·e harl a bead of iron, for he
sprang up witb a howl of bafflerl vengeance, and yelling out loudly to his men, followed us up closely. I
opened the door-Gringo was •watching' elsewliere,

,
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true to his prollliqe-and sped out into the street, with
Jose at rny heels.
" 'Rouud to the back of the inn!' he shouted.
''I <lashed on, with Eva clinging desperately to my
neck. We soon arrived at. the back of tbe inn, leaped on
to our horses, and rode off for dear life. For a moment
we imaginer! that our pursuers bad lost sight of us,
but we were soou undeceived, for we bad hardly gained
the outskirts of the town before we heard their shouts
behi1Jd us, and knew that our lives depended on the
speed of our horses.
"We spurred on without exchanging a word. Eva,
too frightened now to cry, clung to me with nen-ous
force. We harl two miles to cover, and devoutly did
we pray that we should reach Mr. Murray's home before tbe Reds overtook us.
"We were within a ruile of borne when we beard
shouts in our r ear. I looked back, and by tlie light
of the moou-for night liad fallen some time eincedescried at least six horsemen about a hundred yards
behind us. Crack I and a bullet whistlerl past my head.
Crack! A sharp cry from Jose told that the bullet
bad taken efl'eC't, but tbe staun<'h old fellow still kept
bis seat. \Ve urged our horses to fresh exertions, bnt
our pursuers drow nearer and still nearer.
"At last we could distinctly see the lights of Mr.
Murray'• house. If ouly we could keep our lead!
"Ou anrl on we went, aorl on came the Reds. Se\'eral bullets whizzed harmlessly past us, but not ,·ery
\\'ide of the mark. Four buwlred yards now, aud we
should bo safe.
"Sudde nly Jose spoke.
"'Ride on, seuor. Give my love to the padrone and
senorita !'
"As he spoke be wheeled sharply ronnd and cliarged
straight at the advancing Reds, three of whom, 1
should mention, bad outridden their fellows and were
close u von us.
"For one brief moment I looked back. I saw Jose
dash right luto the middle of tbe Reds, with his dagger in bis right hand. There was a crash-a volley of
oatlis and pistol-shots-a wild melee of horses and men
-and I rounded a bend in the road, and in a few moments had delivered Eva to her weeping mother.
"Then I wheeled rouud aud weut to Jose's assistance, but when I came up to tbe· scene of the encounter
I found only the poor old man, he lying on tbe ground
in a pool of blood. The clatter of hoofs a short distance
off told mti tbat the Reds were flying hack to tbe town.
"l put spurs to my horse anrl followed them . Sornetbing seemed to give my steed strength, for be flew
along like the wiud. I drew closer to tho Reds at Avery
stride, and to my joy saw that Gonzalez was tbe last
of all. He was riding behind the rest, and, to judge
by his swayiug, was evidently wo1m,led .
"Of a sudden, bis companions employed the same
tactics adopted by old Jose. They wheeled round and
rorle at me. I pulled up my horse, took steady aim at
Gouzalez, and fired. He gave a shriek and tumbled
from bis sad•lle. Then I, too, wheeled rouncl all(1 galloped a wfly, noticing as I rlirl so that his companions
bad stopped to pick up Gouzalez."
Faber stopped speaking, and puffed silently at bis
pipe.
"And Jose?" I asked .
Faber laid ciown bis pipe and looked into the fire.
"Wben 1 got back to Jose I found him dllad."
Another long silence, and then Faber spoke again.
"You know the story about tbe ser<"ant who threw
himself out of the sleclge to p1·event the wolves from
overtakiug his mastelr? Well, Jose gave bis life for bis
master's child."
Another silence, but this time it was broken by the
sounrl of merrily-clanging hells, welr.oming Christmas.
"Tbat was a noble deatb-a grarnl death," said
F.iber, as be knocked tbe ashes out of bis pipe and
prepared to depart. "I should like to die like tbat.
A Merry Cbristmas, old fellow. Good night!"
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CHAPTER XXI.
BEARING ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.

m

YOUNG wan of about twenty-eight entered, tall, fine-looking and dressed as if
for an afternoon promenac:le on tbe avenue.. Guy was presented as a pa ·~icular
friend and old schoolmate of Arlington's.
Mr. Kenworthy took bim into bis private
office, and after a brief talk engaged him
011 tlle ter111s mentioned by Bert.
'•.Arlington will i.nstrurt )'O~ in .your duties,'' saic:l
the senior partner rn d1smISS111g bun, "and I tbmk,
judging from your looks and manner, that you will
provti an apt pupil."
80 it turned out. The business called for just those
qualities which Guy possessed in an eminent degree,
and be very soon "got into tbe swing of it,'' as Bert
expressed it. It was exceedingly pleasant work too,
for escortillg parties through houses to show otf tbe
prernises broke tbe monoliouy of tlle day, and was the
means of making Guy acquainted, even though it
might be but for a brief hour, with some very agreeable people. .Altogether it seemed as ir our hero's evil
star bad suuk below the horizon, and for a week or
t<Yo tl1ere was notbiug to molest bim but news from
the West .
This came from two sources, his mother and Ward
Farleigh. The former had now her boy with her, as
her proofs had been sufficient to convince Judge Dodge
tlrnt she bad the best claim upon bim. .Mrs. Hammersley was enraptured of co11rse to regain possession of
ber son, but wrote that sbe felt grieved that she was
<"01npelled to takA hin1 away from such a luxurious
home as he had bad with the judge to offer him only
the meager substitute of life upon the road.
''And Heaven alone knows bow long I may be able
to depend upon this," sbe wrottJ. "Things are going
fron1 bad to worse with the Stan Concert Company.
The audiences seem large enough, but one time it is a
papered house, another a tbievi 11g treasurer, and tbe
latest a flooding with couuterfeit money. Any way,
whatever the reason, my eighth, as well as Miss Farleigh 's, amounts to but three dollars or sometimes not
that, for each performance. We have protested, aud
Ward has even tbreateued to leave, but it does no
good. Law is expensive alJf\ we have no other redress.
Tbe future indeed looks dark to nrn. ''
Guy was greatly distressed by this letter, and never
wished for wealth so earnestly as be did at the moment
of reading it. What inexpressible joy it would have
been to him to be able to write: "Bring Harold and
come on to New York. I will care for you both."
As it was, be could not even have the satisfaction of
inclosing a few dollars with bis reply. And yet be was,
so to speak, living in luxury himself.
Wa1·d's letters were made up principally of maledictions on Colonel Starr, who was "cheating them all
ont of their eye teeth," be wrote. "I'm trying to get
Ruth and your mother to join me in a strike,'' he

ac:lc:led. "W<i now compose the entire company, yon
know, and should we fail to appear there could of
course b., no conctJrt. But Ruth and Mrs. Hammersley
rn ist tbat as tbe colonel has al ways paid them sornething they cannot plead tba t be bas broken his contract, and that, unless we ca11 prove that be bas misappropriated tbe funds, <Ye can have no case agai11st
him. He is now trying to make an rnfaut pbenomeuon
out of that new young brother of yours . Found out he
k11ow whole pages of 'Fauntleroy' by beart. The hoy
takes very kindly to the notion. I dc:Ju 't know whether
bis mother kuows about it or uot."
Three clays later Guy was keeping office during a
bnsy afternoon, when Bert and tbe two part11ers were
all out showing houses. He had just finished dictating
a letter to the typewriter wben the str eet door opened
and in tiled a processio11 that utterly astounded lnm.
First came .Mrs. Hammersley, and with her Harold,
then, Roth Farleigh Rnd Ward.
"We called to see if vou could show us some flats,"
lau ghed the latter.
·
Mrs. Hammersley explained matters in a few words.
The Stan C'oncert Company bad collapsed, the gallant
colonel had fled to parts uulrnown, and the rnembers
of the compauy fou11c:l tbemsel ves left with but very
little over what would pay their expenses back to New
York.
"We thought this was the best plaee to come to,"
added Ruth. "Ward and I will be uear a steamer
when we have saved up money enough to pay our na,sage and tlltln your mother wanted to be uear you.''
"And we're really in earnest about the flat," continued Ward. "You see we've decirled that it would he
cheaper for us all to live together in tbis way than to
board. Now do you know of any furnished flat we
can get for about $25 a month?"
Poor Guy was overwhelmed. Bis 8tPpmother 1ooke<l
wan and earewon1, and when be tboui:-bt of the lux11ries that had once be<Jn hers, and contrasted that' periort
wit!, the present, when she arrivec:l in New York almost pen11iless, and with a little boy depende11t on her,
he grew sick at heart to tbi11k of bio own helplessness.
But on one thing be resolved upon the iustaut; be
wo11ld leave bis luxurious quarte1·s at tbe Jura and cast
in his lot with the others. His salary of ten dollars a
week would be a materinl help.
Meanwhile be was replyiug to Ward's question. ex
plaining that they kept no low priced flats on. their
list, but adding that .Mr. Clarke's father, be lieheved,
ow11ed an apartment house on the West side that he
thought might furnish them with what th ey wnnted .
Then as it was rlosing time be put on his bat and coat
a11d accompanied them to the hotel whe re they bad decided tu pass the night.
And bere, when they were alone together, l\Jrs.
Hammersley's feeling overcame her.
"Wbat is to become of us?" she whispered, as with
Guy's band clasped in both of hers, sbe leaned hpr
head against his shoulder as be sat besirle her. "1 ac11
afraid to tell you bow little, bow very little money I
have left."
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"But you have 111e, mother,' i said Guy, softly. " I
have a splendin positfon, and a111 earning a large
salary for one of my age, and I am going to li ve with
you and add it to the common stock. I am sure we can
get along nicely."
''Aud you have me, too,'' said Harold, leaving the
window where the other bad fancied be was absor.bed
by the sights in the street. He placed himself by his
mother's other side, and added: ' ' l 'm not as big as
~uy, but I know I can do something, and get paid for
.
.
it, too."
And thus, 0omforted in spite of herself by the
sturdy allegiance of both blOlr boys, the poor lady could
not but take cournge aud look out at the future a little
less fearfully.
CHAPTER XXIl.
A

DARK

LOOKOUT.

After dinner that night, what Ward called a "com·
mittee of the whole" met in bis room to consider ways
and means.
"Particularly means," he adned, jingliug a few loose
coins in bis vockets suggestively. It was a characteristic of this frank, good-uatured English lad to be always in buoyaut spiTits, no matter bow dismal th e
outlook. So now he endeavored to giln the sore straits
in wbich they found themelves with the brightness of
a little fun.
"\Veil, tuen," began Guy, "in the first place you can
count ou my ten a week. I've set>n Bert and arrange1l
with him to leave as soo11 as we can fiud a fiat. And
now what is the utmost we can afl'orrl to pay for an
·
apartment?"
"That will depeud on the size of it," rejoined Ruth.
with, do you
along
get
we
can
one
"How small a
think, Mis. Hamm ersley?"
''Not l ess th tt n four rooms, surely,'' was the reply.
"You see there are five of us. One room must be
kitch en , the other we can use for both parlor aud
dining-roo111 . Guy and your brother can occupy one
bedroolll, where we can have a cot for Harold, and
you and I ca u take the other. How do you like the arraugenieut?,,
"First class," exclaimed Warn. "Reminds me of
that trick in earns where the landlady bas seven rooms
But we can get
a11d eight travelers tc, provide for.
along in tlle way Mrs . Hatnrnersley bas rnappe l out
admirably unless company insists on staying till it is
time to set the taLle for dinner, wben of course tuey'll
see it, and we ' ll have to ask 'em to stay wben perhaps we can't nil'ord it. But now we've got our specification as t o space, let Guy here, the yonng real estate
king, tell us bow much we ought to pay for it. "
·'Well, for a fumish ed fiat of that size, in anytbiug
that isn't a ten ement house, we'll have to give not Jeo;s
than twenty -lh·e dollars a month, and more likely it
will be thirty or thirty-five. Any way, you can re~kon
on my forty dollars covering that.''
"Bnt we're not going to Jet you pay all the rent "
cried Ruth and Ward iu a breath. "It \\Ouldn't 'Le
fAir."

"Certainly it would," replied Guy. "I don ' t see
why not, if the rest of you have to pay for the pro.
visions, coal, washing and gas. You'll finn that these
will mount np to more than forty a month ratuer than
less.
Even Warn looked a little blank on bearing this.
IV here was tbe other forty to come from, be could not
help wondering?
"~ow we must take an account of assets, do they
call 1t?" proposen Ruth, and, sniting the actio11 to the
word, she drew her purse from her pocket and pro·
cePded to reckon up how much she had iu it.
Fourteen nollars and thirty-nine cents was tbe result. Ward's poclrnts tum ed out twenty, and Mrs.
Ha111mersler found that she con Id contribnte thirtv-1me
dollars to the general fund, <Vhile Harnld insisted on
adding the gold eaglA that Jurlge Dodge bad given
bun as a parting gift whee; he left Brilliug.
'·That makes 875.39 cash in harnJ," a1momH'e1i Guy,
who bad been busy with pencil and paper. "Guess we
won't need yo11r eagle, -after all, Harry. You'd better
save it up for a still rainier day.''
''Do you supoose we can get into a place sometime
to-morrow?" Uuth wanted to know. Uur bill at the
llotel will eat a hole iu our resources, you must remember."
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"I'll do my best," answeren Guy. "Ann one thing we
must take into account: the month's rent will have to
be paid in advance. I forgot about that when I nu<lertook to attend to that part of it. l 'm running only
about a dollar or two ahead of expunses , you know.
But I'll save up for the secoud month, and be all
right after that. Now, mother, bnve you any idea
bow much we'll need for Ji viug expense ?"
"Well, I don't see how five people ca11 get along on
less than fifty dollars a montu, ten rlollars apiece."
"'l'bere, I knew yon'rl wa11t my eagle." put in Har·
old, who was looking over Guy's shoulder while tbe
latter figured. "If you allowed thirty dollars for the
rent, you'd have only thirty-five left fo1· the rest."
"But there's Guy's forty, my dear," interposed.Mrs.
Hammersley.
"Ytls, but he's got to save that up for the second
month's r en t," r ejoi11 ed the boy, aucl with a little afr
of triumph be plumped the gold coin on the table
again.
"That will give us only forty-five," remarked Guy,
adniug immediately , however: "B ut tbeu all of my
forty will not be needed for rent, so you •ee we will
con1e out all right, after all.''
It was then arranged that Ward should call a r ounrl
at Kenworthy & Clarke's tbe next morning to ascertain the resul t of Guy's iut,' rview ou flats with Afr.
Clarke. The party then separated for the night, Guy
returning to the Ju1·a fee ling as though he wern a
married 111an weighed down by the cares of a large
family.
On applying to the junior partner tbe next <iay, be
was giveu by Mr. Clarke a note to a frieud of bis wbo
made a specialty of small apartments, and when Ward
arrived the t" o went off to obtaiu a batcb of µerrnits.
Rut th ey found that the c hoire an1ong furnished flats
was exceedingly small; ind eed, when the question of
price was taken into account, tbere wasn't any choice
left, a thirty dollar snite of four roon1s on the top
floor, in Harlem, being th e only ite111 that fill ed their
bill.
"Well, I suppose th ere 's nothing for it lint to get the
others and go up and see it," said Ward, "bich was
ar.cordi ugly done.
Tue ladies groaned in spirit on the threshold when
they beheld the narrowness and steepness of the stairs,
but tlie rooms were sunny, and, although the furniture
was plain, everything was 11eat and clean. Th ey had
bee11 occupied by a South em gentlema11 and his wife.
He bad been ordered South for bis health, and they
were an xious to start as soon as possible, ann readily
acquiesceLt in Mrs. Bammersley's wisb to move in at
ouc~.

So the thirty dollars was pair! over, a cot purchased
for Harold-th e rooms were large, so tliat tl1ere "as
plenty of space fo1 · it in Guy's and Ward ' s apan1nent,
and it could he folded up and placed nud er the beet in
daytim~-and by six o'clock that night "th P aosorted
family," as Ward dubbed th em, were established in
their uew quarters.
They were very merry tbat first 11ight. Rath could
cook as well as she could play th e violiu, and Harold
greatly enjoyed shopping for dinner and breakfast
witb his ·111other. l\lrs. Madnern, the former tenant,
bad left h er piano , ann "hen the dishes were washed
and put away, Ruth got out her vi olin. and "itb
Ward for accompauist a11d Mrs. Hammersley as primn
donna, th ey gave a little impromptu concert for thefr
house warming.
lt was certainly very cozy when yon once got inside.
Thet e were rugs on the fl oors, which bad been stainecl
a dark r ed, anrl some good eugravings on the walls,
while a general supply of bool<s scatter ed about gave
an air of refineu1ent anrl culture to the ro<Jms.
M1·s. l\Iaddern had been forced to leave behiurl bPr
a great yellow cat, which boaster! the grandiloquent
name of Empt>ror, anrl with him Harol<l soon made
fri ends, and when be discovered thnt the cat would
jump over bis hands, the boy's content seemed complete.
But with the others it was different. They might
laugh and joke, and declare that they were in grPat
luck to secure such pleasant quarters, but beneath it
all there was an unnercurrent of doubt that was lik e
the worm in the bud. Ward was the first to put the
dark sicle of the picture into words.
It was 1011g after they had r etired, when, 11otic>ing a
re~tless motion of Guy's, he ventnred to whisper: "I
say , Hamm ersley, aren't you asleep either?"
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"No; I've been wondering whether you were,'' was
the reply.
"The boy's off, isn't he?"
"Long ago. I've been thinking."
"About next mouth?"

"Yes."

"So have I. 'Tisn't a particnlarly cheerful ontlook,
'specially for me. What if I don't succeed in finriiug
auything to do?"
"Oh, hut you will. Wuat are you up in particularly
in the business line?"
"Nothing; that's the trouule. I left school to come
out here with Ruth, you know. Besides, even supposing l get a place, I surely cnn 't expect the good fntune you've bad, anrl will be lucky to be pairl five
dollar s a week. Multiply that by four, and you have
twenty dollars a month for liviug expenses. Amount
wanted: fifty.''
"But you 111ust remember that then'rl be ten left
from my income."
"Yes; but that will still leave a gap of twenl.y to be
filled. Besicles, I haven't got my situation at five a
week yet, and maybe I won't ever have it. Ruth has
grEBt hopes of getting something to rlo, but it is so
late iu the season now I'm afraid there's not much
show for ber in tbe concert line, and I've put my foot
down on her going into a stor e. Then, you must r emember, our clothes won't last forever, anrl we
haven't counted the cost of these in our estin1ates at
all."
Guy was obliged to admit that tbey bad not, and
tben there was silenl'e in the apartment, broken only
by the regular breathing of Harold, ;;ho was sleeping
peacefully, while his older roommates were both lying
there wide-eyed over the problem of existence.

CHAPTER XXlII.
WARD ATTEMPTS JOKE MAKING.

During a good part of the next day Guy's t!Joughts
were more distracted than they should have been perhaps from his work. He was kept coustautly wondering what success the other members of the little household in Harlem would meet with in their quest for employment. For bis mother had decided to call on D1·.
Pendleton, taking Ruth with her, while Ward was to
answer certain advertisements he bad cut out of the
morning papa)·. It may be believed, tbereforn, that
when the young real estate clerk took the elevated
train llome at five o'clock, be was possessed of a feverish impatience to hear the result of their efforts.
Two steps at a time he ascended the long fligllts of
stairway, eager to burst into the cosy apartment with
a cry of ''Well, what cheer?'' But on the top lauding
stood Harold, one finger laid across his lips, while with
tile other band he motioned for bis balf-brotller to
tread ligb tly.
"Why, what's the matter?" wbispererl Guy, bis
heart fairly springing into bis throat.
''It's mamma,'' replierJ the boy. ''Sile was taken
sic I< this morning soon after you went away. I couldn't
go to school because I had to run out and bunt up a
rloctor, a11d then go off to the drug store two or three
times. Miss Farleigh bas had to be with her all day."
Guy hurried in and met Ruth in the parlor. She
looked wan and anxious .
''The doctor says it is a genernl hreak down of the
system," she answered in respouse to Guy's eager
questionings. "She must have careful nursing aud
the most nourishing diet. Yes, you can see her.''
When Guy came back to the parlor, which bad now
become the rlining-room, for Harold had begun to set
the table, be found \Varel there. 0110 glance at his face
was sufficient to show that bis day's quest hacl been a

fruitless one. While tbey were eating dinner be told
in lowererl toues his experiences.
'·In the first place,'' he began, "almost every place
I went to had already engagerl a boy, and otherE that
hadu 't when tliey found out that I was a strnnger in
New York, said I wouldn't do at 011ce. By that time I
had got down to the Liottom of my list, where I had
put the doubtful ads, those that promised big profits
for little work, and which, as I suspected, turned out
in every case to he baits for Look agents. As I baven"t
had m'fself parlded against a~saults from Arnerican
boots, said I'd tuiuk about it, and got out as quick
as l could."
Ward tried to make light of his failure for the sake
of the others, asserting that he meant to work 011
differeut lines on the morrow.
''You ought to get <t 8unclay paper if you want a
long list of ad,·ertisen1e11ts to select from,'' suggested
Harold. ''I found one the l\fodderus left here. Would
you like to see it?"
"Ybs, trot it out. The more the merrier."
So Harolrl brought the paper, but none noticed at
the tin1e that one particular sheet be separated from
the rest, folded it up aud stuff<id it into his pocket.
Ward took the paper a11d i111mediately hec11me absorbed
in its perusal. But Guy remarkerl that he was not reading the ''Help Wanted-Male'' pages, and was therefore considerably surprised when the British youth
surldeuly brought 0110 hanrl down on the table with an
emphatic slap and exclaimed: "I've got it. That's the
easiest way to make money I've beard of yet! "
"Hush , my dear brub, uot so loud," cautioned
Ruth, witb a glance toward the sick chamber. Then
sbe added: ''What is that easy way of makiug a fortu11e you have discovered?"
''Writing jokes for the comic papers,'' answererl
Ward. "Here's an article tolli11g all about it. Allll
only thi11k I For just a little bit of a dialogue of two
lines sometimes, a mau gets a dollar. It can't take
more tbau five minutes at the most "to scribble off one
of these. Now in a working rlay of eight bou1·s there
are-I say, Harold, you're just fres!J front school,
how many five minutes are there in that length of
tirne?"
''Ninety-six,' ' answered Harold, after an insta11t of
meutal ca lcnlation.
"Good,'' went on the enthusiastic Ward, his face
flushing with the inspiration of bope. "A dollar
apiece for the product of each of these would be-- ' '
He hesitated for au i11sta11t, anrl then Guy adder! ,
with 11 little laugh: "Ninety-six dollars a day. At
that rate I wonder why some Wall Street broker
don't change their business. They would certainly get
rich faster then a gr.iat ma11y of them do now."
"Oh, of course I don't suppose one could tbinl< of a
new joke every five minutes in the day,'' rejoined
Ward, lo:iking a trifle s illy as he realized to what
lengtbs bis enthusiasm had canied him. ''I just
wa11ted to show yon what possibilitie there were in
the scheme. I tbink I'll begin to-night, so I'll have
somet!Ji11g to fall back ou in case I don't succeed in
getting a r eg ular place to-mo1TO'V. Of course tramping
about all day tryiug to get a situation isn't just the
best sort of preparation to set tbe miurl in trim to reel
off funny things, but then 1 dou't waut to get in the
habit of waiti11g for 111oods to write. I wonder if I can
find any paper to write 011 i11 tbis establishment?"
Harold brought him so111e, and while Guy picked up
tba ail vertisi11g sheet of the journal he had cAst aside,
Ward took nut his lead pencil, anrl, propping hb head
ou bis arms, which rested on the table, wrinklerl his
brow and looked tenibly serious in the effort to he
funny. One, two, tb1·ee minutes passed, and still he
remainerl in the same position, with not oue word as
the r esult of his deeply severe thi11king.
(TO BE CONTINUED . )

Setting Up Exercise at West Point.

The cadets at the United States Military Academy are famous for their erect soldierly bearing. In
their few excursions outside of West Point their fine military carriage bas attracted universal commen·
dation. Visitors to the'' Point'' do not wonder at this fact. The course of drill from the hour when a
lad enters as a plebe until he graduates, is such that only one result can be obtained. He must carry
himself in a soldierly manner, and be generally does all the rest of his life. The exercises illustrated
above are those used almost daily by th e corps of cadets.
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Nothing is so eutertaiuing to fill up a spare balf-hour
at a Christmas pal'ty as a few really good aud wellperforn1ed conjul'i11g tricks; and I trust that thorn I
am about to descl'ibe will enable mauy of Army and
Navy readers to amu e tbeir friends during the festive
seaso11. I llave selected from my repertoire for explauation a uu111ber of the most effective but !Past difficult illusons . For these, the apparatus required is of
the most simple nature, aud easily maria if not obtainable in the house. To make my descriptions as explicit
as poss ible, a few repetitious must be allo Ned, as the
modus operandi of a coujuri.ng trick requires to be well
explained to be understood by the pupil. I will com111euce by describing a vel'y capiLnl trick which I shall
call
~

~

The V anishlng Ball,
For this you obtain a large cork, and with a sba1·p
penk nife (wet the l.Jlade, it will cut better) or a rasp,
cut the edgPs off, 'illrl r o u11d it to form a ball about a11
incb in diameter. Then with a humau hair, form a
loop about 1 1-2 inches Jong, and fix th e enrls to the
ball with a little wax, or bet,ter still, by forcing the
e1His iuto the cork with a bit of pointed lucifer watch.
To pel'fo111 the trick you secretly pass the forefinger
of youl' right hand through t he hair loop, letting the
ball lay on the pal111 wheu you show it. Turn up your
cuffs to prove you do 11ot r equire the aid of your sleeves
for the experiment, and state that you propose to
make tbe ball vanish with out the assistance of any apparatus. Now place your left baud over the right, and
at the sa111e tin1e separat ing the forefinger from the
second of your right, quickly push ti.la ba ll with the
tlln111b of right haud between tbe opeued fi11gers (the
ball uatnrally falls at back of band, whi<'h you k eep
ill a position that the <:>ompauy ca unot see the ball
hanging beh iurl). You now imm ediately r emove the
left ba11d closed, as H it coutaiued tbe hall, then open
the hand aurl show it empty. By practicing a few
ti111es bPforn a l ooking-glass you ca n make the disappearan ce very etfccti ve.
I waut you to unclel'stand that tbe appearance of the
trick to the company is, that you show a ball in your
right hanrl, anrl take it with a grasp in the left, which
ynu then open, a11rl sbow the ball has gone. With a
little dexterity you may, with a quicl< j erk, throw
the ball over your lrnnd from the hack into tbe palm
and sbO •V it has r etu rned; for tbis you must mal;e a
mo vemeut as if cach ing it in the air. Now break off
the bair, and give tbe ball for exa11ii natiou.
~
..lC
The Flying Thimble.

All you r eq uire for this tl"ick is a n orrlinary thimble
wbicb eas ily fits )ou r forefinger. You show the thimble
on the forefiuger of your rigbt band, lay the linger
witb thi111l:>le ou the palm of your Jett, whi ch you then
close. and now withdraw the finger minus tl,e thimble.
The company naturally imagine that it is in the left
band, but on opening it they an• a stounded to see it
en1pty.
The secret of the illu sion is as follows: In reality you
do 11ot place the thimble in the left hanrl at all, but iu
the act of l ay iI ·g the forefinger of the right hand on
tbP left, you q111<'kiy bend· the finger anrl leave t hEI
thimble SPcr eted between the ball of your thumb and
the root of the forefinger-only plad1;g the bare finger
in the left. This you i11stantly <'lose; anrl then withdraw the forefinger fo1· the aurlienc-e to suppose that
Ynn can eventuallv
the thimble r en1ains in the l eft.
produce Lbe thimble froni your pocket, or sb ow it

again on the tip of the forefinger, by a r everse move
rneut.
~

~

The Magnetized Hat.
You borrow an old tall hat, and place it on the table
crowu upwards . Now, after making a few mysterious
passes over it, you lay your band 011 the crown and
gradually raise t!Je Lat in the air a11d 1nake it float
about in various positious. This trick is done by 1'l"Ovidi11g yourself with an orrlinary black pin, bent i11 the
shape of the letter C, whi c h you secrete in youl' right
hand. On reC'eivillg the bat from ti.le le nd el', take it in
your left., and while walking to tbe tab[., place the
right baud insid e, and quickly push tlJe point of the
pin up through the crown and sta11d the hat on the
table. You make a few passes over ti.le bat as if you
were mesmerizing it. Lay your left hand flat on the
• hat (you will ea;ily feel tl.10 Len t pin), slip your sec011d finger in the hook and slowly lift tbe hat from the
table. By inclining your hand rigut or left you m ove
the bat ahont as if lloatiug in the air, and 11s if magnedPzerl. After this uri11g ti.le bat to the table, r e1110' e
the hand, and in retul"lling the hat you can ea ' ily
withrlra w the pin, lea dng 110 trace of how you per formed the feat.

The Enchanted Bottle.
You pla"e au empty wine or other h eavy bottle 011
No one
the table, and invite any one to l.Jlow it over.
will believe this possible. But you show tilat it ca n Lie
cloue by producing a small paper bag (an ob long tissue
paper one is ti.le best), lay ing it ou the edge of th e
table with its opening towarrl you, and stand the bottle
on the closed end. You now press up the opening and
apply y our 111ontb to it a11d hlo1v, when tbe air will
£xpaud tbe bag a11d the bottle will topple over.
~

~

The Chamelion Handkerchief.
For this illusion you require two silk handkernbiefs
of rliffer eut colors, say r eel aud blue, each 11hout twel 1·0
inch es square, also a pie<'e of hr.ass or tin t ube, one in c h
in dia111Eiter anrl two inches long. To this yon attach,
by 1llea11s of a small hole, a piece of st r ong r ound or
f1at silk-<'overerl elastic, about twenty-four inches l ong,
ti.le other end of which yuu tie to yonr braces by tbe
left shoulrler; pass tl.ie tube under the back of the "<"est
and out of the right arm-hole, so that it ha ngs at th e
right sirle under your coat; press the blue han dkerchi ef
in•o the tube, and you are ready. Th e t1ick is presenter! as follows: You show a red silk ha11rlkerchie f,
and give it to be examined; and while it is ueing
looked at, la the aC't of turning up your c uffs you catch
hold (se<'retly) of the tube and hide it in tbe ri gh t
hand. Now taking the r e<l hauukerC'hid from the pe r son who has Ileen lookin g at it , with you r l.,ft hand
qnl<'kly pass it to the 1ight, and, iu cloiug so, see that
it entirely bides th" tube from tbe view of the audiNow state th at by rn er ely r11bhi11 g it between
ence.
your hanrls yon will change its color. Bring your left
band over the right , and with your thumbs gradually
press the red ha111lkerchief into one end of the tube.
This will 1111tnrnlly lorC'e out the blue, and when tbe
red is thoroughly hidd en , you spread the blue over
your right hand (to hide th e t11he), nnrl t hen, taking
it by the corners, give it a shake anrl let th e tube go,
when it is at once drawn away nncl or cover of the
handkerchief, and hangs und er the ri g ht arm. You
giv e ti.le hlne h1111dk ercbief to be exan1bwd, calling tlot•
compauy's attention to its ehauge of color.

A Christmas Letter from the Author of "Clif Faraday."'

~
I
Ovfy Dear Boys:

Ii

Brooklyn, N. Y. , Christmas Day, 1897.

I haw been requested to write a personal letter to the readers of the Army and
Navy, and I do so with the greatest pleasure. As Christmas is the occasion, I do
110! believe I can do bclter than to give you a brief idea of Kris Kringle time at the
A1111apo!is Naval A cademy . The Cadets do not believe in Santa Claus, except that
he is a jolly old lmmbug, whose day is an excuse for much good fim. And fun the_v
bave down there in the old Academy on the ban/is of the Sevem. It is a holid,i)', of
course, aud one of the very few the hard working boys have. All stiidies and drills
are suspc11ded, a11d the day is given up to games and a rousillg fine diu1ter. Permission to leave the gro1wds is gi'Ven to all whose past conduct warrants the privilege, a11d a number of the first class are permitted to 'Visit Baltimore. Thos e electing
to remain take solace ill football or othu kindred sports . Sometimes an eutertain mml is given in the armory, ending ill a "hop," to which their sisters and other
fellows ' sisters are invited. Late at night, or rather early the fotlowi11g niomiug,
whm all good cadets are supposed to he in bed, certain strangely burde11ed figures
might be seen (although they arc not!) jl.itti1tg from room to room in the uew
quarters. Windows arc covered wini blankets to shut in the forbiddm light , tabl·s
are covered with pzes aud cake and chicken, and-alas! beer, and f eas t aud good
fellowship go merrily on. It is at these surreptitious frolics that the most eujo)•able
ji111 of the da_v takes place. Plebes are llot allowed by their lords aud masters, th~
upper class cadets, to serve niiduight diwzers, c111d if there be a1~y with temerity
C11ough to give a "spread," tbe others swoop down 11po11 him, devour every crumb
,ind adini11ister a lesson loug remembered. In n~v la st year al the Academy the membas ~f my class 11ot only gave a feast bitt added a genuine Christmas tree. A cadet,
110/ uow in the ser'Vice, took the part of Santa Claus. He was gotle11 up regardless, a11d
was i11 the midst of a humorous oratiou wheu the door, /~ft unguarded for a mo111mt,
of>ened, rewaliug to our horrified ga\e the imposing figure of the Officer of the Day.
He did not seem surprised, but gaz:ed about, smili11g grimly under hzs mus/ache.
His eyes at last fell upon Santa Claus, who was shiveri11g as if the cold blast of
dismissal was already blighting him. The /ie1t lcuan t spoke and the tone of his 'Voice
ga'Ve 11s bear/ at once. "Mr. Kris Kringle, you are gelling sporty in ")!Our old age.
Don' I ;•ou thi11k you had better call away your reiudeers a11d resume your cruise?"
was all he said, thell he turned a11d marched from the room. W e gave him a cheer,
subdued but hearty, a11d to this day he is a favorite in th e scrvzce . But it was the
las t Christmrts spread on that floor .
And now I wa11t to wis h you all a right merrp Christmas, a11d ma,y you enjoy
th e grand ho/zday as well as we did !II the dear old A cademy .
Sincerely yours,

A Christmas Letter From the Author of "Mark Mallory."

West Po-int, N. Y., Christmas Day, I897.
To my Readers in the Army and Navy :
I should tltz'nk that any ~ne who !tas perseveringly f~!lowed
the Seven Devils through tlzez"r adventures tltz"s week !tas read
about as muclt from my pen as I have any rigltt to expect; but
the editor of our paper tltinks otherwise and lzas afforded me the
pleasure of extending a Cltrz"s(mas greeting besides.
I t seemed to me that instead of getting off a few timehonored jokes on the subject of turkeys and cranberry sauce, I
would z'nterest you more by saying a few words about how the
West Poz'nt cadets celebrate t!teir /zolidays.
Christmas tzde zs a welcome season at the Academy, the
boys there bez"ng no fonder of study titan I imagz"ne you are.
Usually they have to study a great deal.
On Cltrzstmas night t!tere z"s an entertaz'mnent given by t!te
cadets in a place where Christmas zs most appropriately celebrated- the "Jllfess Hall." I n thz"s case z't zs a theatr/cal per formance witlt a cadet ballet t!tat plovcs a great attraction. It
is at TVest Poz'nt as z"n England z'n Shakespeare's tz'me. T!te
"actresses" are all men. Usually the officers, t!te "tacs"
aren't allowed to come, far guying them 1s the chief source ofj~tn.
Cadets are allowed to receive Clu zstmas boxes .from Jzonte.
Those v:1/zo don't get a11y usually pay a "vzsit" to a plebe wlzo
was more fortunate,· r"t often !tappens tlzat t!te plebe !tas to content ltz"mseif w1"tlt wzslt bones and wzslzes.
Hopz'ng that tlzzs last paragraph wz'!l add to your appredatz"on of your own more substantial and less i'mperilled di"nners, I
T'ery truly yours,
remain,

Ii
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I
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Cb¢ Editor's £bristmas 6r¢¢ting.
NEW YORK CITY, Xm as, '97.

MY DEAR YOUNG FRIENDS:
HIS is th e seaso n and the d ay w h en th e heart of every boy (old boys and young boys) throbs
with expectation and, p erch ance, a more tender fe eliD g than usual. We of th e United Stales
of America h ave many h olidays which we love, but then:! are non e like Christmas-non e in
which we ta ke so much ge nuine interest .
It is probable my yonng fri<'nds ll ave long since made the very painful di scovery that
Fa til er Santa i s onl,y a my t h. Wasn't it a d isappointment to you ? D id n ' t it seem that ·so metb i11 g terrible h ad taken p lace ?-that the whole fabr ic of your belief in life, and its mysteri es, bad been
shattered? That is the way I fe lt, an d it was many a day b efore I recovered my confidence in anything.
In time a different conception of Christmas rose from the ashes of my former i dea. T he odd and
whim si cal ad mixture of bewlli skered Kris Kringles a nd sleigh s, and reindeer, and grea t bags filled with
toys, and chimneys a nd capacious stockin gs, gave way to the true meaning of the day .
.JC
.JC
.;t
.JC
It was not t h at I lost interest in gifts, eithc-r the giving or receiving, nor that the glories of tile
Christm as tree and the hanging of the stocking left me; but I realized why Cllristmas is observed and
wh ose birth it celebrates. With th e knowl edge came a more tender rega rd fo r th e twenty-fifth of December, a knowledge which is very swee t and which will come to you some day, if it bas not already.
It was m y l ot, some yea rs ago, to pass Christmas Day on th e summit of th e Andes Mountains, on
th e bord er of the Argentin e R epu bli c. I h ad left M endoza with a part y of fiv e en route to Valpara iso,
Chili. The Tra ns-Andean R ail way was only a suggestion, and it was n ecessary to travel by mule over a
loft y a nd dangero us pass. The third evening out found us at the edge of the pass, and in sight of o ur
t emporary stoppin g place, a rude llut co n tain in g one room. As we d ismount ed and unpacked our
bla Dkets a burl y Engl ishm a n suddenly called attention to the fact th at it was Christmas Eve .
.JC
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Auel so it was. In t he exciteme nt of departure from Mend oza and the novelty of travel, we h ad
forgotten the n earness of Chri stmas. Tbe rest of the party consisted of an elderly Frenchman , a dapper
little man w ith a carefully-waxed im pe ri al and a great r egard for his atti re ; a studious pipe-smoking
German with spectacles, and a lad of fifteeu from some sm all town in Illinois. The latter had bee n on
a visit to a broth er in Buenos Ay res and was r eturnin g to his fathe r, an American mer chant of Valparaiso. There was also a n ative g uid e who ca red for the mules. We had bee n together long enoug h to
wear off that restraint natural between stra nge rs, and when the Engl ishman proposed that we celebrate
the even in g as fitti11gly as poss ible, all h eartily a<>reed.
Ou r ca nn ed provisio ns mad e a so rry feast, but good comradeship a11d an even ing of sto ry -tellin g
caused t he tim e to pass pleasa11tl y , and it was la te befo re each m ember of the pa rty wrapped himself
in hi blankets and prepa red fo r slu mber. A hu ge fire h ad been started out ide tile doorl ess sh elter,
and the rudd y fl am es se11 t a soft glow through the room. Prese ntly, findi ng that m emori es called up
by tli e ni g ht would not permit rue to sleep, I was on the point of ri ing, when I saw Teddy, th e boy,
slip from hi s blankets. He crept to th e wall a nd hun g so m ethin g to a nail , then stole back to his bed.
I watched curiously, until, fin all y, a sh aft of light from the fi re outside fell upon the dangling object.
It \\'as a stock in g !
.JC
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A stockin g! The recollection of his home life had proved too stroug for the little lad. I co nfess
to a very curious feeling, a nd a lum p in the ll.Jroat t h at would not dow n, as I watched th at embl em of
Christmas t ide swaying in the breeze of an upper Andean pass. Suddenly I h eard a rustling, and saw
the stol id German sit up o n hi pallet. He fumbled under hi s clothing which served as a pillow for a
H e h ad scar cely regained his blankets wh en th e E ng li shmoment, then crept to the stocking.
ma n paid a simil ar visit. And then the Frenchman. The gu ide from his corner was gapi ng in amazement, bnt presently he, too, grasped the situation, and made a like pilgrimage. It was my turn , and
as I passed Teddy on my way back from the stock in g, I gla nced at hi s face. He was asleep, but there
\Yere two great tears glistening in the light from the fire .
.JC
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The Christm as sun found us all apparently asleep, but there \ms not a man in th e room wllo did not
!Jaye 011e eye on Teddy's pallet. He awoke at last and glanced about in su rprise. Then his gaze fell
upon the stocki ng which was bu lging with its stran e cargo. It did not take him long to reach it.
Thrusting one hand in h e drew forth a sih-er watch. The rest of us glanced at the Frenc hm an,
but hi s head was under the blanket. Then came a much worn and highly-colored pipe, which we
recogn ized as the rio:ecio us property of the German. A la rge, many-bladea pocketknife was the n ext
object prod uced, and it was the Rnglishman's turn to bob under cover. Then Pedro the guide's mite
came to light. It was a sil Yer-mon nted whip h and le, an d if ever a m an looked :h eepish, Pedro
did . Fi nall y , m y co ntribu tion-a finger ring I h ad worn for years--came from the stocki 11g, and th en
that boy faced us suddenly and caught us all looki ng.
There were tears in hi eyes and a catch i n hi s Yoi ce as he thanked us singly and collectively, and
we, after th e m an ner of men, made a boisterous joke of it, but all the sam e it was not the worst
~
Chri stmas I b ad eyer spe nt.
o _,, /. /J~.
-~ ~ / .- ,,~
, '//" _·'-And now to you, one a nd all , do I g i,·e my sin cere
_ "l/V' <.,d~v cvVl-.
Faithfully yours,
wishes for a right merry Xmas Day.

A Wrestling Match in Bulgaria.
Wbile passiug through a village inhabited principally by Christian Bulgarians (says a traveler) we
wit11e sect a good w1·estling match between a gigant:ic
Bulgariau a11d a sli111, active gipsy. The latter was a
splendid specimen of 111a11!Jood; he was about twentyfive years of age and nearly six feet liigh, with a bandso111e, aristocratic and cheery cou11teuauce; and as be
took oft' Ids jacket and hauded it to his fair one-who
accolllpauied him, aurl vushed !Jim i11to the ri11g-aud
thus stood stripped to the waist, there was a buzz of
adnliration fro1J1 the whole crowd. He was slightly
made, but all was sit•ew.
Laughingly, and half modestly, he shook his powerful antago11ist by the l1a11cl, and then the walk round
connneucecl, the young gipsy talking and laughing all
the tin1e. It seemed as though neither liked to be the
first to 1iegi11, "!Jen su ldenly the Bulf"arinn turned
sharp upon Ins a11tagonist and tried a favorite catch,
but quiek as lightning the lithe figure of the gipsy
eluded his grasp, and a sigh of relief went up from
bis clan.
Tile exciteme11t was nuw intense, aud the youug gil"l
fairly quivered with a11xiflt)' as she watchecl every
rnovemant of.her swain. She would have made a
splendid picture! 'Ibey were still walking rouud, and
it seeiued as thongb the struggle would never begin,
when, lo! a sin111ltaneous cry went forth from the
C'l'01Hl, as tile great Bulgarian lay ~prawling awl half
stunned upon tl1e grnuud. So qmr.kly was it done that
the gipsy had assisted his prostrate foe to rise before
a11yone had fully J"ealizru that be was overthrown.

A Dog That was Made a Sergeant.
In one of the last wars of the French against the
natives of Algeria, a battalion of Zouaves, e1.gaged
against the Jc'abyles in the Atlas 11Iou11tains, was beset
!Jy the natives by rneaus of very peculiar tactics.
Tbe mountains were dotted l1y thick, upright bushes,
and among these the Zouave sentinels were placed.
One after another the men placed on guard were found
heacjless upon the gronnd. They bnd been separately
attacked and belieaded by a cruel aud hidden euerny.
U11e niglit two sentinels bad been found de<"apitated"
iu s11ccessi01i. The corporal of the guar•l, Louzeau by
name, feared t!Jat the sentinels ntight have been sleepI
iug.
He placed anot!Jer on guard and said to him,
"Crouch down behind that bns!J, and keep close
watc!i. And, llliod you, dou't go to sleep, for your
life depends on your vigilance. We shall be back to relie,-e you in about an hour."
In an hour the squad returned . They found the third
sentinel dead upon the ground. Tue Zouaves were
struck with horror.
"I will stand guard the rest of the night myself,"
sai<l Louzeau.
He took up his positiou behind the bush, and sent
away ·the S'juad, with 01·ders to return in an bo11r.
When they C'ame back the light of dawn wQs faintly
shi11iug. They saw Louzeau sitting on the ground and
calmly smoking his pipe by the side of the body of a
gigai1tic Kahyle.
Near by at his right was what appeared to be a
Zouave ou guard, but it turned out to be the hood and
jacket of Louzeau skilfully placed ou the stalk of a
cart us.
It "as a trap which had deceived the Kabyles and

revealed their trick. They bad biddeu theuisel ves in
bushes, or rather disguised tben'sel ves as bushes,
surroundiug their hollies with hrnnches in sud1
a way that they could uot b<i distingui.s!Jed from the
other liushes around thelll. When the sei1trnels were
left alone tbey stole upon them and beheaded tbern
witil a strike of the sword.
lu this battalion of Zoua,·es there l'"as a soldier,
nanied Foutrain, who ha<l a very intelligent buuting
dog named Delly:; frolll the village 1rbere lie was born.
Foutraiu, after the discovery oft.he "Ji,·iug ulushes,"
set about training his dog to detect theiu, and succeeded so well t!Jat, ruuning from oue bush so another
along the guard line, Dellys i nstautJy sceuted every
biddeu Afri<.:au, autl "pointed" to the bush, and thus
led to the capture or sliooting of the arn Jmsbed men.
His services were so brave and useful that Dellys
was actually promoted to the grada of corporal. ThE)
soltliers placed ou his paw the gnlous or strip of lace
that marked bis rank. Ile wore them proudly, aud
seenied to take on a sperial air of gravity and dignity
with them.
One uigbt he surprised a Maltese trying to escape
from the camp, aud clung to him until the man was
seized by the guanl. Upou tlJe lllalt~se were found letters in Arauic that proved him to be a spy. For this
exploit Dellys was promoted to the rank of sergeant,
and the galons 011 his paws were replaced by chevrons.
The Kabyle enemy resorted to e~ery possible means
to destroy Dellys, aud finally, by means of a pretended
peace-rarley, they succeecletl in lurii1g bim a distance
away from the ca111p, when they beheaded him and
left his body near the Freneb camp.
A sort of tumuiuH, or pile oC stones, was erected
over his grave, to "·hich those who know tbe story of
Dellys' serviC'es J1ave addet.l stones from time to time,
uutil it has become quite au imposing monument.

Napoleon's Gee-gee.
Old t.:iys so very seldom survive the rough work their
youthful possessors give thern that if any do weather
the storm, tliey become extremely val na ble. A collection of old playthings, many of which belonged to
royal children, was sold some time ago in France,
when some of them brought high prices.
!for instance, a little doll, rather less than a foot
long, but clad in a panoply of steel aud armed cap-apie, perfectly mod"lled, and made at the period when
Louis XIII. sat on the throne of Frauce, sold for six
hundred and fifteeu francs.
Even this price was exceeded by that paid for a tiny
set of carriages carved in wood, and accompanied by
an escort of little wooden soldiers, made when Napoleon I. was First Consul, which brought one thousand fraucs. A miniature kitche11 was interesting as
heing an exact model of those ia-11se at the time of
Louis XVI.
A little jointed doll, sixteen inches in length, and
dressed ill a_brocbe silk watfeau costume, brought one
hundred francs, while the kitchon was only valued
at three hu11dred aml forty francs. A doll, still dressed
in the original faded brocade silk, wbicb had belonged to lllarie Autoinette as a child, was sold for
eighteen hundred francs.
A roughly-made wooden horse, with a broken nose
and one leg n1issing, anthenticated as baviug belonged
to the great Napoleon wheu he was a baby, went for
two thousand franes.

OUR JOKE DEPARTMENT.

Appropriate Christmas Presents.

Advised Him to Clear
A geutlemau in a l'es'.
tauraut, who desil'ed
to get the best that the
plac<i afforded, drew a
silver coin out of his
pocket and gave it to
tbe waitel' uefore he
had ordered anything.
''Here is your fee ''
said tbe custom e 't·.
"Now I want to kuow
in all confidence, what
you can recommend."
l'be waiter pocketecl
the coin.
"You want my honest ad vice, eb?" be
asked.
"Certainly.''
"V\ell," said the
waiter, in a confideJ1ti11J
whisper, "I should rec
ommend-anotber r estaurant l"

~I
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Out of the Pan.
Sea Captain-" Yes, I
"'ant a boy, but 1 think
you look lik e a rum1way.
Now aiu't ye?
Didn't you run a11ay
from home?"
Boy - "Ye-ve·y-e-s
but I couldn't help it'.
Tbey was goin' to send
me t o a de11tist. to h1\\'e
six teeth filled."
"They was, was tbey ?
Well, I'd a run o lf. too.
I don't believe iu lilliu'
teeth."
"N -o, sir, I dou't
either."
"Of 0011r'e not. You
come on boarU with 1110,
and if anything's wron11
with your taetb, th'
carpenter can take 1 en1
out with a monkeywreucb. ''
Boy went home.

Hotel Waiter-"Sball I take your order now, ndssy,
or will you wait till your mamma comes in?"
Little Girl-" I wish you'd take it 11ow. Mamma
uever orders anysing 'cept wat's good for me."

Hospi tal Visitor-" ,And so you got run over while
crossing Broadway. What causerl tbe accideut?''
Boy-"My not haviu' eyes in tb' back o' me bead."

$

Mother-"How did you gtit so wet? Did you fall
overboard?"
Littl e Dick-" Dmrno. It rained so harrl out there I
couldn't tell wbetber I was overboard or uot."

Mother-" Mercy me! You've been in swimming too
long. Your teeth are cbatteri11g."
Little Son--"Tbey-is-is-loose any bow.''

$
Marnma-"What urn1er the •nn are you doing with
little Oot 's clothes 011?''
Little Dick (despomleutly)-" Well, Dot said sbe
wantetl to be in th' fasbiou, an' she'~ gone oft' with all
of mine."

$

$
A pitman, descrihing to some of his mates bi s first
trip to sea, sRirl: "A heavy storm came 011 a'e night,
an' the captaiu cried out in a louc! voice, 'All ha11rls
on deck!' So, chaps, I walked upstairs a11d lays baith
bands on deck. An' what div ye tbiuk, man? The
beggars stampt on ma fingers I"
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CONSUM L' TION CURED.
A 11 old physiui1111, retit·etl from practice, IJnd placed in
his hands hy au East f11Uia 1uissiona.r·y the formula ot a
sim1)Je vegetalJle rcu1etly for tile speedy a11<l per111ane 11 t
Clll'O or C<rn~ll1llptio11, Bronehitis, Catarrh, AsLLtma, a.1Hl all
'J IJl'O:tt am! Lnug Atrect.1011s, also a positi\'e am! rndic:.Ll
('.Ure for Nervous JJolJility aud all Nervous Compl:~i11ts.
Ha\'i11g testell its wouderr111 curttti ve po\\'ers i11 tl 1011s:uuls

of caf.ICA, au<l cleAit·i11 ,g to re1tev·e human suffering, I will
sond free or olJarg-e to a.llwllo wish it, this recipe, in Ger1ua.11 , French, or l 4;11~Hsh. with full directions for prepnri11gaJ1Ll n s i111..r. Se ut hy mail lJy alldrcssi11g, with stamp, 11a111inir this paper. W . A . Non:s, 320 Power's Block, Jloclw~ter,
N. Y.

Cred • t and Prem"1ums'

easy
goodsreturn
sell.send You
1 toWe
mouey aud get a Jrn.odsome Watch, Ring, Silverware, 1.~. 1 for your
you
H
:;\lrs.
or
J\li~s
i\lr.,
services. \Vrtte your name m full:
caunot sell we wllJ take them back. Gi·ego1·y l\l'f'g Co., llox
11
Ci'' 24 Park Place. New York .
1\Ie11tio11 Anny a11<1 Navy.

~~~cure

al l disorders of the
Liver, Stolllach, and Bowels,
Headac he, Dyspepsia, Con stipation, Bilionsuess, Dizziness; Clears the Colllplexion,
Increases the Appetite, Tones
the System , and is a Sure
Rem edy for Depression of
Spirits, General D.ebility,
Kidney Complaints, Nervousness, Sou r Stomach, Disturbed Sleep, etc.

Jlrmy and naoy
IB3Il~1DE ~§o

PRICE , 25 CENTS P E R BOTT LE.

Th ese tablets are sngarcoa ted and pleasant to take. Oue
tablet gives quick relief.
Adtlreso TOHMO NIS

t ' IH: ~ll CA I ,

CO., 2 1 4, 6, 8 Hu:w c Sf .

NU: \V YOlll{.
llfentioti Army mut Navy.
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Cents.

BOOKS

U Sl~ FUJ, AN H INS'l 'IWC'l'I YE J NI:'ORJUA 'l'JO N.
Hoys' Ow11 Hoo k of' lloats
Alh11111 Writer 's ARsisfa11t.
'J'he ll oo k of' Kn o wl edge.
Short llnml fo r l<:1·eryb otl y.
l•:ve1·yrt ny Co<>k !look.
How to Ho llu sinos..
A111 nte ur's J\1n.11unl of Photogrn.vh r. 'J'he 'l'ax ide r mist -:1l n1111n.l.
Good ll o 11 se k ee 11i11 g.
~li11 s' Unive rsal Lett e r·Writer.
'l'he Hunt er nntl An gler. 'J'h e lnt enm1i o11 11 l l 'r ie ke t (h lidc.
Professio ua l Oa r s man's
nncl
ur
e
Anrn.t
1'he <1011111l et e A1u.;-l er .

Jl a nu a l.
Com11l,\t e 'l'rn.in i 11 g (h 1i de f o r Anmt e ur
Unnn >s ~·e n c im; ln s t r uetor .

:111d Ur hiu g.
P oe'N Jt' oot · H:ill.
Co111q1h e ll's Lnn11 'l'e nu is .

Cn pt. Wehh's Swi mm ing
'J'he ('0111pl ete t' hecker Pla r er.
In st ru ctor.
Hnckga111111 011 nncl Un gnt ell e.
A41t1a ti c Guide; o r , \':tc ht i ng a nd
Out Door S po rt ~ .
Sailin g.
1' he lo1111 g (~y 11111 nrs t.

l'OH.'l'U NE · 'J'ELUNG.
Nnp oleon's Boo k of r11~~l a's llrenm llook. Cupid's Dream Hook

STREET & SMITH,

NEW YORK CITY.

HOW TO DO BUSINESS.
This book is a guide to success in life, embraci11g Pri nciples of

Bnsiness, Choice of Pursuit, Buying and Selliug, General l\Iauager

ment, l\Iecllanical 'l1rades, ]Ja11ufacturi11g 1 Bookkeeping, Causes
ot Success and Failure, Business :Ma.xi ms n.nd Forms. etc. It nlso
contains an appendix of complete bnsin e"5s forms and a dictionary
of commercial terms. No young man should be without this
l t gives compl ete information abou t t rndes.
valuab l e boolc
professions and occt11>atoin i n which any young man is i n terest e,
Prire t e n cen t s. .Address
STREET & SMITH, 25 .Rose street, New York
l'Ma.11ual J ... ibrary Department.)

TEN CENTS EACH.

'J'l1e followi11g list of books will he fonnd useful, entertR.ining, and
'l1hey are lla11d 01uely
f ull of iJ1sLructh•e informn.tion for all.
bou nd i n aLtrn.cLi ve covers, priuted 011 good quality pn.oer, illus·
trated, and a r e marvels of excelle11ce. These book s have never
before been offered nt such a low figure . '!'he price, IO cents ench
ncl11des postnge.

Ri1lh1 ~

T his binder wi ll hold twenty- six copies, an d w ill
keep yo ur papers always clean and smoo th . No more
missing numbers. Handy to refer to and ornament al as
well as useful. Sent post-paid to any address on receipt
of price.

FOR EVERYBODY

'l ' H.ICJ\S,
Hell er's 11 :111!1 Hoo k of Magic.
Her r m:rn's •rri cks with Ca rds.

Jle rrmnn's Ulack Al't.
The Wa y to llo ~ l ag i c .

l tJICl'l' A.'L'IONS AN))

Rl~A IH

'GS .

Select ltecitntions a nd Read in gs.
'l'h e S tantla n l Reci te r.
'l'h ese hooks will he sent t)repn.id 1111011 receipt of l O ct-" 11t 1i1 f' n c h :

The Peerless lterite r.
'l'he l'onn g lll oc11fio11i • t.

When order ing, please he pn.rllc11lur Lo send the fuJJ title of the

~ook desired.also your full name n.nd adrlress. •r11e books are 10
oents each, posrn.ge free. Addre8s
STR EET & "'l\llT H , 25 R ose St., New York
(M:a11 11al L ibrn,1·y De p artmen t .)

MOTHERS

Be sure to use "lll rs. "\V in sl ow's
Soothin g- Syru p" fo r your children
while T eething, 25 cents a bottle.

Mention Army and Navy

W~k l.v .

AND

NAVY

48 LAR.GE MAGAZINE PAGES.
Three Serial Stories by the best Writers. Two Complete Naval and
Military Stories. Sketches, Special Articles, Departments.

ALL FOR FIVE CEN'TS.
LIST

or

STORIES ALREADY PUBLISHED.

No.

Mark Mallory at W est Point.
Clifford Faraday's Ambiti on. A Ta le of a
Naval Sham Battle.
2. Winning a Nava l Appointment; or, Clif
Faraday's Vi ctory .
Mark Mallory's Heroism ; or, First Steps
Towmd W es t Poi nt.
3. The Rival Candidates; or, Mark's Fight for
a Mi litary Cadetship.
Clif Faraday's Endurance; or, Preparing for
the Nava l Academy.
4. Passi ng the Examinations; or, Clif Faraday 's
Success.
Mark Mall ory's Stratagem; or, Haz ing the
Hazers.
5. In W est Point at Last ; or, Mark Mall ory's
T ri umph .
Clif Faraday's Generosity ; or, Pleading an
En emy's Ca use.
6. A Naval Plebe's Experience; or, Clif Faraday
at Annapolis.
Mark Mall ory 's Chum; or, The Trials of a
W est Point Cadet.
7. Friends and Foes at W est Point; o r, Mark
Mallory's Alli ance.
Clif Faraday's Forbearance; or, The Struggle
in the Santee's Hold.
8. Settlin g a Score; or, CIif Faraday's Callan~
Fight
Mark Mall ory 's Honor; or, A W est Point
Mystery .
9. Fun and Frolics at W est Poi nt ; or, Mark
Mallory's Clever Rescue.
Cl if Faraday's Defian ce; or, Breaking a
Cadet Rule.
10. A Naval Academy Hazing; or, Clif Faraday's
Winning Trick.
Mark Mallory 's Battle; or, Plebe Against
Yearling.
11. A West Point Combine; or, Mark Mallory's
New Allies.
Clif Faraday's Expedient; or, the Trial of
th e Crimson Spot.
12. The End of the Feud; or, Cli f Faraday's
Generous Revenge.
Mark Mall ory's Danger; or, In th e Shadow
of Dism issal.
13. Mark Mall ory's Fea t ; or, Making Friends of
Enemies.
Clif Fara day's Raid; or, Plebe Fun and
Triumphs.
1.

No.

14. An Enemy 's Blow ; or, Clif Faraday in Peril.
Mark Mallory in Camp; or, Hazing the
Yearlings.
15. A W est Point Comedy; or, Mark Mall ory's
Practical Joke.
Cl if Faraday's Escape; or, Foiling a Daring
Plot.
16. A Prnctice Ship Frolic; or, How Clif Fara.day
Outwitted the Enemy.
Mark Mall ory 's Celebration ; or, A Fourth of
July at West Point.
17. Mark Mallory on ·Guard; or, Deviling a West
Point Sentry .
Clif Faraday, Hero; or, A Risk for a Friend.
18. An Ocean Mystery ; 01, ClifFa1 aday's Strange
Adven ture.
Mark Mall ory's Peril ; or, A Test of Friendship.
19. A West Point Hop; or, Mark Mallory's Determinati on.
Clif Faraday's Troupe; or, An Entertainment
at Sea.
20. Mark Mall ory's Peril; or, The Plotting of
an En emy.
Clif Fa1 aday's Hazard. A Practice Cruise
Inciden t.
21. A W aif of the Sea.
Mark Mall ory's Defi ance; or, Fighting a
Hun dred Foes.
22 . Mark Mall ory 's Decision ; or, Fac ing a New
Danger.
Cadets Ashore; or, Clif Faraday's Adventure in Lisbon.
23. Sa ving a King; or , Clif Faraday's Brave
Deed.
Mark Mall ory's Escape; or, Foiling an
Enemy's Plot.
24. Mark Mall ory's Strange Find ; or, The Secret
of th e Co unterfei ter's Cave .
Clif Farad ay's Deliverance. An Adventure
in Madeira.
25. A Peril of the Sea .
Mark Mall ory's Treas•Jre; or, a Midnigh t
Hunt for Go ld.
26. Mark Matlory's Mi sfortu1~e; or, Th e Theft
of the Counterfeiter's Gold .
Clif Faraday's Combat; or, Defending His
Country 's Honor.
27. Clif Faraday's Gallantry; or , Balking a Co nspiracy .
Mark Mallory 's Bar~ain; or, The Story of
the Stolen Treasure.

BACK NUMBERS ALWAYS O N HAND.

Address Army and Na vy,

STREET & SMITH, 238 William St., New York City.

• ....t

Cadet School Stories.
"The Monarch of juvenile Publications."

ARMY

NA VY.

AND

A Week] v Publication
OF

FORTY-EIGHT PAGES AND ILLUMINATED COVER.

-·-

. PRICE, FIVE CENTS,
Subscription,

-

-

-

-

$2 . 50 Per Year.

Fun and Adventures Among West Point and
Annapolis Cadets.
TWO COOvfPLETE STORIES EACH WEEK, DESCRIBING IN FASCINATING DETAIL LIFE AT THE FAMOUS GOVERNMENT
ACADEMIES.
These stories, written by graduates of the academies, are true in every
particular, and show vividly how the military and naval cadets enjoy life
whil~ learning to become officers in the Government military and naval'
service.

ARMY AND NAVY

is the only weekly published devoted to stories
of school cadet life at West Point and Annapolis.

. . . PRICE, FIVE CENTS · · ·
____FOR SALE 'BY ALL NEWSDEALERS.

STREET & SMITH, Publishers,

2 38

William St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

